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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation develops a model which predicts 

that others' preferences, operationalized as client

imposed fee pressure and a partner's preferred "approach" 

to auditing, will affect audit judgments. The model also 

develops hypotheses predicting that information 

acquisition and information evaluation are the mechanisms 

through which others' preferences influence audit 

judgments. 

8 

The model's predictions were tested in a behavioral 

experiment in which four versions of an audit case were 

distributed to audit managers from one auditing firm. A 

between-subjects design was used; two levels of client fee 

pressure and two partner-preferred approaches to auditing 

were manipulated between participants. The experiment 

required auditors to determine the extent to which work 

performed by a client's internal audit department would 

affect planned external audit procedures. Additionally, 

participants provided assessments of the level of quality 

of the client's internal audit department. Participants 

determined the number of information cues to acquire 

before providing the above judgments. For each 

information cue acquired, the participants assessed: (1) 

whether the cue was positive, negative, or irrelevant; and 

(2) the importance of the cue. 
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consistent with the model's predictions, participants 

experiencing a high level of fee pressure relied on work 

performed by the client's internal audit department to a 

greater extent than did participants experiencing a low 

level of fee pressure. contrary to the model's 

predictions, a partner's preference did not have 

significant influence on audit judgments. Surprising was 

the finding that while the number of audit hours budgeted 

was influenced by fee pressure, assessments of the quality 

of the internal audit department, which were relatively 

low, did not vary as predicted across the treatment 

conditions. These results suggest that information 

acquisition and evaluation need not be the mechanisms 

through which others' preferences influence audit 

judgments. A conjecture is that the mechanism through 

which others' preferences influence audit judgments is 

through biased interpretation of that level of quality at 

which the internal audit department's quality is 

considered acceptable. 

Congruent with the above conjecture, but contrary to 

the model's predictions, evidence from this study 

indicates that information acquisition and information 

evaluation were not the mechanisms through which others' 

preferences influenced audit judgments. The results of 

this study highlight the need for additional research 
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examining how and in what contexts the various components 

of the judgment process are affected by others' 

preferences. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In planning an audit and designing audit procedures, 

an auditor's judgments should be influenced primarily by 

audit risk factors and materiality considerations (AU 

312.08; AU 150.03-.05 AICPA 1994). Generally accepted 

auditing standards also require that auditors, in 

conducting all matters relating to an audit engagement, 

maintain an independence in mental attitude (AU 150.02; AU 

220 AICPA 1994). Recently, concerns have been raised by 

observers of the auditing profession that auditors are 

less than objective and independent. A specific concern 

is that auditors often impair their independence by 

acquiescing to their clients' preferences (POB 1994, 

1993). These concerns imply that client preferences, 

rather than only risk and materiality considerations, 

influence audit judgments. Such an approach to auditing 

would appear to violate the profession's standards. It 

might be naive, however, to believe that auditors' 

judgments are not influenced by the preferences of 

clients, since these preferences are likely to create 

incentive effects on an auditor's judgments. 

For non-partner auditors, audit partner preferences 

will also influence audit judgments. In fact, the level 

of independence on an engagement depends largely on the 
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position taken by the audit partner on the engagement (POB 

1993). An audit partner can set the tone of an audit 

including whether or not audit team members are encouraged 

to acquiesce to client preferences. Audit managers are 

accountable to both clients and partners (Quilliam 1993). 

That is, audit managers need to justify their judgments to 

their clients and audit partners. These two sources of 

accountability can administer sanctions and rewards to the 

audit manager. Thus, the preferences of both clients and 

partners are likely to create incentive effects on 

judgments made by audit managers. The primary purpose of 

this dissertation is to examine the degree to which both 

client and partner preferences influence audit judgments. 

Audit managers, having significant responsibility for 

the ongoing conduct of an audit, are likely to be aware of 

the preferences of both their audit clients and their 

audit partners. For example, clients may attempt to 

influence audit judgments by communicating a preference 

for efficiency and by imposing a high level of pressure to 

maintain low audit fees. Audit fee pressure is a 

pervasive factor in the audit environment and refers to 

pressure from audit clients for lower audit fees. This 

pressure, which may result from increasing competition in 

the market for audit services (Elliott 1994; POB 1994; 

stevens 1985) or from clients' concerns with costs (Elgin 
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1992; Elliott 1994), is present on virtually all audit 

engagements. The intensity of this pressure, however, 

varies across engagements (Kreutzfeldt 1992). All members 

of an audit team are likely to be aware of the level of 

client-imposed fee pressure (Cook and Kelley 1988; McNair 

1991). 

Audit partners may also influence judgments made by 

their audit team members through explicitly stating their 

preference regarding the conduct of the audit. For 

example, a partner may be concerned with audit efficiency1 

because of the audit firm's short-term profit goals or 

with client retention because of the compensation scheme 

under which the partner is paid (POB 1993; Trompeter 

1994). Alternatively, because of concern for high levels 

of audit quality and the increase in litigation against 

audit firms, a partner may have efficiency or client 

retention as only secondary concerns. Rather, a partner 

will be more concerned that audit team members approach 

the audit with an attitude of appropriate professional 

skepticism. By explicitly making their primary 

preferences known and by setting the tone for the audit 

engagement, audit partners will likely influence the 

1 Throughout this dissertation, efficiency concerns refer to concerns 
about the amount of audit resources (i.e., labor hours) needed to 
conduct an audit. Solomon and Brown (1992) refer to this efficiency 
concern as budgetary pressure. 
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judgments made by their audit team members. 2 Throughout 

this dissertation, the primary concern of an audit partner 

is referred to as a partner's preference and is 

operationalized by the explicitly stated preference of the 

audit partner. 

The above discussion suggests that a client may 

.. influence audit judgments by imposing some level of fee 

pressure. Additionally, a partner may influence the 

judgments of audit team members by indicating a preference 

for a particular "approach" to auditing. Specifically, a 

partner may indicate a preference for a particular 

judgment (i.e., that judgment which will result in the 

most efficient audit) or for a particular attitude towards 

conducting the audit (i.e., attitude of professional 

skepticism). While clients and partners may both 

influence the judgments of an audit manager, it is 

unlikely that a manager will view the preferences of the 

client and the partner as equally important (Gibbins and 

Newton 1994). The more important influence is likely to 

be that of the audit partner (Cohen, Pant and Sharp 1994; 

Lord 1992; Quilliam 1993). The model developed in this 

paper predicts that accountable audit managers, 

experiencing client-imposed fee pressure and knowledge of 

2 The cultures of audit firms likely vary. Accordingly, the 
importance of having one's actions conform to an individual partner's 
stated preference will likely vary across audit firms. 



their partner's explicitly stated preference, will make 

judgments which are influenced more by the partner's 

preference than the client's preference. 

15 

Judgments are often described as resulting from a two 

phase process. The first phase is a pre-decisional 

structuring or editing phase (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; 

Kahneman and Tversky 1981; Toda 1976; Vlek 1987) which 

consists of information acquisition and evaluation. The 

second phase is the actual judgment or decision. The 

model developed and tested in this paper is presented in 

Figure 13 and depicts the predictions that client and 

partner preferences will influence the judgments of audit 

managers and that the mechanisms through which these 

judgments are influenced are information acquisition and 

evaluation. 

The predictions depicted in Figure 1 are investigated 

through an experiment which examines the main and 

interactive effects of fee pressure and a partner's 

preference on audit managers' judgments about the level of 

reliance to place on work performed by a client's internal 

audit department. The experiment was designed so that the 

effects of fee pressure and a partner's preference on 

audit managers' information acquisition and evaluation 

behaviors could also be examined. The experiment required 

3 Figures are presented in Appendix B of this dissertation. 
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audit managers from one Big six firm to assess the level 

of quality of an internal audit department and to evaluate 

the extent to which work performed by a client's internal 

audit department would affect planned external audit 

procedures. 4 

SAS No. 65 allows the external auditor to reduce 

audit procedures by relying on work performed by a 

client's internal audit department if the internal audit 

department is judged to be of an acceptable level of 

quality (AU 322 AICPA 1994). Thus, one means by which 

external auditors can appropriately respond to audit 

client-imposed fee pressure and a partner's preference for 

audit efficiency is to use the work of the client's 

internal audit department as a lower cost sUbstitute for 

external audit effort. 

In using a behavioral experimental approach to test 

the predictions presented in Figure 1, this study 

addresses issues raised by Solomon and Brown (1992) in 

their review of earlier research examining how auditors 

respond to efficiency concerns. They highlight that 

experiments have typically been developed in a manner 

which only allow the auditor-participants to work faster 

4 Although Bonner and Pennington (1991) suggest that audit seniors 
have the experience necessary to perform this task, discussions with 
practitioners indicate that audit managers would more commonly 
evaluate a client's internal audit department and assess the impact of 
the internal audit department's work on planned procedures. 
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in order to be more efficient. other strategies are not 

typically permitted; auditor-participants are provided 

with only restricted opportunities to adapt strategically 

to efficiency concerns (Solomon and Brown 1992). 

Kreutzfeldt (1992) points out that practitioners faced 

with efficiency concerns would most probably consider 

revisions in the nature, extent or timing of audit 

procedures. Accordingly, this experiment allows for 

auditor-participants to make strategic choices when faced 

with anticipated efficiency concerns by allowing them to 

alter the nature or extent of planned audit procedures. 

Since the judgment process is contingent on 

contextual factors (Beach and Mitchell 1978; Hogarth and 

Einhorn 1992; Payne 1982), incorporation of contextual 

factors, such as preferences of clients and audit 

partners, into audit judgment research allows for greater 

progress in this domain (Gibbins 1984; Libby and Luft 

1993; Peecher 1994). By obtaining a better understanding 

of the judgment process and the determinants of judgment 

performance, researchers are in a better position to 

suggest methods for enhancing the judgment process. This 

dissertation will provide evidence as to whether audit 

judgments are influenced by the preferences of clients and 

whether explicitly stated preferences of audit partners 

will alter the influence of client preferences. If audit 
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judgments are influenced by the preferences of these 

parties, the research design allows for analysis of 

whether the activities of information acquisition and 

information evaluation are the mechanisms through which 

others' preferences influence audit judgments. An 

understanding of how others' preferences affect auditors' 

acquisition and evaluation of information will facilitate 

the development of decision aids that may mitigate those 

influences deemed inappropriate and improve the consensus 

of audit judgments. 

Results from this dissertation indicate a link 

between others' preferences and judgments made in planning 

an audit engagement. However, the results provide little 

evidence to support the proposition that evidence 

acquisition and evidence evaluation are the mechanisms 

through which others' preferences influence audit 

judgments. Specifically, client-imposed fee pressure 

influenced audit managers' judgments about the extent to 

which work performed by a client's internal audit 

department would affect planned audit procedures. 

Participants experiencing a high level of fee pressure 

reduced budgeted audit hours by 8 percent more than 

participants experiencing a low level of fee pressure. 

contrary to predictions, a partner's explicitly stated 

preference did not influence these same managers' 
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judgments. Audit firms may want to evaluate the explicit 

and implicit messages which are conveyed to audit team 

members. Audit firms may need to exercise care that their 

auditors do not acquiesce to client preferences. The 

findings of this study identify specific behaviors which 

may provide audit firm management with insights for 

modifying control and reward systems in a manner which 

will limit the those influences on audit judgment which 

are deemed inappropriate. Firms may want to consider 

organizational adjustments in performance evaluations and 

promotion criteria to mitigate the effects of any 

inappropriate influences on audit jUdgments. A 

recommendation made by the Public oversight Board (1993) 

encouraging firms to review their programs to strengthen 

the desire and ability of their auditors to protect the 

firm's independence seems particularly relevant given the 

results of this dissertation. The advice of Sack and 

Tangretti (1987), cautioning audit firms to emphasize 

stability and commitment over the long run, also appears 

warranted. Issues involved with acquiescing to client 

preferences should also be addressed by the profession as 

a whole. For example, the Code of Professional Conduct 

could provide more careful and explicit guidance detailing 

the circumstances in which acquiescing to client 

preferences may be appropriate or inappropriate. The 
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Public Oversight Board (1993) has recently recognized the 

need for such explicit guidance. competitive pressures 

have caused large accounting firms to encourage detailed 

auditing standards and clear guidance or consensus on how 

to apply them (POB 1994). The profession may want to 

consider the merits of having the task of evaluating the 

internal audit department become more rule-book oriented. 

From an educational perspective, the results of this 

dissertation should be useful to auditing educators 

interested in providing descriptive evidence to students 

as to how auditors determine the level of reliance to 

place on work performed by a client's internal audit 

department. The task of evaluating an internal audit 

department is only briefly addressed in external auditing 

texts (cf. Arens and Loebbecke 1994). This study can 

illustrate to students how preferences of clients and 

audit partners can influence audit judgments, and thus 

serve as a basis for discussing the influence of various 

pressures in the audit environment. 

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as 

follows. Chapter 2 summarizes the relevant literature and 

develops hypotheses. Chapter 3 describes the experimental 

method and provides demographic information about the 

auditors participating in this study. The results of this 

study are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. Finally, 



Chapter 5 provides a summary of this dissertation and 

presents suggestions for future research. 

21 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Chapter overview 

This chapter begins by discussing the nature of fee 

pressure in the audit environment, depicting how partners 

may differ in their preferred approach to conducting an 

audit, and describing why reliance on work performed by a 

client's internal audit department might be useful in 

responding to fee pressure and a partner's explicitly 

stated preference. Next, hypotheses are developed 

regarding the influence of client-imposed fee pressure and 

a partner's explicitly stated preference on audit 

judgments. The chapter also presents a model of the 

auditor's judgment process and concludes by using this 

model in presenting hypotheses about the influence of 

client-imposed fee pressure and a partner's explicitly 

stated preference on the editing phase of the judgment 

process. 

2.2 Fee Pressure, Partner preference, and using the Work 
of Internal Audit Departments 

Clients may indicate to their auditors preferences 

about many aspects of an audit engagement. For example, 

these preferences may address a proposed accounting 

treatment for a particular transaction or the format of 
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the audit opinion. Farmer, Rittenberg, and Trompeter 

(1987) find that in cases where a client threatens to hire 

another audit firm, auditors were more likely to accept a 

client's preferred, yet somewhat controversial, accounting 

treatment of a transaction than were auditors not faced 

with the threat of losing the client. Audit partners 

surveyed by LaSalle (1994) overwhelmingly indicated that a 

client's concern with the type of audit opinion to be 

issued would, in fact, influence the type of audit opinion 

a partner would ultimately issue. In general, these two 

studies suggest that client preferences about their 

auditor's reporting decisions will influence reporting 

decisions made by their auditors. 

Another mechanism through which clients may influence 

audit decisions is through the imposition of fee pressure. 

Audit firms are currently experiencing increased pressure 

from clients to cut audit fees (Elgin 1992; Elliott 1994). 

The Public Oversight Board (1993) recognizes that cuts in 

audit fees may lead to pressures on an audit partner to 

reduce the cost of performing the audit. Robert Elliott 

(1994), a Big 6 audit partner, contends that clients, 

imposing fee pressure, may extend their internal audit 

departments' capacity to reduce the work performed by 



external auditors. 5 Using work performed by a client's 

internal audit department appears to result in reduced 

audit fees (Maher et al. 1992; Wallace 1984), possibly 

because reliance on an internal audit department's work 

can reduce the extent of external audit procedures (AU 
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322.12 AICPA 1994). A reduction in audit procedures can 

lead to a reduction in hours billed to the client, thereby 

reducing client-imposed fee pressure. 

Audit firms, faced with preferences from clients, 

attempt to achieve two primary goals. One goal is to 

maintain a reputation in the marketplace for providing 

quality services. This goal has been described as a 

concern for the professionalism of auditing (Dirsmith and 

Covaleski 1985). This goal may be particularly relevant 

in today's market for audit services given the concern for 

high levels of audit quality and the increase in 

litigation against audit firms. The other goal addresses 

the importance of retaining audit clients and providing 

services to these clients at the highest possible level of 

efficiency. This goal has been described as a concern for 

5 This contention is supported by anecdotal evidence obtained by the 
researcher from discussions with Big 6 audit managers and partners. 
These discussions indicated that clients requesting reduced audit fees 
will often suggest that the external auditors use the internal audit 
department as a means of reducing audit fees. In fact, in post
experimental discussions, one audit manager described a situation in 
which a client was lost to a competing audit firm because the 
competitor was willing to use the client's internal audit department 
to a greater extent than the audit manager's own firm. 
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the business of auditing (Dirsmith and Covaleski 1985). 

This second goal may be important to individual partners 

because of a link between partner compensation and short

term profit goals (POB 1994). Others have conjectured 

that client retention concerns provide incentives for 

auditors to acquiesce to client preferences for specific 

accounting treatments (Hackenbrack and Nelson 1995). 

While it is likely that these two goals are operating 

simultaneously (Dirsmith and Covaleski 1985; Hackenbrack 

and Nelson 1995; McNair 1991), audit firms, through their 

audit partners, may tend to emphasize one goal over the 

other. In fact, Peecher (1994) has recently examined the 

effects of emphasizing one particular goal of the audit 

firm over another goal. His results provide evidence that 

explicitly stated goals of audit firm management influence 

some metrics of auditors' analytical procedures 

performance. 

Audit partners, in emphasizing a particular goal, may 

be described as advocating a particular "approach" to 

completing audit engagements. Peecher and Kleinmuntz 

(1991) suggest that more senior auditors (i.e., partners) 

are likely to have their own idiosyncrasies about the 

audit process and that audit team members are likely to 

become aware of these idiosyncrasies over time. A partner 

primarily concerned with the professionalism of auditing 
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may emphasize a preference for conducting the audit with a 

heightened attitude of professional skepticism. 

Professional auditing standards require that all 

engagements be planned with an attitude of professional 

skepticism (AU 316.16 AICPA 1994). The performance of 

audit procedures and the gathering of evidential matter 

are also to be completed with an attitude of professional 

skepticism (AU 316.21 AICPA 1994). In some situations, 

such as at the request of one's audit partner, a 

heightened attitude of professional skepticism may be 

appropriate. An additional example is provided in the 

AICPA's Audit Risk Alert (1993) which cautions that when 

incentives or opportunities for management fraud are 

present, a heightened degree of skepticism should be 

brought to bear during the audit. 

A partner primarily concerned with the business of 

auditing may indicate a preference for audit judgments 

which will result in the most efficient audit approach. 

An example provided by Peecher and Kleinmuntz (1991) 

involves placing a high level of reliance, or even over

relying, on a client's internal control structure in order 

to minimize SUbstantive procedures because of concerns 

about not exceeding budgeted audit hours. Increases in 

audit efficiency could come about through increased 

reliance on clients' insights about their own 



organizations (Peecher 1994). One type of reliance on a 

client's own insights would be through reliance on work 

performed by a client's internal audit department. This 
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type of reliance will likely reduce the external audit 

hours needed to complete the audit, thus allowing for 

lower audit costs, and therefore, lower audit fees (Maher 

et ale 1992; Wallace 1984). 

The Auditing Standards Board expressed concern with 

inappropriate reliance on the work of a client's internal 

audit department and issued statement on Auditing 

Standards (SAS) No. 65, "The Auditor's Consideration of 

the Internal Audit Function in an Audit of Financial 

statements" (AU 322 AICPA 1994) to provide professional 

guidance in this area. In general, the standard cautions 

that a client's internal audit department must be 

sufficiently objective and competent and must complete its 

work at an acceptable level of quality and effectiveness 

before its work can be used to affect the nature, timing 

and extent of external audit procedures. 

The audit judgment tasks discussed in SAS No. 65 

include evaluating the quality of a client's internal 

audit department and deciding the extent of reliance to 

place on the internal audit department's work. 6 Auditing 

6 SAS No. 65 discusses two approaches external auditors can use in 
incorporating the client's internal audit department into the 
financial statement audit. One approach is to use the client's 
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standards establish that the determinants of internal 

audit department quality comprise objectivity, competence, 

and work performance. The standards require evaluation of 

these quality characteristics to justify reliance on an 

internal audit department's work (AU 322.29 AICPA 1994). 

SAS No. 65 has been criticized for not offering well 

specified guidance on the evaluation of these quality 

components (e.g., Anderson 1991; Barrett 1990). The 

standard contains general, rather than specific guidance, 

in discussing acceptable levels of competence, objectivity 

and work performance. Additionally, SAS No. 65 does not 

provide very specific rules for the acquisition or 

evaluation of information. Although the standard does 

delineate types of evidence to be acquired, no guidance is 

provided on how to evaluate individual pieces of 

information or how to integrate a set of information 

items. The standard can be described as under-specified 

in that it requires a great deal of professional judgment 

in its interpretation. Specific components of the 

standard requiring interpretation comprise the amount of 

evidence to acquire, the evaluation of evidence, and 

determination of the level of an internal audit 

internal auditors as assistants during the financial statement audit. 
The second approach is to rely on work which was performed by the 
internal audit department throughout the audit year. This study 
focuses solely on the approach of relying on work already performed by 
the internal audit department. 
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department's quality (e.g., objectivity, competence and 

work performance) which is deemed acceptable. One may 

argue that many, if not most, of the auditing standards 

provide only general guidance. For many of these tasks, 

however, audit firms typically provide extensive training 

and firm specific guidance. In contrast, audit firms 

provide little formalized training or firm specific 

guidance for the tasks addressed in SAS No. 65 (Bonner and 

Pennington 1991),7 thereby offering no increased 

specification of the standard. The level of professional 

judgment required in this task and the absence of explicit 

guidelines and training render this task susceptible to 

influence from clients and partners. 8 That is, the 

standard can be interpreted in such a manner so as to 

allow an auditor to arrive at an ex ante preferred 

judgment. 9 The following section describes the audit 

judgments to be made when using the work of an internal 

7 Discussions with practitioners indicate that most of the Big Six 
still offer little in training or decision aids for the task of 
evaluating the internal audit department. The firm participating in 
this study offers no formal training and does not provide any type of 
checklist or decision aid to those evaluating a client's internal 
§udit department. 

As discussed in Bonner and Pennington (1991), there are other tasks 
for which only limited training and guidance are provided. These may 
represent tasks which would also be susceptible to influence from 
clients and partners. Further research examining whether other tasks 
are susceptible to influence from clients and partners should be 
iursued. 

Throughout this dissertation the term "ex ante preferred judgment" 
refers to that judgment the auditor would prefer to reach when the 
auditor begins the judgment process. 



audit department and hypothesizes the manner in which 

these judgments will be influenced by client-imposed fee 

pressure and a partner's explicitly stated preference. 

2.3 The Xnfluence of Client-xmposed Fee Pressure and a 
Partner's Preference on Audit Judgments 

Audit managers are likely to be aware of the 

preferences of their audit clients and audit partners. 
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The preferences of these two parties may be significant to 

the audit manager in that these parties comprise sources 

of accountability for the audit manager. Accountability 

refers to an individual's perception of a need to justify 

judgments made, including a need to justify any judgment 

which deviates from a judgment expected or preferred by 

the source of accountability. Clients and partners are in 

positions to publicly observe and judge a manager's 

actions. These two parties can also administer sanctions 

and rewards to the manager (Messier and Quilliam 1992). 

These relationships provide managers with incentives to 

maintain positive images with these sources of 

accountability. Arriving at judgments which appear to be 

preferred by a client or partner may be useful in 

maintaining these positive images (Messier and Quilliam 

1992). A good deal of experimental evidence indicates 

that accountability can affect the beliefs and preferences 
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that individuals express {Tetlock et al. 1989}. The 

accountability literature finds that decision makers tend 

to make decisions which are preferred by those parties to 

whom the decision maker feels accountable {Gibbins and 

Newton 1994; Quilliam 1993; Tetlock 1983}. Thus, the 

preferences of a client or partner can create incentive 

effects on the judgments of an audit manager; a client's 

or partner's ex ante preferred judgment may become the ex 

ante preferred judgment of the audit manager. While a 

client preference may directly influence an audit 

manager's motivation for arriving at a particular 

judgment, it is very likely that a client's preference 

will also be filtered through an audit partner who will 

have individual preferences based, in part, on client 

preferences. That is, the audit partner will likely make 

audit team members aware of both client preferences and 

the partner's own preferences. As shown in Figure 1, 

client-imposed fee pressure and a partner's preference are 

both predicted to influence an audit manager's motivation 

for a particular judgment {Gibbins and Newton 1994}. 

However, in the hypotheses which follow, a partner's 

preference is predicted to have greater influence on this 

motivation {Cohen et al. 1994; Lord 1992; Quilliam 1993}. 

Lord {1992} argues that while individual auditors perceive 

pressures from clients, the principal source of pressure 
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faced by individual auditors does not come from clients 

but rather from those more senior within the firm. A 

rationale he provides is that the appropriateness of a 

particular judgment is ultimately determined by partners 

within the firm and not the client. Quilliam's (1993) 

results suggest that auditors make judgments which are 

preferred by their superiors, even if the client has a 

different preference. Quilliam (1993) argues that 

superiors may have more influence over their subordinates' 

judgments than clients because the superior has a greater 

direct effect over subordinates' professional lives than 

do clients. That is, displeasing a client may have less 

adverse effects for an auditor than displeasing a 

superior. Finally, results from Cohen et al. (1994) 

suggest that auditors perceive greater incentives for 

complying with the preferences of their superiors than for 

complying with the preferences of their clients. Their 

participants highlighted that the preferences of a 

superior were the preferences that mattered most. 

At least four scenarios exist in which an audit 

manager will make judgments regarding a client's internal 

audit department. While both partner preference and 

client fee pressure are predicted to have a significant 

main effect on audit judgments, the prior auditing 

research discussed above suggests that the effect of 
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partner preference is predicted to be stronger than the 

effect of client fee pressure (Cohen et al. 1994; Lord 

1992; Quilliam 1993). In the scenarios where client and 

partner preferences are aligned,lO the influence on whether 

the manager will have an ex ante preferred judgment or 

judgment process will be greater than when the client and 

partner preferences are not aligned. ll The influence of 

the two scenarios in which preferences are aligned, 

however, will be quite different. If an audit manager is 

in a scenario where the client is imposing a high level of 

fee pressure and the partner is emphasizing efficiency, 

the ex ante preferred judgment will be to determine that 

the quality of the internal audit department is high 

enough to warrant significant reliance on the internal 

audit department's work. Alternatively, if the audit 

manager is in a scenario where the client is imposing a 

low level of fee pressure and the partner is emphasizing 

professional skepticism, the manager does not have an ex 

ante preferred judgment regarding reliance on the internal 

10 Throughout this dissertation, client and partner preferences are 
considered aligned in the following two scenarios: (a) the client 
imposes high fee pressure and the partner emphasizes efficiency 
concerns; and (b) the client imposes low fee pressure and the partner 
!Tphasizes professional skepticism. 

Throughout this dissertation, client and partner preferences are 
considered not to be aligned in the following two scenarios: (a) the 
client imposes high fee pressure and the partner emphasizes 
skepticism; and (b) the client imposes low fee pressure and the 
partner emphasizes efficiency concerns. 
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audit department's work. Rather, the manager will prefer 

to approach information acquisition and evaluation with a 

relatively high degree of professional skepticism. 

In the scenarios where client and partner preferences 

are not aligned, the preferences of the partner will have 

the primary influence on whether the manager will have an 

ex ante preferred judgment to rely on the work of the 

internal audit department or will be motivated to approach 

the audit with heightened professional skepticism (Cohen 

et al. 1994; Lord 1992; Quilliam 1993). Recall that the 

manager is primarily accountable to the audit partner. If 

the audit manager is in the scenario where the client is 

imposing a high level of fee pressure but the partner is 

emphasizing professional skepticism, the partner's 

preference will serve to diminish the fee pressure being 

imposed by the client. Alternatively, if the client is 

not imposing a high level of fee pressure but the audit 

partner emphasizes efficiency, the manager will likely 

focus more on the preference of the audit partner and be 

motivated to make judgments which will increase audit 

efficiency. 

The judgments made when determining whether to use an 

internal audit department's work include accepting or 

rejecting the internal audit department's work, 

determining the extent to which the internal audit 
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department's work will affect external audit procedures, 

and assessing the quality of the internal audit 

department. The judgment related hypotheses, based on the 

above discussion, are presented formally below. In 

general, the hypotheses predict that the internal audit 

department's work will have a greater effect on planned 

external audit procedures in an environment of high fee 

pressure than in an environment of low fee pressure. 

Additionally, the internal audit department's work will 

have a greater effect on planned external audit procedures 

in an environment where the partner stresses audit 

efficiency than in an environment where the partner 

stresses professional skepticism. Finally, the influence 

of partner preference is predicted to have a greater 

effect on audit judgments than the influence of client fee 

pressure. 

The first hypothesis12 addresses the audit manager's 

decision of whether to accept or reject an internal audit 

department's work. The measure used in assessing 

Hypothesis 1 is the proportion of participants indicating 

12 Each hypothesis has three components. The (a) component refers to 
the client fee pressure main effect. The (b) component refers to the 
partner preference main effect. The (c) component refers to the 
interaction of these two main effects and assumes that the importance 
that a manager assigns to a partner preference is constant across 
levels of client fee pressure. 



that the work of the internal audit department is 

acceptable. 

Hla The proportion of participants indicating that the work of an 
internal audit department is acceptable will be lower in an 
environment of low fee pressure than in an environment of high 
fee pressure environment. 

Hlb The proportion of participants indicating that the work of an 
internal audit department is acceptable will be lower in an 
environment where the partner emphasizes skepticism than in an 
environment where the partner emphasizes efficiency. 
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Hlc The interaction of client fee pressure and partner preference 
conditions is predicted to result in a specific ordering, across 
the four treatment cells, of the proportion of participants 
indicating that the work of an internal audit department is 
acceptable. The predicted ordering, from lowest proportion to 
highest proportion, is as follows: 

Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency. 

The second hypothesis addresses the extent to which 

the work of a client's internal audit department will 

affect planned external audit procedures. The measure 

used in assessing Hypothesis 2 is the participants' 

assessments, on an ll-point Likert scale, of the extent of 

the effect of an internal audit department's work on 

planned external audit procedures. 13 

13 An alternate measure of the extent of the effect of an internal 
audit department's work on external audit procedures is the number of 
budgeted external audit hours. Note that a hypothesis with budgeted 
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H2a The extent of the effect of an internal audit department's work 
on planned external audit procedures will be less in an 
environment of low fee pressure than in an environment of high 
fee pressure. 

H2b The extent of the effect of an internal audit department's work 
on planned external audit procedures will be less in an 
environment where the partner emphasizes skepticism than in an 
environment where the partner emphasizes efficiency. 

H2c The interaction of client fee pressure and partner preference 
conditions is predicted to result in a specific ordering, across 
the four treatment cells, of the extent of the effect of an 
internal audit department's work on planned external audit 
procedures. The predicted ordering, from least effect to 
greatest effect, is as follows: 

Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency. 

In assessing the quality of the internal audit 

department, SAS No. 65 requires that the objectivity, 

competence, and quality of work performance be assessed. 

Hypothesis 3 addresses the assessment of objectivity. The 

measure used in assessing Hypothesis 3 is the 

participants' assessments, on an ll-point Likert scale, of 

the level of objectivity of an internal audit department. 

H3a The assessed level of an internal audit department's objectivity 
will be lower in an environment of low fee pressure than in an 
environment of high fee pressure. 

external audit hours as a dependent variable would have predictions 
opposite those of Hypothesis 2. 
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H3b The assessed level of an internal audit department's objectivity 
will be lower in an environment where the partner emphasizes 
skepticism than in an environment where the partner emphasizes 
efficiency. 

H3c The interaction of client fee pressure and partner preference 
conditions is predicted to result in a specific ordering, across 
the four treatment cells, of an internal audit department's 
assessed level of objectivity. The predicted ordering, from 
lowest assessed level to highest assessed level, is as follows: 

Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency. 

Hypothesis 4 addresses the assessment of competence. 

The measure used in assessing Hypothesis 4 is the 

participants' assessments, on an ll-point Likert scale, of 

the level of competence of an internal audit department. 

H4a The assessed level of an internal audit department's competence 
will be lower in an environment of low fee pressure than in an 
environment of high fee pressure. 

H4b The assessed level of an internal audit department's competence 
will be lower in an environment where the partner emphasizes 
skepticism than in an environment where the partner emphasizes 
efficiency. 
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H4c The interaction of client fee pressure and partner preference 
conditions is predicted to result in a specific ordering, across 
the four treatment cells, of an internal audit department's 
assessed level of competence. The predicted ordering, from 
lowest assessed level to highest assessed level, is as follows: 

Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency. 

Hypothesis 5 addresses the assessment of the quality 

of work performance. The measure used in assessing 

Hypothesis 5 is the participants' assessments, on an 11-

point Likert scale, of the quality of work performance of 

an internal audit department. 

HSa The assessed level of an internal audit department's quality of 
work performance will be lower in an environment of low level of 
client fee pressure than in an environment of high fee pressure. 

HSb The assessed level of an internal audit department's quality of 
work performance will be lower in an environment where the 
partner emphasizes skepticism than in an environment where the 
partner emphasizes efficiency. 

HSc The interaction of client fee pressure and partner preference 
conditions is predicted to result in a specific ordering, across 
the four treatment cells, of an internal audit department's 
assessed quality of work performance. The predicted ordering, 
from lowest assessed level to highest assessed level, is as 
follows: 

Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency. 
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As discussed in Chapter 1 and presented in Figure 1, 

client and partner preferences are predicted to influence 

the judgment of an audit manager through the mechanisms of 

information acquisition and evaluation. To facilitate 

discussion of how fee pressure and a partner's preference 

will influence the these editing phase activities, a model 

of the judgment process is presented below. 

2.4 A Hodel of the Auditor's Judgment Process 

The task of assessing the quality of an internal 

audit department can best be described as an evaluation 

task (cf. Hogarth and Einhorn 1992). For evaluation 

tasks, information cues are acquired and then coded as 

either positive, negative or neutral relative to the item 

being evaluated (see also Kerr and Ward 1994). In 

addition to this coding, the importance of each 

information cue must also be assessed. Finally, after the 

acquisition and evaluation of each information cue, a 

decision must be made as to whether enough information has 

been acquired to allow for a justifiable judgment. A 

descriptive decision rule which succinctlY captures this 

process is the compatibility test (Beach 1990).14 The 

compatibility test has been shown to be descriptive of the 

14 The discussion of the compatibility test is primarily based on 
Beach (1990) and is limited to issues related to the empirical testing 
in this study. A detailed description of the decision rule and the 
theory on which it is based can be found in Beach (1990). 



judgment process in general business contexts (Beach and 

strom 1989; Rediker et al. 1993) and in an auditing 

context (Asare and Knechel 1995). 
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The compatibility test incorporates the issue of 

whether enough information has been acquired to arrive at 

a justifiable judgment. Specifically, the compatibility 

test indicates that when a threshold of negative 

information about the quality components of the internal 

audit department is reached, the auditor will discontinue 

acquiring information and decide that the quality of the 

internal audit department is not acceptable (i.e., work 

performed by the internal audit department will not affect 

planned external audit procedures). This threshold of 

negative information is referred to as the rejection 

threshold and is based on the auditor's professional 

judgment. In general, the compatibility test models 

judgments on the basis of sUfficiency of fit with 

established criteria (e.g., SAS guidelines, firm 

policies). The central mechanism of this decision rule 

treats mismatches between attributes of an item being 

evaluated and the established criteria as negative 

information. The item being evaluated is judged according 

to a weighted tally of negative information cues. The 

impact of an information cue on a decision is the 



importance15 that the decision maker places on that 

attribute described by the information cue. If the 

weighted sum of negative information cues exceeds the 
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rejection threshold, the item being evaluated is rejected. 

The emphasis on negative information featured in the 

compatibility test may closely mirror an auditor's 

judgment strategy given the extensive auditing research 

indicating that auditors are especially sensitive to 

negative information (Anderson and Maletta 1994; Asare and 

Knechel 1995; Ashton and Ashton 1990, 1988; Kerr and Ward 

1994; Kida 1984; McMillan and White 1993; and Reckers and 

Schultz 1993). The descriptive validity of the 

compatibility test, including its emphasis on negative 

information, renders this decision rule especially 

appropriate for examining information processing in an 

auditing context. The compatibility test, as presented in 

Beach (1990), is formally stated in Equation 1 below. 

n m 

C = LLWc Vic 
1=/ c=/ 

where, 

C = compatibility (0 = no negative cues); C 
increases with each negative cue. 

(1) 

15 Throughout this dissertation the importance that is placed on a cue 
should be considered synonymous with the weight placed on a cue. See 
term Wc in Equation (1), which follows. 



t = 

c = 

Vtc = 

c* = 
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attributes possessed by the item (internal audit 
department) being evaluated (t = 1, 2, ••• n); 

attributes considered relevant. In an auditing 
context, these attributes are identified in the 
professional standards, firm manuals, etc. (c = 
1, 2, • • • m); 

violation of relevant attribute c by an 
attribute t of the item being evaluated; V = 1 
if a violation (negative information) and 0 
otherwise. 

importance weight for each of the relevant 
attributes; 

the rejection threshold; if C ~ c* the item is 
rejected; otherwise it is accepted. 

An extension to the compatibility test presented in 

this paper is the development of an acceptance threshold. 

In the form of Equation (1), the compatibility test 

suggests that if an item being evaluated is described 

primarily by positive information, the rejection threshold 

would never be attained and a decision would never be 

made. However, for such items, acceptance has been shown 

to occur either after all available information has been 

examined (i.e., a comprehensive information search occurs) 

or prior to a comprehensive information search (Asare and 

Knechel 1995; Beach and strom 1989). These previous 

researchers discuss the idea of an acceptance threshold 

but do not formally develop such a threshold. 

One may question why decision makers would make an 

acceptance decision prior to acquiring all of the 
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available information. As a conjecture, the decision 

maker can be viewed as having a decision template which 

includes an approximation of the number of information 

nodes for which information should be obtained prior to 

making a particular decision (refer to subscript c in 

Equation (1) above). When a sufficient number of these 

nodes has been filled and the decision maker has 

accumulated primarily positive information, the decision 

maker will accept. Acceptance occurs because the decision 

maker perceives that the remaining available information 

would not be sufficient to result in a rejection even if 

all of the remaining information were negative. The 

acceptance threshold is the counterpart to the rejection 

threshold and represents the weighted sum of positive 

information items which exceeds a critical threshold of 

positive information. 

Equation (1) presented above represents the decision 

maker's accumulation of negative information. 

Incorporating others' discussions of an acceptance 

threshold (Asare and Knechel 1995), I propose that the 

decision maker also accumulates separately a tally of 

positive information. To distinguish between these two 

accumulations, Equation (1) is modified as Equation (la) 

and relates only to negative information and the 

attainment of the rejection threshold. The primary 
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difference between Equation (1) and Equation (la) is that 

the left-hand side variable is more appropriately termed 

as incompatibility rather than compatibility. This change 

is presented by Beach (1993). Equation (lb) represents 

the accumulation of positive information and relates only 

to positive information and the attainment of the 

acceptance threshold. 

n m 

1= LLWc V'c 
1=/ c=/ 

n m 

C = LLWc NV/c 
1=1 c=1 

where, 

I = incompatibility (0 = no negative cues); I 
increases with each negative cue. 

C = compatibility (0 = no positive cues); C 
increases with each positive cue. 

(ia) 

(ib) 

t = attributes possessed by the item (internal audit 
department) being evaluated (t = 1, 2, ••• n); 

c = attributes considered relevant. In an auditing 
context, these attributes are identified in the 
professional standards, firm manuals, etc. (c = 
1, 2, . • • m); 

Vtc= violation of relevant attribute c by an 
attribute t of the item being evaluated; V = 1 
if a violation (negative information); otherwise 
Equation (lb) applies. 



~= 

I* = 

c* = 
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non-violation of relevant attribute c by an 
attribute t of the item being evaluated; NV = 1 
if a non-violation (positive information); 
otherwise Equation (la) applies. 

importance weight for each of the relevant 
attributes; 

the critical value of incompatibility; also 
referred to as the rejection threshold; if I ~ 
I* the item is rejected. 

the critical value of compatibility; also 
referred to as the acceptance threshold; if C ~ 
c* the item is accepted. 

The model indicates that if the acceptance threshold 

is attained first then an acceptance decision would be 

made. Alternatively, if the rejection threshold is 

attained first than a rejection decision would be made. 

Prior research suggests that the acceptance threshold is 

larger than the rejection threshold (Asare and Knechel 

1995; Beach 1990). That is, the amount of negative 

information needed to make a rejection decision is less 

than the amount of positive information needed to make an 

acceptance decision. This finding is similar to the 

relative importance of negative information in an auditing 

context. 

The components of the compatibility test represent 

the activities which occur during the editing phase of the 

judgment process. These components include coding the 



information cues as positive or negative,16 assessing the 

importance of the information cues, and determining the 

amount of information to acquire. The editing phase 

activities of information acquisition and information 

evaluation are predicted to be the mechanisms through 

which client fee pressure and a partner's preference 

affect audit judgments. 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, three 
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components of SAS No. 65 which are not well specified and 

thus are susceptible to others' preferences include: (1) 

the amount of information to acquire; (2) the manner in 

which information is to evaluated; and (3) a determination 

of the level of the internal audit department's quality 

which is considered acceptable. The model presented in 

Figure 1 suggests that the first two components, 

information acquisition and information evaluation, are 

the mechanisms through which others' preferences will 

affect audit judgments. The ex ante assumption in this 

model is that the level of quality which constitutes an 

acceptable level is invariant across contexts. Thus, the 

16 Information cues which are considered irrelevant (i.e.,. neither 
positive nor negative or W = 0) are not incorporated into the model 
since these cues would not affect I or C. The current formulation of 
the model may be under-specified in that previous researchers have 
provided evidence which suggests that irrelevant (i.e., non
diagnostic) information may affect an auditor's judgment (Glover 1994; 
Hackenbrack 1992). Future researchers may want to enhance the 
specification of the compatibility test by incorporating the potential 
effect of irrelevant information on C and I. 
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third component, determining that level of quality which 

is deemed acceptable, is not thought to be a likely 

mechanism through which others' preferences will affect 

judgments. This assumption appears valid for two reasons. 

First, within the context of a particular audit 

engagement an audit manager who states that a quality 

component (i.e., objectivity, competence, work 

performance) of an internal audit department is at a 

relatively low level yet still chooses to rely on the work 

of the internal audit department may have difficulty in 

supporting this reliance decision (AU 322 AICPA 1994). 

Stating that quality is low yet choosing to rely would 

seem to result in a lack of consistency between judgments 

and actions. others (see Church 1991 for a brief review) 

have suggested that because of the psychological 

unpleasantness of such inconsistencies, attempts are made 

to eliminate such inconsistencies. In fact, Hypotheses 3, 

4, and 5 presented above predict that in the context of 

this study, one's judgments about the assessed quality 

levels of the internal audit department would change so as 

to allow an auditor with a ex ante preferred judgment to 

support that judgment. Second, across audit engagements, 

an audit firm may have difficulty in supporting a decision 

to rely on one client's internal audit department of 

relatively low quality while deciding that reliance is 



inappropriate for another client's internal audit 

department of comparable quality. Therefore, only 

information acquisition and information evaluation are 

predicted to be the mechanisms through which others' 

preferences will influence audit judgments. 

The following section develops the hypotheses which 

predict that the editing processes of information 
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acquisition and evaluation will be influenced by client 

fee pressure and a partner's explicitly stated preference. 

2.5 The Influence of Client-Imposed Fee Pressure and a 
Partner's Preference on the Editing Phase of the 
Judgment Process 

Although audit managers may know the preferences of 

those to whom they are accountable (e.g., clients and 

partners), auditors are not at liberty to conclude 

whatever they prefer. Hypotheses 1 and 2 suggest that if 

managers perceive an incentive to rely on an internal 

audit department's work to the greatest extent possible, 

they are likely to arrive at that ex ante preferred 

judgment. An ex ante preferred judgment, however, will 

only be reached if it is supported by adequate evidence. 

Hypotheses 3, 4 and 5 predict that, in the context of this 

study, the ex ante preferred judgment will be reached 

because of the influence that others' preferences will 

have on assessments of the internal audit department's 
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quality. That is, the quality level will be assessed at a 

high enough level which will support using the work of the 

internal audit department. In order to assess the quality 

at a high enough level, information is likely to be 

acquired and evaluated in a manner which will support such 

an assessment. Psychologists have long recognized that 

motivation to arrive at a particular judgment may affect 

information acquisition and information evaluation 

(Abelson 1968; Kunda 1990; Lewin 1951; Montgomery 1987; 

Sanitioso and Kunda 1991). An extension of these findings 

suggests that motivation for a particular attitude in 

information acquisition and evaluation (i.e., exhibit an 

appropriate degree of professional skepticism) will also 

affect how decision makers acquire and evaluate 

information (Bamber et ale 1992; Hogarth and Einhorn 

1992). 

In an auditing context, Emby and Gibbins (1988) 

conclude that an auditor views the judgment process as 

determining the preferred judgment early in the judgment 

process and then attempting to justify the judgment 

throughout the judgment process. Specifically, a decision 

maker will attempt to restructure the representation of a 

ex ante preferred judgment so that the judgment will be 

seen as acceptable (Montgomery 1987). Items being 

evaluated may be edited in different ways depending on the 
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context in which the judgment is being made (Kahneman and 

Tversky 1979). Assume that an audit manager has a 

preference to use the internal audit department's work; 

the manager will commit to this preference early in the 

judgment process (Emby and Gibbins 1988; Messier and 

Quilliam 1992). Then the manager will attempt to acquire 

and evaluate information in a manner which supports using 

the work of the internal audit department. Specifically, 

attempts will be made to acquire information which 

supports the ex ante preferred judgment. Acquired 

information which does not supported the ex ante preferred 

judgment will be de-emphasized while acquired information 

which does support the ex ante preferred judgment will be 

emphasized. 

2.5.1 Information Evaluation 

Information evaluation requires that the decision 

maker judge whether an acquired information cue is 

positive or negative. 17 Not all information cues, however, 

17 In the experimental materials used in this study, participants can 
code an information cue as positive, negative, or irrelevant. 
Information cues coded as irrelevant are not considered in the 
information evaluation analyses in Chapter 4. Coding an information 
cue as irrelevant could result because the participant determined that 
the information cue was neither positive nor negative or because the 
participant determined that the information cue was not important 
(i.e., weight = 0). Participants in the second phase of pilot testing 
indicated difficulty in trying to distinguish between these two 
reasons when coding an information cue as irrelevant. Accordingly, 
participants in the experiment were not asked to distinguish between 
these two alternatives. 
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can be definitively coded as positive or negative (Dunegan 

1994); these information cues might best be described as 

ambiguous. In the context of this study, ambiguous cues 

are those which have more than one interpretation 

regarding the quality of the internal audit department. 

Whether ambiguous information cues are coded as positive 

or negative is a professional judgment the auditor must 

make. While prior auditing research has not directly 

addressed the determinants of whether an information cue 

is judged as positive or negative, it is reasonable to 

posit that the coding of information cues is influenced by 

a preference for arriving at particular judgment (Kunda 

1990) or for using a heightened degree of skepticism. 

If an auditor prefers to rely on work performed by a 

client's internal audit department, the auditor becomes 

concerned if a significant amount of negative information 

about the quality of the internal audit department is 

acquired. Since a "large" amount of negative information 

will require that the work of the internal audit 

department be rejected (i.e., the rejection threshold will 

be attained), ambiguous information cues will be judged as 

positive by the auditor who wants to rely on the internal 

audit department's work. Church (1991) finds that 

auditor-participants who are motivated to arrive at a 

particular judgment tend to evaluate information cues as 
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being consistent with their ex ante preferred judgment. 

As highlighted in Equation (lb) and suggested by previous 

research, attainment of a significant amount of positive 

information about the quality of the internal audit 

department will allow for acceptance of the work of the 

internal audit department (i.e., the acceptance threshold 

will be attained). Thus, by coding ambiguous cues as 

positive, the attainment of the acceptance threshold 

(Equation (lb» is expedited while the attainment of the 

rejection threshold (Equation (la» is delayed. 

When the audit manager does not begin the judgment 

process with a preference to use the internal audit 

department's work, the manager will exhibit conservatism 

and judge an ambiguous information cue as negative. smith 

and Kida (1991) describe conservatism as a tendency to 

give more attention to, or to be more influenced by, 

negative information. They continue by suggesting that 

conservatism implies a skepticism toward positive 

information and a greater acceptance of negative 

information. Although smith and Kida (1991) do not 

directly address the issue of ambiguous information, 

conservatism would imply that an information cue which is 

not unambiguously positive would not be evaluated as 

positive. The nature of the audit environment and the 

utilities associated with auditing are such that auditors 



likely perceive a greater risk with over-reliance on a 

weak internal audit department than under-reliance on a 

strong internal audit department (Smith and Kida 1991). 

An approach to minimizing the risk of over-reliance on a 

weak internal audit department, would be to evaluate 

ambiguous information as negative. 
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The above discussion is formalized as Hypothesis 6 

and presented below. In general, the hypothesis predicts 

that the coding of ambiguous information cues will be 

influenced by client fee pressure and partner preference. 

Specifically, the prediction is that the percentage of 

participants coding an ambiguous cue as positive will be 

higher in an environment of high fee pressure than in an 

environment of low fee pressure. Additionally, the 

percentage of participants coding an ambiguous cue as 

positive will be higher in an environment in which the 

partner stresses efficiency than in an environment in 

which the partner stresses professional skepticism. 18 

Finally, as with the judgment phase hypotheses, the 

18 Alternatively, the percentage of participants coding an ambiguous 
cue as negative will be lower in an environment of high fee pressure 
than in an environment of low fee pressure. Also, the percentage of 
participants coding an ambiguous cue as negative will be lower in an 
environment in which the partner stresses efficiency than in which the 
partner stresses professional skepticism. Since the coding of 
information is dichotomous (positive or negative) it is not necessary 
to formally state this footnote as a hypothesis. The statements in 
this footnote regarding negative information are assumed from 
Hypothesis 6. 
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influence of partner preference is predicted to have a 

greater effect on the coding of information cues than the 

influence of client fee pressure. The measure used in 

assessing Hypothesis 6 is the percentage of participants 

coding an ambiguous cue as positive. 

H6a The percentage of participants coding an ambiguous cue as 
positive will be lower in an environment of low fee pressure 
than in an environment of high fee pressure. 

H6b The percentage of participants coding an ambiguous cue as 
positive will be lower in an environment where the partner 
emphasizes skepticism than in an environment where the partner 
emphasizes efficiency. 

H6c The interaction of client fee pressure and partner preference 
conditions is predicted to result in a specific ordering, across 
the four treatment cells, of the percentage of participants 
coding an ambiguous cue as positive. The predicted ordering, 
from lowest percentage to highest percentage, is as follows: 

Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency. 

The evaluation of information also requires the 

assignment of importance to the acquired information cues. 

Recall from Equations Cla) and Clb) that the importance 

assigned to information cues plays a key role in whether 

an item will be accepted or rejected. However, the 

importance of an information cue may be contingent on 

whether the cue has been identified as being positive or 

negative. Further, the decision maker's criterion as to 



what information is important and unimportant may be 

dependent on whether a particular judgment is preferred 

(Montgomery 1983). 
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If a decision maker has an ex ante preferred 

judgment, an attempt will be made to neutralize any 

acquired information which does not support that ex ante 

preferred judgment (i.e., negative information) 

(Montgomery 1983). Peecher and Kleinmuntz (1991) predict, 

but do not test, that in order to arrive at an ex ante 

preferred judgment (i.e., that judgment which will keep 

the audit team from going over budget), auditors may tend 

to ignore or discount information which would make it 

difficult to arrive at that ex ante preferred judgment. 

Although smith and Kida (1991) discuss a body of prior 

auditing research documenting an emphasis on negative 

information in an audit setting, the studies they discuss 

did not include situations in which the auditors had an ex 

ante preference for a particular judgment. Church (1991), 

however, examines whether auditor-participants who are 

committed to a particular hypothesis will weight 

information in a manner which will allow them to support 

their preferred hypothesis. The relevance of Church's 

(1991) findings to the current study is that auditors were 

found to weight information in a manner that would allow 

them to arrive at their ex ante preferred judgment. 
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Generalizing from the above discussion to the context 

of the current study, if negative information about the 

quality of the internal audit department is acquired, the 

decision maker may de-emphasize the importance of that 

negative information. Specifically, auditors beginning 

the judgment process with a preference to use the work of 

a client's internal audit department will place less 

importance on negative information than auditors who do 

not begin the judgment process with a preference to use 

the work of the client's internal audit department. 

Auditors who do not begin the judgment process with a 

preference to use the work of the internal audit 

department are predicted to take a specific approach to 

weighting information. The predicted approach is one in 

which the auditor emphasizes negative information and de

emphasizes positive information. This approach is 

consistent with prior studies documenting the relative 

importance of negative information in an auditing context. 

Smith and Kida (1991) discuss eight studies which can be 

interpreted as suggesting that auditors incorporate 

conservatism into their judgment process. As discussed 

above, conservatism suggests that auditors are more 

influenced by, and pay more attention to, negative 

information (smith and Kida 1991). This attention to 

negative information would be the response expected by 
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auditors who are assumed to exhibit professional 

skepticism throughout the course of the audit. This 

heightened emphasis on negative information reflects the 

auditors' customary sensitivity to and concern with 

negative information (Anderson and Maletta 1994; Asare and 

Knechel 1995; Ashton and Ashton 1990, 1988; Kerr and Ward 

1994; Kida 1984; McMillan and White 1993; Reckers and 

Schultz 1993). The results of these numerous studies, in 

conjunction with the above discussion, would suggest that 

auditors who do not have a preference for a particular 

judgment would tend to exhibit conservatism and weight 

negative information as more important than those auditors 

who do have a preference for a particular judgment. 

Given that positive information plays a role in 

whether an item will be accepted (see Equation 1b), 

auditors' evaluation of positive information is also 

predicted to be influenced by the preferences of others. 

Auditors who ex ante prefer to use the work of a client's 

internal audit department will be better able to reach and 

support that judgment by emphasizing the significance of 

positive information. Recall, however, that conservatism 

implies that positive information is evaluated rather 

skeptically (i.e., evaluated as not being of great 

importance). Thus, auditors who do not have an ex ante 

preferred judgment will likely not place as much 
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importance on positive information as those who do have an 

ex ante preferred judgment. 

The above discussion is formally summarized in 

Hypotheses 7 and 8. In general, the hypotheses predict 

that the importance of cues evaluated as negative will be 

lower in an environment of high fee pressure than in an 

environment of low fee pressure. Additionally, the 

importance of cues evaluated as negative will be lower in 

an environment in which the partner stresses efficiency 

than in an environment in which the partner stresses 

professional skepticism. The importance of cues evaluated 

as positive will be higher in an environment of high fee 

pressure than in an environment of low fee pressure. 

Also, the importance of cues evaluated as positive will be 

higher in an environment in which the partner stresses 

efficiency than in an environment in which the partner 

stresses professional skepticism. Finally, the influence 

of partner preference is predicted to have a greater 

effect on the importance assigned to information cues than 

the influence of client fee pressure. 

Hypothesis 7 addresses the assessment of the 

importance assigned to information coded as negative. The 

measure used in assessing Hypothesis 7 is the average 

importance a participant assigned to all information cues 

the participant coded as negative. 
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H7a The importance assigned to negative information will be greater 
in an environment of low fee pressure than in an environment of 
high fee pressure environment. 

H7b The importance assigned to negative information will be greater 
in an environment where the partner emphasizes skepticism than 
in an environment where the partner emphasizes efficiency. 

H7c The interaction of client fee pressure and partner preference 
conditions is predicted to result in a specific ordering, across 
the four treatment cells, of the importance assigned to negative 
information. The predicted ordering, from lowest importance to 
highest importance, is as follows: 

Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency;. 
Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism. 

Hypothesis S addresses the assessment of the 

importance assigned to information coded as positive. The 

measure used in assessing Hypothesis S is the average 

weight a participant assigned to all information cues the 

participant coded as positive. 

HSa The importance assigned to positive information will be lower in 
an environment of low fee pressure than in an environment of 
high fee pressure environment. 

HSb The importance assigned to positive information will be lower in 
an environment where the partner emphasizes skepticism than in 
an environment where the partner emphasizes efficiency. 
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HSc The interaction of client fee pressure and partner preference 
conditions is predicted to result in a specific ordering, across 
the four treatment cells, of the importance assigned to positive 
information. The predicted ordering, from lowest importance to 
highest importance, is as follows: 

Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency. 

As discussed at the beginning of this section and 

presented in Figure 1, information acquisition is 

predicted to be the other mechanism through which fee 

pressure and a partner's preference affect audit 

judgments. The hypotheses addressing information 

acquisition are developed and presented in the following 

section. 

2.5.2 Information Aoquisition 

In an auditing environment, information acquisition 

requires that the decision maker judge whether sufficient 

information has been acquired to warrant a defensible 

judgment. As illustrated in Figure 1, information 

acquisition is one of the two mechanisms through which 

others' preferences are predicted to affect audit 

judgments. While researchers (e.g., Church 1991) have 

discussed that in some contexts, auditors will want to 

acquire information which supports an ex ante preferred 
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judgment, the discussion also indicates that auditors may 

not be able to exercise a great deal of professional 

judgment during the information acquisition phase of the 

judgment process. For many tasks, audit firms provide 

decision aids which largely structure the acquisition of 

information. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the 

task of evaluating the quality of clients' internal audit 

departments differs from many other audit tasks in that 

few audit firms provide decision aids for their auditors 

to use in completing this task. 19 Thus, for the task of 

evaluating the quality of a client's internal audit 

department, the sufficiency of information acquisition is 

a professional judgment the auditor must make. The 

discussion below will illustrate why it is reasonable to 

posit that information acquisition will be influenced by 

client fee pressure and a partner's preference. This 

discussion recognizes that one of two types of decisions 

about the acceptability of a quality component (i.e., 

objectivity, competence, and work performance) of an 

internal audit department can be made by the audit 

19 Discussions with audit partners indicate that the participating 
firm does not provide any decision aid for this task. I am aware of 
one Big six firm which does make available to its auditors an optional 
evaluation form which can be completed in conjunction with acquiring 
information about a client's internal audit department. I am also 
aware of another Big Six firm which requires that a standardized 
evaluation form be completed in conjunction with information 
acquisition about a client's internal audit department. 
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manager. In the discussion which follows, decisions in 

which the quality component is judged as unacceptable are 

referred to as rejections; decisions in which the quality 

component is judged as acceptable are referred to as 

acceptances. 

Prior research has documented that rejections occur 

at that point when a threshold level of negative 

information has been acquired (Asare and Knechel 1995; 

Beach 1990; Beach and strom 1989). This research can be 

viewed as demonstrating the validity of a rejection 

threshold as a decision making construct. These research 

studies have also indicated that acceptance decisions are 

often times made when a sufficiently "large" amount of 

positive information has been acquired. These studies 

provide the basis for also investigating the validity of 

an acceptance threshold as a decision making construct. 

These prior studies have provided no insights into how the 

rejection and acceptance thresholds are determined (Asare 

and Knechel 1995; Beach 1990). The framework developed in 

this dissertation and presented in Figure 1, predicts that 

others' preferences will playa significant role in 

determining the levels of the rejection and acceptance 

thresholds. 

Auditors who have an ex ante preference to rely on 

the work of an internal audit department would prefer to 
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reach the acceptance threshold prior to reaching the 

rejection threshold. That is, they would prefer to 

acquire a weighted number of positive information cues 

which would support accepting the work of the internal 

audit department rather than a weighted number of negative 

information cues which would support rejecting the work of 

the internal audit department. If information acquired 

early in the judgment process does not support using the 

internal audit department's work, auditors may continue to 

acquire more information with a goal of acquiring 

sufficient positive information to support the ex ante 

preferred judgment (Sanitioso and Kunda 1991). In terms 

of Equation (lb), this sufficient amount of positive 

information which allows for an acceptance decision is 

referred to as the acceptance threshold. As the search 

for additional positive information continues, this search 

may also result in the acquisition of negative 

information. Recall that the rejection threshold is the 

sum of weighted negative information cues a decision maker 

will tolerate before making a rejection decision. Thus, a 

search for additional positive information may cause an 

auditor to reach the rejection threshold. However, by 

setting a high rejection threshold, auditors will be able 

to tolerate a great deal of negative information while 

attempting to acquire positive information, thereby 



increasing the possibility of being able to rely on the 

internal audit department's work. 
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Alternatively, if information acquired early in the 

judgment process does support using the internal audit 

department's work, auditors with an ex ante preference to 

use the internal audit department's work will be satisfied 

with relatively little positive information prior to 

making an acceptance decision (cf. Sanitioso and Kunda 

1991). These auditors will be willing to make an 

acceptance decision before extensive information 

acquisition occurs. That is, they will set a relatively 

low acceptance threshold. 

When the audit manager does not begin the judgment 

process with an ex ante preference to use the internal 

audit department's work, the manager will exhibit 

conservatism (cf. smith and Kida 1991) during the 

information acquisition activities. As discussed above in 

section 2.5.1, auditors likely perceive a greater risk 

with over-reliance on a weak internal audit department 

than with under-reliance on a strong internal audit 

department. An approach to minimizing the risk of over

reliance on a weak internal audit department would be to 

determine that the quality of the internal audit 

department was unacceptable after acquiring a relatively 

limited amount of negative information. Thus, a 
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conservative approach to information acquisition would 

result in setting a relatively low rejection threshold. 

Alternatively, predominantly positive information cues 

about the quality of the internal audit department could 

be acquired. An approach to minimizing the risk of over

reliance on a weak internal audit department would be to 

determine that the quality of the internal audit 

department was acceptable only after a relatively 

significant amount of positive information had been 

acquired. Thus, a conservative approach to information 

acquisition would result in setting a relatively high 

acceptance threshold. 

The above discussion is formalized as Hypotheses 9 

and 10. These hypotheses pertain to rejection and 

acceptance decisions, respectively. In general, the 

rejection threshold is predicted to be higher in an 

environment of high fee pressure than in an environment of 

low fee pressure. Additionally, the rejection threshold 

is predicted to be higher in an environment in which the 

partner stresses efficiency than in an environment in 

which the partner stresses professional skepticism. The 

acceptance threshold is predicted to be lower in an 

environment of high fee pressure than in an environment of 

low fee pressure. Also, the acceptance threshold is 

predicted to be lower in an environment in which the 
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partner stresses efficiency than in an environment in 

which the partner stresses professional skepticism. 

Finally, the influence of partner preference is predicted 

to have a greater effect on these threshold levels than 

the influence of client fee pressure. 

Hypothesis 9 addresses the level at which the 

rejection threshold is set. The measure used in assessing 

Hypothesis 9 is the rejection threshold (weighted sum of 

negative information cues) for the those participants 

rejecting a quality component of the internal audit 

department. Refer to Equation (la) for a summary of how 

the rejection threshold is measured. 

H9a The rejection threshold will be lower in an environment of low 
fee pressure than in an environment of high fee pressure 
environment. 

H9b The rejection threshold will be lower in an environment where 
the partner emphasizes skepticism than in an environment where 
the partner emphasizes efficiency. 

H9c The interaction of client fee pressure and partner preference 
conditions is predicted to result in a specific ordering, across 
the four treatment cells, of the rejection threshold. The 
predicted ordering, from lowest rejection threshold to highest 
rejection threshold, is as follows: 

Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency. 
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Hypothesis 10 addresses the level at which the 

acceptance threshold is set. The measure used in 

assessing Hypothesis 10 is the acceptance threshold 

(weighted sum of positive information cues) for those 

participants accepting a quality component of the internal 

audit department. Refer to Equation (lb) for a summary of 

how the acceptance threshold is measured. 

Hl0a The acceptance threshold will be higher in an environment of low 
fee pressure than in an environment of high fee pressure 
environment. 

Hl0b The acceptance threshold will be higher in an environment where 
the partner emphasizes skepticism than in an environment where 
the partner emphasizes efficiency. 

Hl0c The interaction of client fee pressure and partner preference 
conditions is predicted to result in a specific ordering, across 
the four treatment cells, of the acceptance threshold. The 
predicted ordering, from lowest acceptance threshold to highest 
acceptance threshold, is as follows: 

Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency; 
Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
efficiency; 
Client imposes high level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism; 
Client imposes low level of fee pressure and partner emphasizes 
skepticism. 

The methodology used to test the judgment phase and 

editing phase hypotheses is described in the following 

chapter. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

3.1 Chapter overview 

This chapter describes the case approach used in 

testing the research hypotheses, provides a description of 

the case materials, presents the research design, 

discusses case development and testing, describes case 

distribution and collection methods, and provides 

demographic information about the auditor-participants. 

3.2 Case Approach 

To test the hypotheses presented in the previous 

chapter, an audit case was developed which required 

auditor-participants to evaluate a hypothetical client's 

internal audit department. The participants were told 

that the purpose of the evaluation was to determine the 

extent, if any, to which work performed by the client's 

internal audit department would affect planned external 

audit procedures. The experimental case was designed so 

that auditor-participants determined how much information 

to acquire before providing their judgments. For each 

information cue acquired, the participants provided an 

evaluation of the information cue in terms of whether the 

cue provided a positive or negative description of the 



internal audit department. The evaluation also included 

an assessment of the importance of each information cue. 
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A primary benefit of the case approach is that the 

methodology allows for experimental manipulation of the 

research variables of interest. However, a case approach 

does present certain limitations when attempting to 

generalize from the experimental findings to actual 

practice. First, the participants may not devote as much 

effort to an experimental task as to an actual task. 

Second, participants are not provided with the same level 

and detail of information as would be available when 

completing the task in a "real-world" setting. Similarly, 

the information in the case materials may not conform to 

the presentation format which the participants are 

accustomed to using in the field. The likely effect of 

these limitations is to increase error variance in 

statistical tests, thereby reducing statistical power. 

Finally, in this experiment the participants were not 

randomly selected since they were chosen based on their 

willingness to participate and on having prior experience 

with the "real-world" analog of the experimental task. 

To the extent possible, steps were taken to 

compensate for these potential limitations. To encourage 

an appropriate level of effort, cases were distributed and 

collected by a contact-partner at each office. 



Additionally, as part of completing the case materials, 

participants were asked to provide their names and were 

told that the researcher or a firm partner may follow up 

with participants on the responses provided in the case. 

To ensure that the case information was as complete as 
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possible, pilot testing included having audit 

professionals provide feedback on the completeness of the 

case materials. The case was developed with the 

assistance of members of the participating firm20 so that 

the terminology and presentation formats would be as 

similar as possible to those used on that firm's actual 

audit engagements. Even with these steps, the results of 

this study are subject to the limitations typical to most 

case experiments conducted by accounting and auditing 

researchers. 

3.3 Overview of the Case Materials 

Each participant was provided with case materials 

consisting of general and financial information describing 

a hypothetical manufacturing company, ABC Sports, and a 

set of information cues describing ABC's internal audit 

department. ABC Sports was described as a continuing 

audit engagement that the participant's audit firm would 

20 As discussed in section 5 of this chapter, one Big Six firm 
participated in the final experiment. Given that this firm has asked 
to remain anonymous, the firm will be referred to as the participating 
firm throughout this dissertation. 
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like to retain. The financial information indicated that 

ABC sports was a growing company. The growth in earnings

per-share of ABC was presented as being comparable to that 

of the industry and greater than that of the S&P 500. The 

client was also described as considering an additional 

public stock offering during its following fiscal year. 

Although ABC sports was presented as a hypothetical 

company, the company description and financial information 

are based on an actual company. Additionally, industry 

data included in the case is based on actual industry 

data. All participants received the same general and 

financial information and the same set of information cues 

describing the internal audit department. The case 

materials are included as Appendix C of this dissertation. 

The participant's overall task was to determine the 

extent, if any, to which the audit procedures already 

performed by ABC Sport's internal audit department would 

affect planned external audit procedures for th~ augit of 

accounts receivable. The case was designed so that the 

audit year for which the evaluation was being made was the 

first year in which t~w~k of the internal audit 

department would be relevant to the financial statement 

audit (AU 322 AICPA 1994). This particular scenario 

serves to isolate any changes in planned procedures as 

resulting from reliance on the work of the internal audit 
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department. It is not likely that a participant's changes 

in planned audit procedures would result from using more 

advanced technology or from using different approaches to 

conducting the audit (i.e., greater reliance on analytical 

procedures vis-a-vis other types of substantive 

procedures). As discussed by Kreutzfeldt (1992), because 

of ever present efficiency concerns, technology is most 

likely deployed at an optimum level on any given 

engagement and the least costly approach to auditing would 

most probably have already been selected. Thus, changes 

in technology or audit approach would seldom be available 

as short term solutions to dealing with efficiency 

concerns and are not likely to be the reasons for any 

changes made by participants in this study. 

The following summarizes the case materials which 

were presented to all participants: (1) planning 

information including general and financial information 

about ABC sports, (2) detailed instructions regarding the 

tasks to be completed, (3) 15 information cues describing 

the internal audit department's objectivity, (4) two 

scales on which to provide assessments of the internal 

audit department's objectivity, (5) 17 information cues 

describing the internal audit department's competence, (6) 

two scales on which to provide assessments of the internal 

audit department's competence, (7) 14 information cues 
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describing the internal audit department's work 

performance, (8) two scales on which to provide 

assessments of the internal audit department's work 

performance, (9) a scale on which to provide an assessment 

of the effect of the internal audit department's work on 

planned external audit procedures, (10) a preliminary time 

budget to be modified to reflect the effect that work 

performed by ABC's internal audit department would have on 

planned external audit procedures for auditing accounts 

receivable, (11) a request to indicate the three most 

important factors which determined the extent to which the 

audit procedures already performed by ABC's internal audit 

department would affect external audit procedures, and 

(12) debriefing and manipulation check questions about the 

case and professional background of the participants. 

After reading an information cue (steps 3, 5, and 7, 

above), the participant was asked to provide an assessment 

of the cue on an 11 point scale (-5 = critical weakness, 0 

= irrelevant, +5 = critical strength). The scale was 

designed so that the assessment would indicate whether the 

information cue was coded as positive, negative, or 

irrelevant and would provide information on the importance 

of the cue. After making this assessment, but before 

obtaining a new information cue, the participant indicated 

whether more information was needed before a decision 
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could be made. If the participant indicated that more 

information was needed, the participant acquired the next 

information cue. 21 Accordingly, the number of information 

cues acquired was self-determined by each participant. If 

the participant did not need additional information, the 

participant made a decision whether to accept or reject 

the internal audit department. In fact, each participant 

could make three accept / reject decisions. The first 

accept / reject decision was whether the objectivity of 

the internal audit department was acceptable. If the 

objectivity level was acceptable,22 the participant 

proceeded with the second decision - determining whether 

the competence of the internal audit department was 

acceptable. If the competence of the internal audit 

21 The information cues were presented in a spiral bound booklet. 
Each information cue was sealed and the participant was instructed to 
open the seal only if more information was needed. The pilot subjects 
indicated that this method worked well in causing them to fully 
consider whether they needed additional information to make a 
decision. Pilot testing is discussed in greater detail in section 5 
~5 this chapter. 

The objectivity of ABC's internal audit department was designed a 
priori to present a relatively positive description. It was 
anticipated that the majority of participants would find the internal 
audit department's objectivity acceptable. The purpose of this 
approach was to provide an environment where the participants would 
continue on to subsequent decision making phases of the experiment. 
The participants would make a number of decisions which could then be 
analyzed by the researcher. The overall mean assessment for 
objectivity was 5.81 while the overall competence assessment was 4.5 
and the overall work performance assessment was 4.4 (on scales 
anchored by 0 and 10). In summary, the objectivity of the internal 
audit department was perceived by participants to be relatively 
positive. 
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department was acceptable, the participant proceeded with 

the third decision - determining whether the quality of 

the internal audit department's work performance was 

acceptable. If a particular quality component (i.e., 

objectivity, competence) was deemed unacceptable, the 

participant did not examine information cues related to 

the remaining quality components. Therefore, the design 

used in this study allowed for the participants to acquire 

only as much information as they felt necessary to make a 

professional judgment. This design is consistent with 

professional judgments auditors must make. In general, 

the amount of evidence needed to support a decision is a 

matter for the auditor to determine in the exercise of 

professional judgment (AU 326 AICPA 1994). Allowing the 

participants to terminate the evaluation of quality 

components after determining that one quality component is 

unacceptable is in accordance with the guidance provided 

in the professional standards. SAS No. 65 cautions 

auditors to evaluate the quality of the internal auditor's 

work performance only after determining that the internal 

auditors are sufficiently objective and competent (AU 322 

AICPA 1994). Accordingly, the format used in this 

research design is consistent with the guidance provided 



in the professional standards and requires auditors to 

make relatively realistic decisions. 23 

3.4 Research Design 

As discussed in Chapter 2, clients may influence 
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audit judgments through the imposition of fee pressure. 

Audit partners may influence judgments made by their audit 

team members through emphasis of a preference for a 

particular "approach" to performing the audit. 

Accordingly, client-imposed fee pressure and a partner's 

preference are the manipulated variables of interest in 

this study. 

Client-imposed fee pressure was manipulated between 

participants at two levels as summarized below: 

High: Over the years, ABC Sports has always been concerned with the 
audit fee. The concern seems especially high for the current audit. 
ABC's concern about the audit fee has been explicitly communicated to 
the audit engagement partner since client management realizes that the 
growth of ABC could result in increased audit fees. Client management 
has suggested that work performed by the internal audit department 
might be used by your audit team in an effort to reduce fees. 
Further, ABC Sports has indicated that if the current year fee is too 
high, ABC will seek bids from other large accounting firms in the 
region for the subsequent audit. The market for audit services is 
very competitive in your region. In fact, for t2~ current audit, ABC 
Sports has asked for a fixed billing arrangement in which the audit 
fee is slightly less than the fee from the previous year's audit. 

23 SAS No. 65 discusses competence before objective. Discussions with 
practitioners suggested that objectivity was more important than 
competence in evaluating the quality of an internal audit department. 
The case materials, therefore, provided information about objectivity 
(competence) first (second). This approach was taken to ensure that 
participants did not continue with information acquisition for the 
~~le purpose of acquiring information about objectivity. 

Margheim and Kelley's (1992) survey of audit partners indicated 
that in 1989, 78 percent of audits were billed on a fixed fee basis. 
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Low: ·Over the years, ABC sports has always indicated overall 
satisfaction with your firm's audit services and audit fee. For the 
current audit, ABC recognizes that due to growth in sales and 
receivables the audit fee will most probably increase. Further, given 
the current and anticipated growth, client management is interested in 
the integrity of internal records on which they rely heavily for 
internal decision making. ABC Sports expects quality audit work from 
your firm and recognizes the costs associated with such work. 

A partner's preference was manipulated between 

participants at two levels as summarized below: 

Preference for Increased Audit Efficiency: In keeping with the profit 
motives of your firm, you know that the partner is very concerned 
about performing audits as efficiently as possible and the partner has 
emphasized this concern to you. The partner indicated further that 
utilizing the work performed by ABC's internal audit department might 
be a very viable method for performing this audit as efficiently as 
possible. 

Preference for Maintaining an Attitude of Professional Skepticism: 
Due to the recent increase in litigation against audit firms your firm 
is very concerned about audit quality, which includes the performance 
of audit engagements with an appropriate degree of professional 
skepticism. The engagement partner has emphasized your firm's 
concerns with audit quality and maintenance of an appropriate level of 
professional skepticism. The partner further indicated that 
utilization of the work performed by ABC's internal audit department 
should only occur if the internal audit department is of an acceptable 
level of quality. 

Given that justification requirements are commonly 

present in the audit environment (Emby and Gibbins 1988; 

Gibbins and Newton 1994; Kennedy 1993), steps were taken 

to hold constant the participants' perceived likelihood of 

having to provide justifications for the responses made in 

the case materials. These steps included: (1) requiring 

all participants to provide their names prior to beginning 

They also find that fixed fee billing arrangements result in 
engagements with tight time budgets and assignment of audit procedures 
to client personnel, when possible. 
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the case materials, (2) informing the participants that 

they would be required to provide justifications for their 

decisions as a part of the case materials, and (3) 

indicating that some participants would be contacted for 

follow-up by the researcher or an audit firm partner. 

Finally, the order in which information cues were 

presented was manipulated between participants. One 

information order presented first those information cues 

which were determined, primarily through pilot testing, to 

be relatively positive. The positive information cues 

were followed by those cues which were determined to be 

relatively negative. The other information order reversed 

the order of presentation of positive and negative 

information cues. The order of information refers to the 

ordering of the information cues describing a quality 

component (i.e., objectivity, competence, work 

performance) of the internal audit department. The 

information order was not manipulated within subjects. 

That is, the order of cues for a participant was the same 

for all three quality components. 

The purpose of including two different orders of 

information cues was not to test for order effects but 

rather to address a potential criticism that any results 

found in this study would not hold for information ordered 

in another manner. Examination of whether the order in 
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which information is presented affects the judgment 

process is a worthwhile area for research but is not the 

focus of this study. To the extent that information order 

does influence the judgment or editing phase activities of 

the participants in this study, future research should be 

conducted to examine these interesting effects. 25 Messier 

and Tubbs (1994) and Kennedy (1993) provide evidence which 

ex ante suggests that for the participants in this study, 

judgments would not exhibit order effects. Messier and 

Tubbs (1994) find that auditors experienced at a 

particular task are not likely to be influenced by the 

order of information in their judgment process. Kennedy's 

(1993) results suggest that order effects are not 

exhibited by experienced auditors who are accountable to 

others. The participants in the current study have 

relevant task-specific experience and are reminded of the 

potential for being accountable to others for the 

judgments they make in the case. Accordingly, ex ante, 

participants in this study were not expected to exhibit 

order effects in their judgments. 

25 Although the results of "order effect" studies in accounting are 
mixed, most studies would suggest that recency effects in audit 
judgments would occur. That is, later presented information would 
have a greater impact on the decision. This finding, however, is not 
consistent across the literature (Morton 1993). Given the mixed 
results of the order effects literature and the infancy of the 
auditing literature examining the influence of other's preferences on 
judgments, it is premature to develop hypotheses about the interaction 
of information order and the influence of other's preferences. 
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Given the between-subjects research design, when 

evaluating a participant's audit judgments it is necessary 

to control for a participant's prior expectations 

regarding reliance on work performed by an internal audit 

department. Each participant provided this expectation 

before reading the case materials by indicating the 

probability of relying on work performed by the internal 

audit department of a "generic" manufacturing client. The 

generic description for which the expectation was provided 

was presented in the introduction section of the case 

materials (which are included as Appendix C of this 

dissertation). This expectation (labeled "EXPECT" in the 

ANCOVA tables presented in the following chapter) is used 

as a covariate, where appropriate, in analyzing the 

judgment phase hypotheses. 

3.5 Construction of Information Cues and pilot Testing 

An important component of the case used in this study 

is the set of information cues describing the quality of 

the client's internal audit department. This sub-section 

describes the approach used in developing the information 

cue set and provides information on pilot testing 

procedures. 
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3.5.1 Information Cue Construction 

To ensure that the participants would have sufficient 

and relevant information with which to complete the task, 

46 information cues describing the internal audit 

department's quality were included in the case materials. 

Fifteen cues were used to describe objectivity, 17 cues 

were used to describe competence, and 14 cues were used to 

describe the quality of the work performance. The 

information cues were selected by reviewing professional 

standards (AICPA 1994, IIA 1978), audit firms' manuals, 

relevant academic literature,26 auditing texts (Arens and 

Loebbecke 1994) and internal audit manuals (courtemanche 

1986; Schiff 1990; Fonorow 1989). As discussed in greater 

detail below, cue selection was also influenced by 

participants in the pilot stages of this study. The set 

of information cues used in the study was designed to 

represent an internally consistent description of an 

internal audit department of somewhat ambiguous quality. 

The ambiguous quality description was achieved by 

including in the case materials some information cues 

26 Prior research which discusses and uses various quality 
characteristics of the internal audit department includes Abdel
khalik, Snowball and Wragge (1983), Brown (1983), Clark, Gibbs and 
Schroeder (1980, 1981), Maletta and Rida (1993), Margheim (1986), 
Margheim and Label (1990), Messier and Schneider (1988), Schneider (1984, 
1985), and Whittington and Margheim (1992). These specific studies were 
consulted in developing the case materials used in this study. 
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which were definitively positive, others were definitively 

negative, and yet others which were more ambiguous. 

As discussed below, two phases of pre-testing 

preceded administration of the actual case materials. 

3.5.2 pilot Testing - First Phase 

Nine audit managers from four of the Big 6 audit 

firms participated in the first phase of pilot testing. 

The primary purpose of this phase of pilot testing was to 

obtain evidence as to how professional auditors evaluate 

various information cues describing a hypothetical 

internal audit department. A secondary purpose was to 

ensure that the client characteristics to be used in the 

case (i.e., fee pressure and inherent risk levels) would 

be perceived by professional auditors as intended by the 

researcher. The participants were provided with a general 

description of ABC Sports and 38 information cues 

describing the company's internal audit department. The 

general description of ABC Sports addressed the business 

activities of the company and the relationship between ABC 

and their auditors. Specific financial information about 

ABC was not included in the case materials. 

The participants were asked to provide: (1) ratings 

on a seven point scale of the impact that each of the 38 

information cues would have on an evaluation of ABC's 
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internal audit department (-3 = extreme negative impact, 0 

= neither positive nor negative impact, +3 = extremely 

positive impact), (2) an assessment of the perceived level 

of client fee pressure, and (3) an assessment of the 

perceived level of inherent risk associated with accounts 

receivable.27 28 

This pilot test provided information that was useful 

in the development of the preliminary version of the case 

materials. The primary "findings" of the first phase of 

pilot testing were as follows. Seven of the 38 

information cues were evaluated as being positive by all 

nine participants; three of the 38 information items were 

evaluated as being negative by all nine participants; and 

the remaining 28 information items were evaluated as being 

positive, negative, or neither across the nine 

participants. The client fee pressure description which 

was intended by the researcher to depict a high level of 

client fee pressure was perceived by the participants as 

being at a moderate level. Finally, the inherent risk 

27 Prior research suggests that an internal audit department will have 
the greatest effect on audit procedures in an environment of low 
control risk and moderate to high inherent risk (Maletta and Kida 
1993). The case was designed so that control risk and inherent risk 
~~re stated at these levels. 

Client fee pressure and inherent risk were not incorporated into 
the case materials. Rather these descriptions were provided after the 
participants rated all 38 information cues. Accordingly, the ratings 
of the information items would not have been influenced by these 
factors. 
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description which was intended by the researcher to depict 

a setting in which inherent risk was at a moderate to high 

level was perceived by the participants to be at a 

moderate level. 

These findings from the first phase of pilot testing 

were used to develop a preliminary version of the case 

materials which was pilot tested, as discussed below. 

3.5.3 pilot Testing - Second Phase 

The second phase of pilot testing consisted of having 

14 audit managers and senior managers from one Big six 

firm complete a preliminary version of the case 

materials. 29 In fact, the participants proceeded through 

this version of the case materials in a manner very 

similar to that of the participants completing the final 

version of the case materials (as described above in 

section 3.3). In the preliminary case version, 35 

information cues were used to describe the internal audit 

department; 11 cues described objectivity, 14 cues 

described competence, and ten cues described the quality 

of work performance. The second phase of pilot testing 

was intended to provide the researcher with evidence on a 

number of dimensions. Specifically, one purpose was to 

29 As discussed below, one Big Six firm agreed to participate in the 
actual experiment. This firm, which has asked to remain anonymous, 
will be referred to as the participating firm. All auditors involved 
in the second phase of pilot testing were from the participating firm. 
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determine whether the internal audit department 

description would, across participants, result in both 

acceptances and rejections of the work of the internal 

audit department. Additionally, this phase of pilot 

testing was used to determine if participants would employ 

a stopping rule (i.e., not examine all available 

information before making a judgment) or would examine all 

available information before making a judgment. To assess 

the completeness of the case materials, participants were 

given an opportunity to indicate any additional 

information they would have liked to have had prior to 

making their judgments. Since the case used in this phase 

of pilot testing represented a preliminary version of the 

final case, the researcher was able to obtain information 

as to the approximate length of time that was needed to 

complete the final version of the case materials. 

The results of this pilot indicate that participants 

were willing to make judgments prior to examining the 

complete information set. Specifically, six of the 14 (43 

percent) participants made decisions prior to examining 

all available information. Nine of the 14 (64 percent) 

participants decided to accept the work of the internal 

audit department while 5 participants (36 percent) decided 

to reject the work of the internal audit department. The 

feedback provided by the participants as to the 
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completeness of the case materials was used to modify the 

case materials before administration of the final case. 

The mean time to complete the preliminary case was 53 

minutes. 

3.6 Case Distribution and Collection 

The national office of one Big 6 audit firm was 

contacted regarding participation in this study. 

Professionals at the national office of this Big 6 firm 

provided names of initial contacts to the researcher. The 

researcher then proceeded by contacting an audit partner 

at each of 23 offices of the participating firm. These 

contact-partners agreed to distribute 204 cases to audit 

managers with experience evaluating a client's internal 

audit department. contact-partners were asked to 

distribute the cases to the participants, collect the 

completed cases, and return the completed cases to the 

researcher. participants were asked to complete the case 

materials on their own without any supervision. The 

instructions to the case materials specifically indicated 

that the participants should complete the case on their 

own and should not discuss the case with other audit 

professionals. Since the participants had been asked to 

provide their names on the case materials and had been 

told that a firm member may contact them about the case, 
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no attempts were made to ensure the confidentiality of the 

responses of the participants. 

Upon receipt of the completed case materials, the 

researcher entered each participant's responses into an 

electronic worksheet designed specifically for recording 

the responses. After the responses were entered into the 

database, the researcher and an assistant verified the 

database on a 100 percent basis for accuracy vf data 

entry. Noted errors were corrected and verified by the 

researcher. Most of the statistical analysis reported in 

this dissertation was performed with PC-based statistical 

packages. 

3.7 Participants 

Of the 204 cases distributed in the 23 offices of the 

participating firm, 133 usable responses were returned, 

for a response rate of approximately 65 percent. Table 130 

details 111 of these responses, broken down by level of 

client fee pressure, partner preference condition, and 

information order condition. 31 

30 All Tables are presented in Appendix A of this dissertation. 
31 The remaining 22 responses were from participants who completed a 
set of case materials which did not contain any descriptions of 
client-imposed fee pressure or partner preference. Additionally, 
these 22 participants were required to look at all information items 
and thus, could not terminate information acquisition early, as could 
participants in the treatment conditions. Because of the difference 
in the experimental task, these participants do not represent a true 
control group. Rather, their responses will be used in a related 
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3.7.1 Descriptive statistics for participants 

The information for the descriptive statistics was 

taken from the Case Material and Demographic questions in 

Section 7 of the case materials (which are included as 

Appendix C of this dissertation). The number of the 

question from which the information was taken is 

referenced in the following discussion, where appropriate. 

A reference to Q7C refers to the Case Material questions 

while a reference to Q7D refers to the Demographic 

questions. 

Of the 109 participants providing data on their 

current job title (Q7D-6), three were audit seniors, 53 

were audit managers, 52 were audit senior managers, and 1 

was a new services manager. Selected descriptive 

statistics for the participants are provided in Table 2 -

Panel A. The mean experience of the respondents (Q7D-7) 

was 95 months (standard deviation = 28.05). Three 

participants had prior experience as internal auditors 

(Q7D-8); none of these participants had worked in internal 

auditing for more than 12 months (Q7D-8). The mean number 

of audits for which participants had evaluated a client's 

internal audit department (Q7D-1) was seven; the average 

number of audits in which the participants relied on work 

research project. The statistical analysis in this dissertation does 
not include the responses from these 22 participants. 
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already performed by the client's internal audit 

department (Q7D-2) was four. No significant differences 

were found across treatment conditions for months of audit 

experience, number of audits in which internal audit 

departments had been evaluated, or number of audits in 

which the participants had relied on the work of a 

client's internal audit department. Overall, these 

descriptive statistics indicate that the participants 

appear to have the relevant task-specific experience 

necessary for completing the case materials. 

To facilitate an understanding of the level of fee 

pressure encountered in practice, the participants 

provided responses as to the level of client-imposed fee 

pressure they typically encounter on their audits (Q7C-2) 

and the level of client-imposed fee pressure typical of 

most audit engagements in the office in which they work 

(Q7C-3). Responses to these two questions were provided 

on 11 point scales (0 = very low fee pressure, 10 = very 

high fee pressure). These responses differed 

significantly between the treatment levels of client fee 

pressure (p = .010 and p = .000 for Q7C-2 and Q7C-3, 

respectively). Low fee pressure respondents provided mean 

responses of 6.90 and 6.96 for questions Q7C-2 and Q7C-3, 

respectively, while high fee pressure respondents provided 

mean responses of 6.03 and 5.93, respectively. 
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Participants also indicated the level of fee pressure 

imposed by the hypothetical client in the case materials 

(Q7C-1--0 = very low fee pressure, 10 = very high fee 

pressure). A comparison of the mean responses to Q7C-1 

and Q7C-2 will facilitate a comparison of the level of fee 

pressure typically encountered by the participants with 

the perceived level of fee pressure in the case materials. 

The mean response to Q7C-1 for the low fee pressure 

respondents was 3.7 while the mean response for the high 

fee pressure respondents was 7.4 (p = .000). The 

comparison suggests the low fee pressure condition 

represents a lower level of fee pressure than typically 

encountered by the participants while the high fee 

pressure condition represents a slightly higher level of 

fee pressure than typically encountered by the 

participants. 

3.7.2 Information Related to the Limitations of the 
Case Approach 

Discussion in an earlier section of this chapter 

highlighted that a limitation of using a case approach is 

the incompleteness of the data set on which participants 

are asked to base audit judgments. Participants who 

examined all available information cues describing a 

quality characteristic of the internal audit department 
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(i.e., objectivity, competence, and work performance) had 

an opportunity to indicate what, if any, additional 

information they would have liked prior to making an 

assessment of that quality characteristic. Only 39 (35%) 

of the participants indicated at least one specific piece 

of information they would have liked that was not included 

in the case materials. This result suggests that overall, 

the set of information cues describing the quality of the 

internal audit department was relatively complete. 

The earlier discussion of the limitations of a case 

approach indicated that participants were told that the 

researcher or a firm partner may contact them regarding 

their responses. In terms of follow-up, the researcher 

attempted to contact, by phone, at least one participant 

at each of the 23 participating offices. In total, 19 

participants were contacted by the researcher. In 

general, the follow-up involved: (1) obtaining details on 

the participant's prior experiences using the work of a 

client's internal audit department, (2) contrasting those 

prior experiences with the case materials, and (3) 

comparing the participant's responses with the overall 

responses. These follow-up procedures were useful for 

obtaining additional anecdotal evidence. Additionally, 

each contact-partner was provided with a summary of 

responses for selected case questions. The summary 
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provided mean, minimum, and maximum responses for all 

participants and for the participants in the contact

partner's office. Further, the contact-partner was 

notified that the researcher would provide specific, 

individual information upon request. Follow-up was deemed 

necessary for ensuring that the participants were not 

deceived regarding the requirements of their task. In 

this study, follow-up helps to ensure that subsequent 

research participants from this firm will take seriously 

the directive that they may be subsequently contacted 

regarding responses to experimental case materials (cf. 

Dopuch 1992; Gibbins 1992). 

The following chapter presents the results of the 

experiment described above. 
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4. RESULTS 

4.1 Chapter Overview 

This chapter presents an overview of the approach 

used in data analysis, provides information on 

manipulation and bias checks, presents detailed results 

for the judgment phase hypotheses (Hypothesis 1 -

Hypothesis 5), summarizes the judgment phase hypotheses, 

presents detailed results for the editing phase hypotheses 

(Hypothesis 6 - Hypothesis 10), and summarizes the editing 

phase hypotheses. 

4.2 Overview of Approach to Data Analysis 

The data used in analyzing the judgment phase 

hypotheses (Hypothesis 1 - Hypothesis 5) was gathered from 

the participants' judgments to accept or reject the work 

of the client's internal audit department, the 

participants' assessments of the effect of the internal 

audit department's work on planned audit procedures, and 

the participants' assessments of the quality 

characteristics (i.e., objectivity, competence, work 

performance) of the client's internal audit department. 

The data used in analyzing the editing phase hypotheses 

(Hypothesis 6 - Hypothesis 10) was gathered from the 
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assessments of the individual information cues. 
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The data was analyzed primarily through the 

application of conventional statistical approaches 

including t-tests, ANOVA and, where appropriate, ANCOVA. 

The use of ANCOVA in experimental research is designed to 

control for sources of systematic variation, thereby 

increasing the precision of the analysis. A key 

assumption of ANCOVA is that the treatments do not affect 

the covariate (Pedhazur 1982). In this study, this 

assumption was addressed by measuring the covariate before 

the inception of the experiment. As discussed in Chapter 

3, the covariate is a participant's prior expectation 

regarding reliance on work performed by a client's 

internal audit department. This expectation was provided 

by the participant before reading the case materials. 

Model assumptions were primarily checked through 

plotting model residuals against the normal scores of the 

residuals, correlating the model residuals and the normal 

scores of the residuals, plotting model residuals against 

the estimated treatment means, and computing Levene's test 

for unequal variances (Kuehl 1994). The first two steps 

provide evidence as to the normality of the error term. 

For the judgment phase and editing phases hypotheses, 

departures from normality are not an issue. Specifically, 
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for ANCOVAs and ANOVAs used in testing Hypotheses 2 

through 5 and Hypotheses 7 through 10, correlations 

between the model residuals and the normal scores of the 

residuals range from .938 to .997. The second two steps 

provide evidence as to equal variance assumption of 

ANOVA. The Levene test does suggest minor departures from 

the equal variance assumption for some of ANOVA models. 

Minor departures from this assumption generally will not 

cause large changes in the significance levels of tests 

(Kuehl 1994). For the few cases in which the Levene test 

did indicate a possible violation of the equal variance 

assumption, an unequal variance F-test was computed to 

determine whether the significance level differs under an 

assumption of unequal variances. The significance of the 

results tested using an unequal variance F-test remain 

unchanged from the results assuming an equal error 

variance. 

When using the ANCOVA approach, the appropriateness 

of including the covariate was primarily checked through 

testing for any interactions of the covariate and 

treatment variables. Although some interactions were 

noted, these interactions do not affect the 

interpretations of the results reported below. In 

conjunction with the following discussion of the results, 
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evidence as to the insignificant effects of these noted 

interactions are presented. 

In the discussion of the results which follow, alpha 

levels of .05 or less are considered to be statistically 

significant, while alpha levels between .05 and .10 

(inclusive) are considered to be marginally significant. 

Alpha levels greater than .10 are considered to be 

insignificant. 

4.3 Manipulation and Bias Checks 

Participants responded to two questions designed to 

determine whether the manipulations of client-imposed fee 

pressure and partner preference, respectively, were 

successful. As discussed in Chapter 3, participants 

responded to the manipulation check of the perceived level 

of client pressure on an 11 point scale (Q7C-132_-0 = very 

low fee pressure, 10 = very high pressure). ANOVA results 

indicate that the perceived level of fee pressure differed 

significantly only between the two levels of manipulated 

fee pressure (High = 7.4, Low = 3.7; F = 100.461; P = 
.000). No differences were found between the two partner 

preferences conditions. This result suggests that the fee 

pressure manipulation was successful. 

32 Refer to Chapter 3, section 7 for a discussion of references to the 
case material questions. 
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The participants also assessed the probability that 

they would be able to use the work of ABC's internal audit 

department when planning the financial statement audit. 

The participants provided this assessment after reading 

the client description, including the fee pressure and 

partner preference manipulations, but prior to obtaining 

any of the information cues describing the internal audit 

department. This assessment is used as a measure of the 

participant's motivation to use the work of the client's 

internal audit department. T-tests of differences in the 

assessed probability indicated a marginal difference 

between the two partner preference conditions (Skepticism 

= 58.4; Efficiency = 64.5; t = -1.42; one-tailed p=.080). 

No differences were found between the two fee pressure 

conditions. This result suggests that, as predicted, the 

efficiency condition respondents were more likely ex ante 

to expect that they would be able to rely on the work of 

ABC's internal audit department. This finding provides 

some evidence that the partner preference manipulation was 

successful. 

Participants assessed the probability that they would 

be contacted regarding the judgments they provided (Q7C-5-

-0 = definitely will not be contacted; 100 = definitely 

will be contacted). ANOVA indicates that the mean 

response did not differ across treatment conditions (mean 
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= 38.9; standard deviation = 19.0). Participants also 

provided a self-reported measure of the effort exerted in 

completing the case (Q7C-4--0 = minimum effort, 10 = 

maximum effort). While the overall mean response to Q7C-4 

was 6.6, the mean response differed marginally across 

partner preference conditions (F = 2.83, P = .096). The 

mean response for the efficiency-condition respondents was 

6.9 while the mean response for the skepticism-condition 

respondents was 6.3. Finally, the overall mean time spent 

completing the case materials, as self-reported by the 

participants (Q7C-6), was 51 minutes. The mean responses 

differed between partner preference conditions (Skeptic = 
46.9 minutes, Efficient = 54.4 minutes; F = 4.35, P 

=.040). This difference parallels the difference in the 

self-reported effort measure discussed above. Overall 

these responses suggest that the participants exerted a 

reasonable amount of effort although they did not assess 

the probability that they would be contacted for follow-up 

as highly likely. 

4.4 Judgment Phase Hypotheses (Hypothesis 1 - Hypothesis 
5) 

This section provides statistical results for 

Hypotheses 1 through 5 which examine the effects of client 

fee pressure and partner preference on audit judgments. 

Hypothesis 1 predicts that the internal audit department's 
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work will more often be judged as acceptable in an 

environment of high fee pressure than in an environment of 

low fee pressure. Additionally, the internal audit 

department's work will more often be judged as acceptable 

in an environment where the partner stresses audit 

efficiency than in an environment where the partner 

stresses professional skepticism. As discussed below, 

client fee pressure was found to have a marginally 

significant effect, in the hypothesized direction, on the 

judgment of the acceptability of the internal audit 

department's work. Further, the results indicate that 

partner preference condition did not have an effect on 

this judgment. 

Hypothesis 2 predicts that the internal audit 

department's work will have a greater effect on external 

audit procedures in an environment of high fee pressure 

than in an environment of low fee pressure. Additionally, 

the internal audit department's work will have a greater 

effect on external audit procedures in an environment 

where the partner stresses audit efficiency than in an 

environment where the partner stresses professional 

skepticism. As discussed below, client fee pressure was 

found to have a significant effect, in the hypothesized 

direction, on the extent to which the work of the internal 

audit department will affect planned audit procedures. 
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Further, the results indicate that partner preference 

condition did not have an effect on this judgment. 

Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5 examine the participants' 

assessments of the internal audit department's 

objectivity, competence and quality of work performance, 

respectively. These three hypotheses predict that each of 

the three quality components will be assessed at a higher 

level in an environment of high fee pressure than in an 

environment of low fee pressure. Additionally, the 

quality components will be assessed at a higher level in 

an environment where the partner stresses audit efficiency 

than in an environment where the partner stresses 

professional skepticism. As discussed below, the results 

do not provide overwhelming support for the proposition 

that fee pressure and partner preference will affect 

assessments of the quality components of the internal 

audit department. 

In addition to the main effect predictions for client 

fee pressure and partner preference, the effect for 

partner preference is predicted to be more significant 

than the effect for fee pressure for all five hypotheses. 33 

33 Recall from Chapter 3 that each hypothesis in this dissertation has 
three components. component (a) refers to the client fee pressure 
main effect; component (b) refers to the partner preference main 
effect; and component (c) refers to the interaction of these two 
effects. 
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As discussed below, this prediction is not supported for 

any of the five judgment phase hypotheses. 

4.4.1 Test of Hypothesis 1 

Participants indicating acceptability of all three 

quality components of ABC's internal audit department 

(i.e., objectivity, competence, and work performance) were 

designated as accepting the work of the internal audit 

department. Participants indicating that one of the three 

quality components was unacceptable were designated as 

rejecting the work of the internal audit department. 

Table 3 summarizes the proportion of participants in each 

treatment cell which determined that the work of the 

internal audit department was acceptable. Overall, the 

proportion of participants accepting the work of the 

internal audit department was .396. The proportion of 

participants in the high (low) fee pressure condition 

deciding that the work of the internal audit department 

was acceptable was .460 (.313). In terms of partner 

preference conditions, Table 3 indicates that the 

proportion of participants in the partner skeptic 

(efficient) condition deciding that the work of the 

internal audit department was acceptable was .412 (.383). 

A z-test for the equality between two proportions with a 

binomial distribution marginally supports a main effect 
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for level of client fee pressure on the decision to accept 

the work of the internal audit department (z = 1.56; one

tailed p < .10). A z-test for the equality between two 

proportions with a binomial distribution indicates that 

the difference in proportions accepting the internal audit 

department's work between partner preference conditions is 

not statistically significant (z = .318; one-tailed p > 

.159). 

These results are supported by a logistic regression 

analysis in which the dichotomous judgment to accept or 

reject the work of the internal audit department was 

modeled as a function of the level of client fee pressure, 

type of partner preference, and the interaction of these 

two variables. The results of the logistic regression 

indicate a marginally significant effect, in the 

hypothesized direction, for client fee pressure (one

tailed p = .062) on the decision to accept or reject the 

work of the internal audit department. The main effect 

for partner preference and the interaction effect of 

client fee pressure and partner preference are not 

significant in the logistic regression analysis (one

tailed p = .454 and p = .479, respectively). These 

results mirror the results provided by the equality of 

proportions tests discussed above. 
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One might argue that an alternative measure of 

accepting the work of the client's internal audit 

department is whether budgeted audit hours were reduced 

because of reliance on the work of the internal audit 

department. Recall that the participants were told that 

62 audit hours, budgeted across seven audit steps, would 

be appropriate for the audit of accounts receivable, 

unless the work of the internal audit department would 

affect planned audit procedures. Table 4 details the 

proportion of participants reducing audit hours due to 

reliance on the internal audit department's work. 

Although the proportion of participants indicating that 

the internal audit department's work was acceptable was 

.396, the proportion of participants opting to reduce 

budgeted audit hours because of reliance on the internal 

audit department's work was .667. As highlighted in Table 

4, the proportion of participants reducing budgeted audit 

hours does not differ across treatment levels. 

To summarize, the above results suggest that the 

judgment to accept the work of the internal audit 

department is marginally influenced by level of client fee 

pressure, thus offering limited support for Hypothesis 1a. 

The judgment to accept the work of the internal audit 

department is not significantly influenced by partner 

preference or the interaction of client fee pressure and 
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partner preference. Thus, Hypotheses 1b and 1c are not 

supported. The proportion of participants reducing 

budgeted audit hours because of reliance on the work of 

the internal audit department was .667. Table 4 

highlights that the judgment of whether to reduce budgeted 

audit hours was not affected by the main or interaction 

treatment effects. Note that the judgment of whether or 

not to reduce budgeted hours is a dichotomous measure and 

does not provide evidence as to whether the experimental 

treatments affect the extent to which the internal audit 

department's work affects planned audit hours. Hypothesis 

2, which is discussed below, examines this relation. 

Test of Hypothesis 2 

Participants provided two measures of the extent to 

which the work of the internal audit department would 

affect planned audit procedures. First, participants 

indicated on an 11 point scale (0 = no effect, 5 = 

moderate effect, 10 = significant effect) the extent to 

which work performed by the client's internal audit 

department would affect planned audit hours. Second, 

participants modified a time budget to reflect the effect 

of work already performed by ABC's internal audit 

department on planned external audit procedures. The 

participants were provided with a time budget indicating 
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that 62 hours would be necessary to complete the audit of 

accounts receivable unless the work of the client's 

internal audit department would affect planned procedures. 

The metrics of these assessments are such that the greater 

the effect that the internal audit department would have 

on planned audit hours (as measured on an 11 point scale), 

the fewer audit hours that would be budgeted. As would be 

expected, these two measures are highly negatively 

correlated (Pearson correlation = -.602, P = .000) 

These two assessments of the effect of the internal 

audit department's work on planned audit procedures were 

used to test Hypothesis 2, in two separate ANCOVAs. Table 

5 presents ANCOVA results using the participants' 

assessment of the effect of the internal audit 

department's work made on an 11 point scale as the 

dependent variable. The analysis indicates a significant 

main effect for level of client fee pressure (p = .018).34 

The covariate adjusted means35 in Table 6 indicate that the 

34 For the directional predictions made for the main effects of client 
fee pressure and partner preferences, one-tailed t-tests were also 
calculated. Unless otherwise stated, the one-tailed t-tests support 
~~e same levels of significance as the F-test. 

When ANCOVA is the statistical method employed, the means for each 
of the cells should reflect not only differences in treatment effects 
but also differences that are due to the covariate. The covariate 
adjusted means have the effect of the covariate removed from them. 
Specifically, the covariate adjusted mean is calculated as Yj(adj) = 
Yj - b(Xj - X), where Yj = the mean of treatment j before the 
adjustment, b = the common regression coefficient, Xj = the mean of 
the covariate for the treatment group j and X = the grand mean of the 
covariate (Pedhazur 1982). 
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assessed affect was 2.03 (3.12) for the low (high) fee 

pressure condition. The predicted main effect for partner 

preference and the interaction effect are both 

insignificant (p = .750 and .643, respectively). 

Table 7 presents ANCOVA results using budgeted audit 

hours as the dependent variable. The analysis indicates a 

significant main effect for level of client fee pressure 

(p = .042). The covariate adjusted means in Table 8 

indicate that the budgeted audit hours were 56.31 (52.04) 

for the low (high) fee pressure condition. The predicted 

main effect for partner preference and the interaction 

effect are both insignificant (p = .782 and .843, 

respectively). These results suggest that the 

participants in the high fee pressure condition were 

willing to reduce budgeted36 audit hours by 7.6 percent 

more than participants in the low fee pressure condition. 

The results from these two ANCOVAs support the 

predicted main effect for client fee pressure on the 

extent to which internal audit affects planned audit 

procedures (Hypothesis 2a). However, the predicted main 

effect for partner preference (Hypothesis 2b) and the 

interaction effect (Hypothesis 2c) are not supported. 

36 The dependent variable used is that of budgeted audit hours. While 
the participants provided judgments as to budgeted audit hours, the 
research design did not allow them to actually perform the planned 
procedures or evaluate the results of the procedures. Future 
researchers may want to examine these issues. 
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The ANCOVA in Table 5 shows an unexpected significant 

interaction effect for partner preference and information 

order (p = .001) on the assessed effect of the internal 

audit department's work on planned audit procedures. 

Tukey pairwise comparisons indicated that the assessed 

effect for participants in the partner skeptic condition 

receiving positive information first was marginally lower 

than the assessed effect for participants in the partner 

efficient condition receiving positive information first 

(p = .077) and was significantly lower than the assessed 

effect for participants in the partner skeptic condition 

receiving negative information first (p = .015). 

Similarly, the ANCOVA in Table 7 shows an unexpected 

significant interaction effect for partner preference and 

information order37 (p =.004) on budgeted audit hours. 

Tukey pairwise comparisons indicate similar, although not 

as significant, results to those for the interaction 

effect for partner preference and information order on the 

assessed effect of the internal audit department's work on 

planned audit procedures. Specifically, budgeted audit 

hours for participants in the partner skeptic condition 

37 Testing for interactions between the covariate and the treatments 
indicated an interaction of the covariate with the partner-order 
conditions for the ANCOVAs presented in Tables 5 and 7. Accordingly, 
interpretation of the significance of these results should be done 
with caution. However, the significance of the partner-order 
interactions remains qualitatively unchanged when the ANOVA approach 
is used in place of ANCOVA. 
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receiving positive information first were greater than 

budgeted audit hours for participants in the partner 

efficient condition receiving positive information first 

(p = .150) and were greater than the budgeted audit hours 

for participants in the partner skeptic condition 

receiving negative information first (p = .150). 

These unexpected interactions of partner preference 

and information order warrant further investigation. 

Subsequent analysis of potential differences in 

information acquisition (including total number of cues 

acquired, total number of cues coded as positive, total 

number of cues coded as negative, sum of total weighted 

positive cues, sum of total weighted negative cues) 

suggests that the pairwise differences noted above do not 

appear to be the result of differences in these 

information acquisition measures. Although not tested in 

this dissertation, participants in the two partner 

preference conditions may have differed in the strength of 

their beliefs about the appropriateness of relying on the 

work of the internal audit department. The strength of 

these beliefs may have interacted with whether positive or 

negative information was received first. Future research 

analyzing the validity of this conjecture will be useful 

in providing further insights into auditors' judgment 

processes. 
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Tests of Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5 

Prior to providing measures of the extent to which 

the internal audit department's work would affect planned 

audit procedures, the participants provided assessments of 

the objectivity, competence, and quality of work 

performance of the internal audit department. These 

assessments were provided on eleven point scales (0 = very 

low, 5 = moderate, 10 = very high). Three separate 

ANOVAS38 were run with each of these three assessments as 

the dependent variable, respectively. The general result 

of these ANOVAs is that the treatment effects (main and 

interaction) do not significantly affect the participants' 

assessments of these quality characteristics in the manner 

predicted. The significant and marginally significant 

findings are discussed below. 

For the objectivity assessment, a one-tailed t-test 

indicated that the objectivity assessment did differ, in 

the hypothesized direction, between the two partner 

preference conditions (t = -1.703; one-tail p = .045). 

The overall mean objectivity assessment was 5.81 (standard 

deviation = 2.35) while in the partner efficient (skeptic) 

38 The section presents the results of the ANOVA methodology rather 
than ANCOVA methodology. The ANCOVA results are qualitatively the 
same as the ANOVA results, thus suggesting that increased precision 
would not be gained from employing the ANCOVA methodology. 
Accordingly, for ease of exposition, only the ANOVA results for 
Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5 are presented. 
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condition, the mean assessment was 6.16 (S.40). This 

result is surprising given that partner preference 

condition did not have an influence on the judgment as to 

the acceptability of the work of the internal audit 

department (Hypothesis 1) nor on the extent to which work 

performed by the internal audit department would affect 

planned procedures (Hypothesis 2). 

The overall mean assessment for competence was 4.S2 

(standard deviation = 1.97). A one-tailed t-test did 

indicate that the competence assessment differed 

marginally between the two fee pressure conditions (t = -
1.39, one-tail p = .08S). As predicted by Hypothesis 4a, 

the assessed level of competence was marginally lower in 

the low fee pressure condition (mean = 4.19, standard 

deviation = 1.87) than in the high fee pressure condition 

(mean = 4.79, standard deviation = 2.03) Finally, the 

overall mean assessment for quality of work performance 

was 4.40 (standard deviation = 1.67), with no differences 

across treatment conditions. These findings indicate that 

Hypothesis 3b is supported; Hypothesis 4a is marginally 

supported; and the other components of Hypothesis 3 and 4 

and all components of Hypothesis S are not supported. 

Additionally, for the assessments of both objectivity 

and competence, the ANOVA results indicate an unexpected 

significant main effect for information order. For the 
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objectivity assessment, the mean response in the positive 

(negative) information order was 6.43 (5.21). For the 

competence assessment the mean response in the positive 

(negative) order was 5.16 (3.83).39 These results could be 

loosely interpreted as a primacy effect. That is, the 

earlier presented information appears to have had a 

greater impact on the judgment. Although this finding 

differs from many of the auditing "order effects" studies 

which typically find a recency effect, this study differs 

from the previous studies in that participants in this 

study are not required to acquire and evaluate all 

available information. Asare and Knechel (1995) recognize 

that future research is needed to discern whether 

concurrent information evaluation and voluntary 

termination of information acquisition mitigate or 

attenuate recency effects found in earlier auditing 

studies. 

Subsequent analysis of potential differences in 

information acquisition (including number of cues 

acquired, number of cues coded as negative, and the sum of 

total weighted negative cues) between the two order 

conditions suggests that the information order differences 

noted above do not appear to be the results of differences 

39 No similar information order effect was noted for the assessment of 
the quality of work performance. 
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in these three information acquisition measures. The 

results are identical for information acquisition 

preceding both the objectivity and the competence 

assessments. Using two other information acquisition 

measures, the number of positive cues acquired and the sum 

total of the weighted positive cues, it does appear 

possible that differences between the two order conditions 

could have resulted because of differences in these two 

acquisition measures. For those participants receiving 

positive information first, the number of positive cues 

acquired and the weighted sum of positive cues acquired 

were greater than for those participants receiving 

negative information first. The results are identical for 

information acquisition preceding both objectivity and 

competence assessment. Thus, the greater amount of 

positive information appears to have led to higher 

assessments. This result suggests that differences in 

information termination may have resulted in these 

unanticipated order effects. As suggested by Asare and 

Knechel (1995) and highlighted by the findings of this 

study, additional research is needed to enhance our 

understanding of how concurrent information evaluation and 

voluntary termination of information acquisition affect 

recency and primacy in audit judgments. 



4.4.4 summary of Results for the Judgment Phase 
Hypotheses 

Overall, the results indicate a significant main 

effect of client fee pressure on judgments as to the 

extent to which work performed by a client's internal 

audit department will affect planned audit procedures. 

Participants in the high fee pressure condition were 

willing to reduce audit hours by 8 percent more than 
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participants in the low fee pressure condition. However, 

participants in both the high and low fee pressure 

conditions reduced audit hours due to the effect that the 

work of the internal audit department would have on 

planned audit procedures. The participants in the high 

(low) fee pressure condition reduced budgeted audit hours 

from 62 hours to 52 (56) hours. 

The finding that external audit hours are reduced 

because of the potential to rely on the work of a client's 

internal audit department is similar to findings in other 

studies which examine reliance on a client's internal 

audit department. Specifically, Maletta and Kida (1993) 

find that for nine differing levels of internal audit 

department quality, external auditors reduced planned 

audit hours because of reliance on the work of the 

internal audit department. Maletta and Kida (1993) even 

find that in an environment of high inherent risk and weak 
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controls, the presence of an internal audit department 

with low objectivity, low competence, and low work 

performance resulted in a 1.7 percent decrease in planned 

audit hours. Schneider (1985) provided to his auditor

participants 16 descriptions of internal audit 

departments, differing in their level of quality. For the 

lowest (highest) quality profile, his auditor-participants 

reduced budgeted audit hours by 14.4 (50.6) percent. In 

general, previous research and the current study indicate 

that just the presence of an internal audit department, 

regardless of its quality, will result in decreased audit 

hours. SAS No. 65 does not appear to advocate this type 

of reliance (AU 322 AICPA 1994); practitioners and 

researchers would benefit from knowing whether these 

experimental research findings correspond to actual field 

decisions. Future research, possibly in the form of field 

studies, would be useful for documenting actual roles of 

internal audit departments in financial statement audits 

(Felix, Gramling and Maletta in process). 

Client fee pressure also had a marginal effect on the 

dichotomous judgment to accept or reject the work of the 

client's internal audit department. Forty-six percent of 

the participants in the high fee pressure condition can be 

characterized as accepting the work of the internal audit 

department while only 31 percent of the participants in 
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the low fee pressure condition can be characterized 

similarly. 

Rather surprisingly, client fee pressure affected the 

extent to which the internal audit department's work 

affected planned audit procedures even though assessments 

of the quality characteristics of the internal audit 

department were not significantly affected by client fee 

pressure. As a conjecture, these results might suggest 

that differences in audit judgments (e.g., number of audit 

hours to budget) are not preceded by differences in 

evaluation of client characteristics. Quite possibly, 

client fee pressure does not change an auditor's judgment 

about characteristics of the client. Rather, client fee 

pressure alters the cutoff level of whether a particular 

characteristic is acceptable. 40 Assessing the validity of 

this conjecture should prove to be a fruitful area for 

future research. 

The results indicate an overall lack of significant 

main effect for partner preference or interaction effect 

of partner preference and client fee pressure on most of 

the judgment phase hypotheses. Partner preference 

condition, however, did have a significant effect on 

participants' assessments of objectivity. The general 

40 This conjecture is supported by anecdotal evidence provided to the 
researcher during the preliminary stages of this study by a Big Six 
audit manager. 
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lack of effects for partner preference should be 

investigated further. As discussed above, the 

manipulation check of partner preference differed 

marginally between the two partner preference conditions. 

One might question whether the potential lack of 

effectiveness of the manipulation contributed to the 

insignificance of this factor in the judgment phase 

hypotheses. 41 The use of alternative approaches to 

incorporating and manipulating partner preferences within 

the context of experimental case materials would be useful 

extensions of the current study. Alternatively, recall 

that the manipulation of partner preference in the current 

study involved the manipulation of an explicitly stated 

preference. The participants may recognize the presence 

of the explicitly stated preference yet perceive that 

other implicit preferences may dominate. A general 

finding of Cohen et al. (1994) is that auditors perceive 

that their superiors prefer that they take aggressive 

actions in seeking, retaining and billing clients. If 

this perception is wide-spread, than an explicitly stated 

preference to the contrary may be disregarded. Other 

audit researchers (Dirsmith and Covaleski 1985; McNair 

41 However, refer to Section 4.5.1. This section provides results 
indicating that partner preference significantly influenced the 
importance assigned to positive information. This finding might be 
viewed as providing evidence that the partner preference manipulation 
was successful. 
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1991) have discussed the issue of having conflicting 

explicit and implicit directives within an audit firm. 

Future researchers should try to obtain a greater 

understanding of how partner preferences are explicitly 

and implicitly communicated to audit team members and the 

level of importance that team members place on these 

preferences. 

The next section presents results for the editing 

phase hypotheses. Recall that the theory presented in 

Chapter 2 predicts that the mechanisms through which audit 

judgments are affected are the activities of information 

acquisition and information evaluation. SAS No. 65 

requires professional judgments as to the amount of 

evidence to acquire and the manner in which specific 

information is to be evaluated. Note, however, that SAS 

No. 65 also requires a determination of the level of the 

internal audit department's quality which is considered 

acceptable. The model in this paper suggests that the 

first two components, information acquisition and 

information evaluation, are the mechanisms through which 

others' preferences will affect audit jUdgments. The ex 

ante assumption in this model is that that level of 

quality which constitutes an acceptable level would be 

invariant across contexts. Hypotheses 3, 4 and 5 

predicted that the levels of quality would be assessed to 
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support an ex ante preferred judgment. However, the 

findings presented in the current section indicate that 

while audit judgments (i.e., the number of audit hours to 

budget) differed across contexts, the assessed levels of 

quality did not, for the most part, differ across 

treatment conditions. That is, participants were willing 

to rely on the work of the internal audit department even 

after assessing the quality as relatively low. The 

assessments of the internal audit department's quality 

components are the result of information acquisition and 

information evaluation. Given that these assessment were, 

generally, not affected by client and partner preferences 

one may now question whether information acquisition and 

information evaluation are the mechanisms through which 

different audit decisions are obtained. 

A recent accounting study finds that when a reporting 

standard is ambiguous, professionals will interpret the 

standard in a manner that will allow them to arrive at 

their preferred reporting decisions (Cuccia, Hackenbrack 

and Nelson 1995). Further, Cuccia et al. (1995) find that 

because of the ambiguity in the hypothetical standard used 

in their study, professionals did not alter evidence 

evaluation so as to support an ex ante preferred judgment. 

Rather, professionals altered their interpretation of the 

standard's guidelines as to the threshold at which a 
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transaction should be reported. 42 The findings of Cuccia 

et al. (1995) pertained to a reporting decision in the tax 

domain and it is not clear if these findings will hold for 

a planning task in the auditing domain (cf. Hackenbrack 

and Nelson 1995). Given the significant differences in 

task setting and information evaluation activities43 

between this dissertation and Cuccia et al. (1995), it is 

not clear that the theory presented in this paper would 

differ based on only the findings of Cuccia et al. (1995). 

However, their findings in conjunction with this study's 

finding about the evaluation of the internal audit 

department's quality components (Hypotheses 3-5) now call 

into question that portion of this dissertation's theory 

which indicates that information evaluation is one of the 

mechanisms through which auditors can make different 

decisions. 

The following section of this chapter provides 

evidence as to whether information evaluation and 

information acquisition are the mechanisms through which 

fee pressure and partner preference affect audit 

judgments. 

42 Cuccia et ale (1995) was not designed to examine information 
~§quisition. 

The information evaluation task in Cuccia et ale (1995) does not 
require that participants code and assess the importance of individual 
cues. Rather, the participants assigned a likelihood assessment to 
whether the case materials supported a particular reporting decision. 
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4.5 Editinq Phase Hypotheses (Hypothesis 6 - Hypothesis 
10) 

This section provides statistical results for 

Hypotheses 6 through 10. These hypotheses examine the 

effects of client fee pressure and partner preference on 

the editing phase activities of the judgment process. 

Hypotheses 6 through 8 pertain to information evaluation 

activities. Hypothesis 6 predicts that the coding of 

ambiguous information cues as positive or negative is 

influenced by the level of client fee pressure and partner 

preference. specifically, ambiguous cues will more often 

be evaluated as positive by participants in the high fee 

pressure condition than by participants in the low fee 

pressure condition. Also, ambiguous cues will more often 

be evaluated as positive by participants in the partner 

efficient condition than by participants in the partner 

skeptic condition. As discussed below, the results do not 

support the hypothesis that coding of ambiguous 

information as positive or negative is influenced by fee 

pressure or a partner preference. 

Hypothesis 7 predicts that the importance of 

information cues coded as negative will be greater for 

participants in the low fee pressure condition than for 

participants in the high fee pressure condition. Also, 

the importance of information cues coded as negative will 
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be greater for participants in the partner skeptic 

condition than for participants in the partner efficient 

condition. As discussed below, the results do not support 

the hypothesis that the importance assigned to negative is 

influenced by client fee pressure or partner preference. 

Hypothesis 8 predicts that the importance of 

information cues coded as positive will be greater for 

participants in the high fee pressure condition than for 

participants in the low fee pressure condition. Also, the 

importance of information cues coded as positive will be 

greater for participants in the partner efficient 

condition than for participants in the partner skeptic 

condition. As discussed below, the results provide 

marginal support that the importance assigned to positive 

cues is influenced by partner preference. The results do 

provide support for the hypothesis that the importance 

assigned to positive cues is influenced by client fee 

pressure; however, the influence is in a direction 

opposite to that predicted by Hypothesis 8a. 

Hypotheses 9 and 10 pertain to information 

acquisition activities. Hypothesis 9 predicts that the 

rejection threshold will be higher for participants in the 

high fee pressure condition than for participants in the 

low fee pressure condition. Also, the rejection threshold 

will be higher for participants in the partner efficient 



condition than for participants in the partner skeptic 

condition. As discussed below, the results provide no 

support for Hypothesis 9. 
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Hypothesis 10 predicts that the acceptance threshold 

will be lower for participants in the high fee pressure 

condition than for participants in the low fee pressure 

condition. Also, the acceptance threshold will be lower 

for participants in the partner efficient condition than 

for participants in the partner skeptic condition. As 

discussed below, the results provide only limited support 

for the hypothesis that client fee pressure will influence 

the level of the acceptance threshold. The results, 

however, provide no support for the hypothesis that 

partner preference will influence the level of the 

acceptance threshold. 

In addition to the main effect predictions for client 

fee pressure and partner preference, the effect for 

partner preference is pr~dicted to dominate the effect of 

client fee pressure for all five hypotheses described 

above. As discussed below, this prediction is not 

supported for any of the five editing phase hypotheses. 

4.5.1 Tests of Information Evaluation Hypotheses 
(Hypotheses 6, 7 and 8) 

The information evaluation hypotheses pertain to two 

components of information evaluation. Hypothesis 6 



examines the evaluation activity of coding ambiguous 

information cues as either positive or negative. 

Hypotheses 7 and 8 examine the evaluation activity of 

assessing the importance of individual information cues. 

As part of the experimental materials, each participant, 
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after reading an individual information cue, was asked to 

provide an evaluation of the cue on an 11 point scale (-5 

= Critical weakness, 0 = irrelevant, +5 = critical 

strength). The scale was designed so that the assessment 

would indicate whether the information cue was coded as 

positive, negative, or irrelevant and would provide 

information on the importance of the cue. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, if a cue is coded as irrelevant by a 

participant, that participant's coding of the cue is not 

considered in the information evaluation analyses which 

follow. Coding an information cue as irrelevant could 

result because the participant determined that the 

information cue was neither positive nor negative or 

because the participant determined that the information 

cue was not important (i.e., weight = 0). The ex post 

inability of the researcher to distinguish between these 

two alternatives renders the inclusion of irrelevant cues 

in the evaluation analyses inappropriate. 44 

44 Participants in the second phase of pilot testing indicated 
difficulty in trying to distinguish between these two reasons when 
coding an information cue as irrelevant. Accordingly, participants in 
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Testing Hypothesis 6 requires a determination as to 

which information cues should be defined as ambiguous. 

Recall from the discussion in Chapter 2, that an 

information cue is defined as ambiguous if it has more 

than one interpretation. Operationalizing that definition 

in the context of this study suggests that an information 

cue should be defined as ambiguous if, across the 

participants coding the information cue as other than 

irrelevant, there is less than 100% agreement as to 

whether the information cue should be coded as positive or 

negative. 45 Table 9 lists the objectivity information cues 

defined as ambiguous. Each of the 15 information cues 

describing the internal audit department's objectivity is 

defined as ambiguous. Table 10 lists the competence 

information cues defined as ambiguous. Fifteen of the 17 

information cues describing the internal audit 

department's competence are defined as ambiguous. Table 

11 lists the work performance information cues defined as 

ambiguous. Twelve of the 14 information cues describing 

the internal audit department's work performance are 

the experiment were not asked to distinguish between these two 
a~ternatives. 

This approach to operationalizing the definition of ambiguous 
provides the most stringent test of Hypothesis 6. Some might argue 
that even if the agreement as to whether a cues was positive or 
negative was less than 100%, the cue may not be ambiguous. A less 
stringent test of Hypothesis 6 was performed by coding a cue as 
ambiguous if the level of agreement about how to code a cue was less 
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defined as ambiguous. In total, 42 of the 46 information 

cues describing the quality characteristics of the 

internal audit department are defined as ambiguous. 46 

The general approach to testing Hypothesis 6 was to 

perform appropriate contingency table analyses to test the 

following alternate hypotheses: (1) coding of ambiguous 

information (as positive or negative) and level of client

imposed fee pressure are not independent; (2) coding of 

ambiguous information (as positive or negative) and 

partner preference condition are not independent; and (3) 

coding of ambiguous information (as positive or negative) 

and treatment cell47 are not independent. Accordingly, for 

each of the 42 ambiguous cues, three contingency table 

analyses were performed. 48 The analyses rely on the 

than 90%. The results of this less stringent test are provided 
~~roughout the text, as appropriate. 

In using the less stringent test of Hypothesis 6 discussed above, 
ten of the 15 objectivity cues are ambiguous; 11 of the 17 competence 
cues are ambiguous; and 10 of the 14 work performance cues are 
ambiguous. In total, 31 of the 46 (67.4%) information cues are 
ambiguous. 

7 Treatment cell refers to the four experimental cells resulting from 
the 2 (client fee pressure) x 2 (partner preference) experimental 
~gsign. 

Contingency analysis was first performed for each of the 42 
ambiguous information cues to determine the presence of any 
significant interaction between coding of ambiguous cues and 
information order. Across the 42 ambiguous information items there 
was a significant interaction between coding of ambiguous information 
and information order for 3 cues (p = .047, .022, and .041) and there 
was a marginally significant interaction for 3 additional cues (p = 
.076, .079, and .065). For these six ambiguous cues, contingency 
table analysis for testing of the three alternate hypotheses was 
performed separately for the two information orders. 
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Pearson chi-square test statistic to determine the 

significance of any interactions between coding of 

ambiguous information and the experimental treatments of 

client fee pressure and partner preference. For the 2 x 2 

tables in which cell sizes are small, the Fisher's exact 

(two tail) test statistic is used in place of the Pearson 

chi-square test statistic. As appropriate, the nature and 

extent of significant interactions are investigated to 

determine whether Hypotheses 6a, 6b, and 6c are supported. 

The first alternate hypothesis tests whether there is 

an interaction between the coding of ambiguous information 

and the level of client-imposed fee pressure. For only 2 

of the 42 ambiguous cues was an interaction identified. 

Both of these cues describe the competence of the internal 

audit department (Table 10). For the competence cue 

numbered (6), the interaction was marginally significant 

(p = .085). For the competence cue numbered (9), the 

interaction was significant (p = .019). The interaction 

for cue (9) was significant, however, only for the 

information order which presented positive information 

first. For both of these interactions, the contingency 

tables suggest that a greater (lower) percentage of 

participants in the high (low) fee pressure condition 

coded the cues as positive. Accordingly, a smaller 

(larger) percentage of participants in the high (low) fee 
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pressure condition coded these cues as negative. While 

this pattern of interaction is in the manner predicted in 

Chapter 2, the interaction was at least marginally 

significant for only 2 (4.8%) of the 42 ambiguous cues. 

In general, these results do not support the hypothesis of 

an interaction for client fee pressure and coding of 

ambiguous information. 49 

The next alternate hypothesis tests whether there is 

an interaction between the coding of ambiguous information 

and the partner preference condition. For only 2 of the 

42 (4.8%) ambiguous cues was an interaction identified. 

Both of these cues describe the objectivity of the 

internal audit department (Table 9). For the objectivity 

cue numbered (15), the interaction was marginally 

significant (p = .058). For the objectivity cue numbered 

(4) the interaction was significant (p = .016). The 

interaction for cue (4) was significant, however, only for 

the information order which presented negative information 

first. The nature of the interactions differed between 

the cues (4) and (15). For cue (4), a greater (lower) 

percentage of participants in the partner skeptic 

(efficient) condition coded the cue as positive. For cue 

49 In using the less stringent test of Hypothesis 6 discussed above, 
the interaction between coding of ambiguous cues and level of client 
fee pressure was at least marginally significant for two of the 31 
(6.5%) ambiguous cues. 
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(15), all participants in the partner efficient condition 

coded the cue as positive while less than 100% of the 

participants in the partner skeptic coded the cue as 

positive. In general, these results do not support the 

hypothesized interaction between coding of ambiguous 

information and partner preference condition. 50 

The final set of contingency analyses tests whether 

an interaction between coding of ambiguous information and 

treatment cell exists. However, in all cases the cell 

sizes were small, therefore rendering the significance 

tests suspect. For five of the 42 (11.9%) ambiguous cues, 

there was an interaction between coding of ambiguous 

information and treatment cell. Three of these 

interactions were significant (p-values = .035, .033, and 

.039). The other two interactions were marginally 

significant (p-values = .078, .069); the two marginally 

significant interactions, however, were significant for 

only one information order. 51 

To summarize, the limited extent to which coding of 

ambiguous information and preferences of others (i.e., 

50 In using the less stringent test of Hypothesis 6 discussed above, 
the interaction between coding of ambiguous cues and partner 
preference condition was significant for one of the 31 (3.2%) 
~iguous cues. 

In using the less stringent test of Hypothesis 6 discussed above, 
the interaction between coding of ambiguous cues and treatment cell 
was at least marginally significant for four of the 31 (12.9%) 
ambiguous cues. 
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client fee pressure and partner preference) interacted, 

suggests that Hypotheses 6a, 6b, and 6c are not supported. 

Even a less stringent test of Hypothesis 6, in which a cue 

is defined as ambiguous if there is less than 90% 

agreement regarding whether the cue is positive or 

negative, provides little support for the predictions. In 

light of the judgment phase hypotheses, ex post this 

finding is not unanticipated. Given that the 

participants' evaluation of the quality components of the 

internal audit department (Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5) was not 

highly influenced by the preferences of others, it is not 

surprising that the evaluation of information describing 

the quality of the internal audit department was not 

influenced by the preferences of others. 

Somewhat surprising, and disturbing, was the fact 

that 42 of the 46 (91.3%) information cues were coded as 

both positive and negative across all participants. 

Although there was a great deal of disagreement in the 

coding of these cues, this disagreement does not appear to 

be explained by the preferences of others. Post

experimental follow-up with some participants, indicated 

that the evaluation of information cues in the 

experimental case was often the result of comparing the 

description of the case cue with the description of the 

cue the participant usually encounters when relying on the 
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work of a client's internal audit department. Cues that 

were similar to or "more positive than" those encountered 

when making field decisions to rely on the work of the 

internal audit department appear to have been coded as 

positive. Cue that were "less positive than" those 

encountered when making field decisions to rely on the 

work of the internal audit department appear to have been 

coded as negative. While this post-experimental 

explanation is admittedly conjecture, it does raise the 

possibility that experienced auditors have very 

individualized templates concerning what represents 

positive and negative features of an internal audit 

department. These templates are developed primarily 

through the auditor's own experiences with clients' 

internal audit departments. The limited training and 

guidance provided by the firms and the professional 

standards do not allow for more consensus regarding 

whether specific cues represent positive or negative 

features of an internal audit department. Future 

researchers may want to more fully explore the role that 

an individual's prior experiences plays in the task of 

evaluating a client's internal audit department. The 

theory on which the compatibility test is based, image 

theory (Beach 1990), may provide a useful starting point 

for research in this area. In simplistic terms, image 
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theory suggests that one type of consideration which 

shapes judgments is an image of how things "ought to be." 

Although not directly tested in the current study, the 

results and ex post anecdotal evidence suggest that 

auditors bring very different images of what "ought to be" 

to the task of determining the level of reliance to place 

on a client's internal audit department. 

As discussed above, the other component of 

information evaluation predicted to be influenced by 

client fee pressure and partner preference is the 

assessment of the importance assigned to positive and 

negative information cues. To test whether client fee 

pressure and partner preference influenced the importance 

assigned to information cues, two measures were computed 

for each participant. The first measure is the average 

importance a participant assigned to all cues the 

participant coded as negative. The second measure is the 

average importance a participant assigned to all cues the 

participant coded as positive. These two measures 

represent the dependent variables used in the ANOVAs 

analyzing Hypotheses 7 and 8, respectively. Tables 12 and 

14 present the ANOVA results for Hypothesis 7 and 

Hypothesis 8, respectively. Information order was 

initially included in these ANOVAs. The factor was 
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therefore, this factor is not included in these ANOVAs. 
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The ANOVA results presented in Table 12 indicate that 

client fee pressure (F = .643, P = .424) and partner 

preference condition (F = .181, P = .672) did not 

influence the importance assigned to negative information. 

Additionally, the interaction of these two factors is not 

significant (F = 2.474, P = .119). Thus, Hypotheses 7a, 

7b, and 7c are not supported. 

While the ANOVA results in Table 14 suggest that 

partner preference marginally influenced the importance 

assigned to positive information (F = 2.695; P = .104), a 

one-tail t-test provides additional evidence that the 

importance of positive information differed marginally 

between the two partner preference conditions (t = -1.608, 

one-tail p = .055). The cell means presented in Table 15 

indicate that the average importan?e assigned to positive 

cues by participants in the partner skeptic (efficient) 

condition was 2.32 (2.55). As predicted in Hypothesis 8b, 

those participants in the partner efficient condition 

placed greater importance on positive information than did 

the participants in the partner skeptic condition. 

Although this result was predicted by the theory presented 

in Chapter 2, this result is surprising in light of the 
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effect for partner preference on most audit judgments. 
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The ANOVA does not indicate a significant effect for 

level of client fee pressure (F = 1.451, P = .232) on the 

importance assigned to positive information. A one-tail 

t-test, however, indicates that the importance assigned to 

positive information differed marginally between the two 

fee pressure conditions (t = 1.56, one-tail p = .062). As 

highlighted in Table 15, the difference in means between 

the two fee pressure conditions is opposite to that 

predicted by Hypothesis 8a. 

Finally, Table 14 does not indicate a significant 

effect for treatment cell (F = 2.372, P = .127) on the 

importance accorded to positive information. Thus, the 

ANOVA results provide marginal support for Hypothesis 8b, 

but do not provide support for Hypothesis 8a or Hypothesis 

8c. 

Taken together, the ANOVA results in Tables 12 and 14 

suggest that auditors treat positive and negative 

information differently. Because of the significance of 

negative information in an audit setting, the importance 

assigned to it may not be as subject to influence by 

others' preferences as the importance assigned to positive 

information. Similarly, Church (1991) finds that the two 

types of information in his experimental setting 
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(confirming and disconfirming) were treated differently by 

his auditor-participants. His results indicate that 

auditors who preferred a particular judgment assigned more 

importance to confirming information cues than did the 

auditors who did not have an ex ante preferred judgment. 

However, the importance assigned to disconfirming evidence 

did not differ between auditors with and without an ex 

ante preferred judgment. Disconfirming information (as 

used in Church (1991» and negative information (as used 

in this dissertation) are not equivalent. Disconfirming 

information has been described as that information which 

is incongruent with a maintained hypothesis while negative 

information has been defined as that information which is 

incongruent with an ex ante preferred judgment (Peecher 

1994). However, the results of Church (1991) and this 

study taken together suggest that differential treatment 

of two types of information (confirming-disconfirming or 

positive-negative) by auditors motivated to arrive at a 

particular judgment warrants further investigation. In 

this dissertation and in Church (1991), the approach used 

in analyzing the importance assigned to information cues 

relies solely on participants' self-insights. While prior 

research, as summarized by Shields and Solomon (1994) 

provides evidence that auditors have a high level of self

insight, further investigations via more direct process 
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tracing methods will be useful in obtaining a more 

thorough understanding of the editing phase activity of 

assessing the importance of information cues. 

Overall, the results for the information evaluation 

hypotheses indicate that the preferences of others do not 

affect the coding of ambiguous information. The 

importance assigned to positive information does appear to 

be marginally influenced by partner preference, as 

predicted. The importance assigned to positive 

information also appears to marginally influenced by 

client fee pressure, albeit in a direction opposite to 

that predicted. The importance assigned to negative 

information, however, is not influenced by the preferences 

of others. 

The next section provides evidence as whether 

information acquisition is affected by client fee pressure 

and partner preference. 

4.5.2 Tests of Information Acquisition Hypotheses 
(Hypotheses 9 and 10) 

Hypotheses 9 and 10 examine the information 

acquisition behavior of those participants making 

rejection and acceptance decisions, respectively. These 

two hypothesis are examined separately for each of the 

three accept / reject decisions that participants had an 

opportunity to make. Recall from the discussion in 
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Chapter 3 that a participant first acquired sufficient 

information to make an assessment of acceptability of the 

internal audit department's objectivity. Once the 

participant indicated that additional information was not 

needed, the participant made a decision whether to accept 

or reject the objectivity of the internal audit 

department. If the objectivity level was acceptable, the 

participant proceeded with the second decision -

determining whether the competence of the internal audit 

department was acceptable. If the competence of the 

internal audit department was acceptable, the participant 

proceeded with the third decision - determining whether 

the quality of the internal audit department's work 

performance was acceptable. If a particular quality 

component (i.e., objectivity, competence) was deemed 

unacceptable, the participant did not examine information 

cues related to the remaining quality components. Thus, 

the number of participants making accept / reject 

decisions across the three quality components will vary. 

To test Hypothesis 9, the rejection threshold was 

computed for each participant making a rejection decision 

regarding a quality component (i.e., objectivity, 

competence, work performance) of the internal audit 

department. Twenty-four participants assessed the 

internal audit department's objectivity as unacceptable; 
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24 participants assessed the internal audit department's 

competence as unacceptable; and 14 participants assessed 

the quality of the internal audit department's work 

performance52 as unacceptable. 

The first test of Hypothesis 9 includes the 24 

participants who judged the objectivity of the internal 

audit department as unacceptable. ANOVA was performed 

with level of client fee pressure and partner preference 

condition as the between-subject independent factors. 53 As 

shown in Table 16, the level of client fee pressure was 

significant in explaining the variance in the objectivity 

rejection threshold (F = 4.618; p = .044). The 

difference, however, is in the direction opposite to that 

predicted by Hypothesis 9a. As detailed in Table 17, the 

objectivity rejection threshold for participants 

experiencing a low level of client fee pressure was 17.13 

(standard deviation = 7.11) while the objectivity 

rejection threshold for the participants experiencing a 

52 With only 14 participants rejecting the quality of the internal 
audit department's work performance, the cell sizes were too small to 
compute meaningful statistics. Thus, Hypothesis 9 is examined only 
for the rejection decisions made for the objectivity and competence of 
;~e internal audit department. 

With only 24 participants making a rejection decision, the cell 
sizes were too small for the computation of meaningful statistics if 
information order were also included as an independent factor. The 
appropriateness of not including information order in the ANOVA is 
supported by the results of a one-way ANOVA indicating that the mean 
objectivity rejection threshold did not differ between the two 
information order conditions (F = .339; P = .566). 
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high level of client fee pressure was 10.55 (standard 

deviation = 7.49). This result suggests that those 

participants in a high fee pressure condition required 

less negative information before determining that the 

objectivity was not acceptable than did participants in a 

lo~ fee pressure condition. Subsequent analysis of 

potential differences in information acquisition 

(including number of objectivity information cues acquired 

and number of objectivity information cues coded as 

negative) suggests that differences between fee pressure 

levels do not appear to be the result of differences in 

these information acquisition measures. 

Table 16 also indicates that the variance in the 

objectivity rejection threshold was not significantly 

explained by partner preference condition (F = .654; p = 
.428) nor by the interaction of client fee pressure and 

partner preference condition (F = .005; P = .942). In 

summary, these results indicate that, for the objectivity 

rejection threshold, Hypotheses 9a, 9b, and 9c are not 

supported. 

The second test of Hypothesis 9 includes the 24 

participants who judged the competence of the internal 

audit department as unacceptable. ANOVA was performed 

with level of client fee pressure and partner preference 
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condition as the between-subject independent factors. 54 

ANOVA results indicate that client fee pressure (F = .558; 

P = .464), partner preference condition (F = .161; p = 
.692), and the interaction of these two factors (F = .152; 

P = .700) wera not significant in explaining the variance 

in the competence rejection threshold. These results 

indicate that, for the competence rejection threshold, 

Hypotheses 9a, 9b, and 9c are not supported. 

To test Hypothesis 10, the acceptance threshold was 

computed for each participant making an acceptance 

decision regarding a quality component (i.e., objectivity, 

competence, work performance) of the internal audit 

department. Eighty-three participants assessed the 

internal audit department's objectivity as acceptable; 60 

participants assessed the internal audit department's 

competence as acceptable; and 43 participants assessed the 

quality of the internal audit department's work 

performance as acceptable. 

The first test of Hypothesis 10 includes the 83 

participants who determined that the objectivity of the 

internal audit department was acceptable. ANOVA was 

54 With only 24 participants making a rejection decision, cell sizes 
were too small for the computation of meaningful statistics if 
information order were also included as an independent factor. The 
appropriateness of not including information order in the ANOVA is 
supported by the results of a one-way ANOVA indicating that the mean 
competence rejection threshold did not differ between the two 
information order conditions (F = .243; p = .627). 
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performed with level of client fee pressure, partner 

preference condition, and information order as the 

between-subject independent factors. The results are 

presented in Table 18 which indicates that, as predicted 

by Hypothesis lOa, client fee pressure accounted for 

marginally significant variance in the objectivity 

acceptance threshold (F = 2.903; P = .094). The cell 

means in Table 19 indicate that participants in the high 

fee pressure condition had an objectivity acceptance 

threshold of 13.78 (standard deviation = 8.39) while those 

in the low fee pressure condition had an objectivity 

acceptance threshold of 17.11 (standard deviation = 9.21). 

These results indicate that participants in the high fee 

pressure condition required less positive information 

before making a decision that the objectivity was 

acceptable than did participants in the low fee pressure 

condition. Subsequent analysis of potential differences 

in information acquisition (including number of 

objectivity information cues acquired and number of 

objectivity information cues coded as positive) suggests 

that differences between fee pressure levels do not appear 

to be the result of differences in these information 

acquisition measures. 

Table 18 also indicates a significant main effect for 

information order (F = 7.422; P = .008). Those 
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participants receiving positive information before 

negative information had a higher objectivity acceptance 

threshold (mean = 18.10; standard deviation = 9.53) than 

those receiving negative information before positive 

information (mean = 12.78; standard deviation = 8.28). 

Subsequent analysis of potential differences in 

information acquisition between the information order 

conditions (including number of objectivity information 

cues acquired and number of objectivity information cues 

coded as positive) suggests that differences between 

information order conditions might be the result of 

difference in the number of positive objectivity cues 

acquired. Participants receiving positive information 

first acquired more positive cues than those receive 

negative information first. 

Table 18 shows a marginally significant interaction 

of partner preference condition and information order (F = 

3.21; P = .077). Tukey pairwise comparisons indicated 

that the objectivity acceptance threshold for participants 

in the partner skeptic condition receiving negative 

information first was significantly lower than the 

acceptance threshold for participants in the partner 

skeptic condition receiving positive information first (p 

= .028) and was significantly lower than the acceptance 

threshold for participants in the partner efficient 
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condition receiving positive information first (p = .049). 

Subsequent analysis of potential differences in 

information acquisition (including number of objectivity 

information cues acquired and number of objectivity 

information cues coded as positive) suggests that 

differences across these cells do not appear to be the 

result of differences in these information acquisition 

measures. 

To summarize, the results presented above indicate, 

that for the objectivity acceptance threshold, Hypothesis 

lOa is supported. The results, however, do not provide 

any support for Hypotheses lOb or 10c. 

The second test of Hypothesis 10 includes the 60 

participants who judged the competence of the internal 

audit department as acceptable. ANOVA was performed with 

level of client fee pressure, partner preference 

condition, and information order as the between-subject 

independent factors. As presented in Table 20, only two 

significant sources of variance in the competence 

acceptance threshold are noted. The first is a 

significant effect for information order (F = 5.352; P = 

.025). As with the first test of Hypothesis 10 (i.e., 

objectivity acceptance threshold), those participants 

receiving positive information before negative information 

had a higher competence acceptance threshold (mean = 
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16.22; standard deviation = 8.42) than those receiving 

negative information before positive information (mean = 
11.31; standard deviation = 7.71). Subsequent analysis of 

potential differences in information acquisition 

(including number of competence information cues acquired 

and number of competence information cues coded as 

positive) suggests that differences between information 

order conditions do not appear to be the result of 

differences in these information acquisition measures. 

As with the test of Hypothesis 10 in the context of 

the objectivity acceptance threshold, the other 

significant result for the competence acceptance threshold 

is a marginally significant interaction of partner 

preference condition and information order (F = 3.511; P = 

.067). Tukey pairwise comparisons indicated that the 

competence acceptance threshold for participants in the 

partner skeptic condition receiving negative information 

first was significantly lower than for participants in the 

skeptic condition receiving positive information first (p 

= .024). Subsequent analysis of potential differences in 

information acquisition across these cells (including 

number of competence information cues acquired and number 

of competence information cues coded as positive) suggests 

that differences between information order conditions 



might be the result of differences in the number of 

positive competence cues acquired. 
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The third test of Hypothesis 10 includes the 43 

participants who judged the work performance of the 

internal audit department as acceptable. ANOVA was 

performed with level of client fee pressure, partner 

preference condition, and information order as the 

between-subject independent factors. ANOVA results 

indicate that client fee pressure (F = .785; p = .382), 

partner preference condition (F = .217; p = .644), and the 

interaction of these two factors (F = .426; P = .312) were 

not significant in explaining the variance work 

performance acceptance threshold. No other interactions 

in the ANOVA were significant. These results indicate 

that, for the work performance acceptance threshold, 

Hypotheses lOa, lOb, and 10c are not supported. 

To summarize, the results presented above for all 

three quality components do not provide any support for 

Hypotheses lOb or 10c. Tests of Hypothesis lOa using the 

objectivity acceptance threshold suggest that Hypothesis 

lOa is supported. However, tests of Hypothesis lOa, using 

the acceptance thresholds for competence and work 

performance, do not provide support for Hypothesis lOa. 
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Hypotheses 
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In general, the results for the editing phase 

hypotheses provide little support for the proposition that 

information evaluation and information acquisition are the 

mechanisms through which fee pressure and partner 

preference affect audit judgments. First, the results 

provide very limited support for Hypothesis 6 which 

predicts that the coding of ambiguous information as 

positive or negative will be influenced by the preferences 

of others. Second, the results provide no support for 

Hypothesis 7 which predicts that the importance assigned 

to negative will be influenced by the preferences of 

others. Third, the results provide only marginal support 

for Hypothesis 8b which predicts that the importance 

assigned to positive information is influenced by partner 

preference. The importance assigned to positive 

information is influenced by level of client fee pressure, 

but in a direction opposite of that predicted by 

Hypothesis 8a. The importance assigned to positive 

information is not affected by the interaction of client 

fee pressure and partner preference conditions (Hypothesis 

8c). 

Next, the results provide no support for Hypothesis 9 

which predicts that the level at which the rejection 
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threshold is set will be influenced by the preferences of 

others. Hypothesis 9 was examined separately for those 

participants who judged the objectivity and the competence 

as unacceptable. Although the rejection threshold did 

differ between levels of client fee pressure for the 

objectivity assessment, this difference was in a direction 

which was opposite that predicted by Hypothesis 9a. 

Finally, the results provide evidence that client fee 

pressure did marginally influence the level of the 

objectivity acceptance threshold in the direction 

predicted by Hypothesis lOa. Hypothesis lOa, however, was 

not supported when it was examined in the context of the 

competence acceptance threshold or the work performance 

acceptance threshold. within the contexts of the 

objectivity, competence and work performance acceptance 

thresholds, the results provide no support for the 

proposition that the acceptance threshold is influenced by 

partner preference (Hypothesis lOb) or by the interaction 

of client fee pressure and partner preference conditions 

(Hypothesis 10c). 

Ex post discussion related to the judgment phase 

hypotheses was presented in section 4.4.4. This 

discussion highlighted that others' preferences did not 

significantly influence the evaluation of the objectivity, 

competence, and work performance levels of the internal 
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audit department, as predicted by Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5. 

The assessments of the internal audit department's quality 

components are the result of information acquisition and 

information evaluation. Given that these assessments 

were, generally, not affected by client fee pressure and a 

partner's preference, ex post, it may appear reasonable 

that information acquisition and information evaluation 

would not be the mechanisms through which different audit 

decisions were obtained. The results of this study 

provide indirect support that, because of the ambiguity in 

SAS No. 65, audit managers did not need to alter their 

evidence acquisition and evaluation activities so as to 

support an ex ante preferred judgment. Rather, the 

results suggest that the participants altered their 

interpretation of the acceptable threshold level for 

deeming that the quality components are acceptable. 

Future research should more fully examine how and in what 

contexts the various components of the judgment process 

are affected by others' preferences. 



5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Chapter overview 

This chapter provides summary and concluding 

comments. First, the results of this dissertation are 

summarized. The chapter concludes with a discussion of 

potential directions for future research. 

5.2 Summary of Results 
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This dissertation develops a model which predicts 

that client fee pressure and a partner's preference will 

influence the editing and judgment phases of an auditor's 

judgment process. The model's predictions were tested by 

having auditors determine the extent to which work 

performed by a client's internal audit department would 

affect planned external audit procedures. A between

subjects design was used in which two levels of client fee 

pressure and two partner-preferred approaches to auditing 

were manipulated between participants. 

The specific judgments hypothesized to be influenced 

by client fee pressure and a partner's preference included 

assessments of the level of objectivity, competence, and 

quality of work performance of a hypothetical client's 

internal audit department. The judgments also included 

measures of the extent to which work performed by a 
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client's internal audit department would affect planned 

external audit procedures. The editing phase activities 

of information acquisition and information evaluation were 

predicted by the model to be the mechanisms through which 

others' preferences influence audit judgments. 

Accordingly, the experimental case was designed so that 

auditor-participants determined how much information to 

acquire before providing the above measures. For each 

information cue acquired, the participants provided an 

evaluation of the information cue in terms of whether the 

cue provided a positive or negative description of the 

internal audit department. The evaluation also included 

an assessment of the importance of each information cue. 

For the judgment phase hypotheses, the experimental 

results indicate that, as predicted, participants 

experiencing a high level of client fee pressure relied on 

work performed by an internal audit department to a 

greater extent than did participants experiencing a low 

level of fee pressure. Specifically, participants in the 

high fee pressure condition reduced budgeted audit hours 

by 7.6 percent more than participants in the low fee 

pressure condition. contrary to predictions, a partner's 

explicitly stated preference did not influence the extent 

to which the work performed by the internal audit 

department affected planned audit procedures. 
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Prior to determining the extent to which the internal 

audit department's work would affect planned external 

audit procedures, participants provided assessments of the 

quality of the internal audit department. Rather 

surprisingly, although client fee pressure affected the 

extent to which the internal audit department's work 

affected planned procedures, assessments of the quality 

characteristics of the internal audit department, which 

were relatively low, were not greatly affected by others' 

preferences. This finding suggests that differences in 

audit judgments (e.g., number of audit hours to budget) 

may not be the result of perceived differences in client 

characteristics. As a conjecture, others' preferences may 

serve to bias the cutoff level at which a particular 

quality characteristic is deemed acceptable. That is, 

although the quality of an internal audit department may 

be assessed as relatively low, if an auditor perceives an 

incentive for relying on work performed by the internal 

audit department, a relatively low level of quality may be 

deemed acceptable. To summarize the results of the 

judgment phase hypotheses, client fee pressure did not 

appear to bias auditor's judgments about the quality of 

the internal audit department although client fee pressure 

did affect judgments as to the extent to which work 



performed by internal audit would affect planned audit 

procedures. 
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In general, the experimental results of the editing 

phase hypotheses provide little evidence that information 

acquisition and evaluation are the mechanisms through 

which others' preferences affect audit judgments. While 

this finding is contrary to the model's predictions, it 

does appear to support the conjecture presented above that 

others' preferences influence audit judgments through 

biased interpretation of the level of quality of an 

internal audit department which is deemed acceptable. 

Although not predicted ex ante, the order in which 

information was presented had a significant main or 

interaction effect on auditors' judgments and their 

information acquisition behavior. Specifically, the 

interaction of partner preference and information order 

conditions had a significant effect on the two measures of 

the extent to which the internal audit department's work 

would affect planned external audit procedures (Hypothesis 

2). Information order had a significant main effect on 

assessments of objectivity (Hypothesis 3) and competence 

(Hypothesis 4). Information order had a significant main 

effect on the acceptance threshold in the context of 

assessing objectivity and competence (Hypothesis 10). 

Information order and partner preference conditions had a 



marginally significant interaction effect on these same 

two measures. 

5.3 Directions for Future Research 
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This study provides initial evidence as to whether 

audit managers' judgments are influenced by others' 

preferences. Given the early stages of audit research in 

this area, caution should be used in interpreting the 

results. A number of extensions of the current study will 

be necessary for understanding whether audit judgments are 

influenced by others' preferences and for determining the 

mechanisms through which others' preferences influence 

audit judgments. Alternative research approaches, such as 

analysis of archival data, will be useful in providing 

evidence as to the generalizability of the results of this 

dissertation (Felix et ale in process). 

This study used just one of the many judgment tasks 

performed by auditors. caution should be taken in 

generalizing these results to other audit tasks which may 

differ from the task of evaluating the internal audit 

department in relevant ways (e.g., the level of structure, 

decision aids, and training provided to those performing 

the task). Future research examining the effects of 

client fee pressure and a partner's preference on other 

audit judgments (e.g., materiality of fluctuations noted 
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during analytical procedures; overall planning 

materiality; internal control assessments) is necessary to 

explain and predict the influence of others' preferences 

given different tasks. An additional caution in 

generalizing the results is that auditors from only one 

Big six audit firm participated in this study. 

Generalizing these results to other firms may be 

inappropriate if there are significant differences across 

firms in their audit approaches, their philosophies on 

using the work of a client's internal audit department, or 

in the amount and type of structure provided to their 

auditors performing this task. Future research using 

auditors from other firms may be necessary to explain and 

predict the influence of others' preferences on audit 

judgments given different firms. Notwithstanding these 

caveats, this study's results provide evidence suggesting 

that auditors are sensitive to client preferences. To the 

extent that this behavior is considered inappropriate, 

audit firms may want to consider whether performance 

evaluation and promotion criteria encourage this type of 

behavior and implement organizational changes as 

appropriate. As suggested in another context (e.g., 

Hackenbrack and Nelson 1995), future studies should 

examine the effectiveness of alternative mechanisms for 

providing auditors with incentives not to acquiesce to 
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client preferences. For example, does an increase in the 

likelihood of peer review or concurrent partner review 

limit the tendency to acquiesce to client preferences? 

An important extension of this dissertation is 

research designed to obtain a greater understanding of how 

partner and client preferences are communicated to audit 

team members and the importance that team members place on 

these preferences. To the extent possible, both explicit 

and implicit preferences should be investigated. The 

experimental cases in this study manipulated a partner's 

explicitly stated preference. Previous researchers 

(Dirsmith and Covaleski 1985; McNair 1991) have provided 

evidence that auditors are often aware of conflicting 

explicit and implicit preferences. Understanding how 

these conflicting preferences are manifested in audit 

judgments may eventually serve to facilitate prescriptions 

for mitigating the influence of others' preferences. 

While this study recognizes the importance of 

accountability and justification issues in an audit 

environment, the study was not specifically designed to 

examine differences in justification behavior given 

differing preference conditions. As suggested by others 

(Cuccia et al. 1995; Messier and Quilliam 1992; Quilliam 

1993) the importance of justification likely increases 

when a judgment made is counter to the preferences of 
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whomever holds a decision maker accountable. Future 

research examining justification behavior given differing 

preferences would be useful in extending the justification 

and accountability literature in auditing. 

Using verbal protocol analysis may be useful for 

obtaining a greater understanding of auditors' information 

acquisition and evaluation activities. Recall that the 

order in which information was acquired had significant 

main or interactive effects on audit judgments and 

information acquisition behavior. The results of this 

study, in conjunction with comments made by other 

researchers (Asare and Knechel 1995), highlight the 

importance of examining how concurrent information 

evaluation and voluntary termination of information 

acquisition influence "order effects" in audit judgments. 

Further, the two mechanisms of information acquisition and 

information evaluation did not appear to be the mechanisms 

through which others' preferences influenced audit 

judgment. Rather, the results suggest that the mechanism 

through which others' preferences affect audit judgments 

is a determination of the level of the internal audit 

department's quality which is considered acceptable. 

These information acquisition and evaluation issues might 

be more directly investigated through the use of verbal 

protocols. 
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Post-experimental discussions with the participants 

and a review of the justifications provided by the 

participants suggest that practicing auditors bring to the 

task of evaluating a client's internal audit department 

very different experiences with clients' internal audit 

departments. These experiences appear to influence 

auditors' perceptions about whether specific features of 

an internal audit department are positive or negative as 

well as their perceptions as to the appropriateness of 

using the work of a client's internal audit department. 

Audit research and practice will be advanced through 

further development and testing of a more precise theory 

which incorporates the experiences one brings to the task 

with well developed predictions as to how these prior 

experiences will affect both the editing and judgment 

phases of the judgment process. 
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APPENDIX A - TABLES 
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Table 1 
Number of Responses by Client Fee Pressure, Partner Preference, and 

Information Order 

:IDfoxmation Order 
Positive Heqative ~otal.. 

Client Fee Pressure: Low 
Partner Preference: Skeptic 7 12 19 

Partner Preference: Bfficient 15 14 29 

~otal.. 22 26 48 

Client Fee Pressure: High 
Partner Prefaranaa: Skeptic 17 15 32 

Partner Preference: Bfficient 16 15 31 

~otal.. 33 30 63 

~otal.. 
Partner Preference : Skeptic 24 27 Sl 

Partner Preference : Bfficient 31 29 60 

~otal.. SS S6 111 

Legend 

CL:IBNT FEB PRESSURE 
Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

P~ PREli"EBENCB 
Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary preference; 
professional skepticism as primary preference 

:INFO~OH OlUlEll 
Two orders of information presented - positive information 
followed by negative information; negative information followed 
by positive information 
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Table 2 - Panel A 
Descriptive Statistics for Auditor-Participants~ 

Mean 
.......................................... _ ....... p.!:~.=.~!p..~.!.Y.!:._!~.~ ...... _ ..... _ .. _ ......... __ ..... _ ............. .t::s.~~~.~.~.;.~ ... ~=!.!.~.!-.!.~~.L .. . 

Months of auditing experience 

Number of audits in which participant had made 
an evaluation of the client's internal audit 
department 

Number of audits where the internal audit 
department's work was relied upon 

Perceived level of client-imposed fee pressure 
on most of participant's audits (0 = very low 
fee pressure, 10 = very high fee pressure) 

Perceived level of client-imposed fee pressure 
on most audits in the participant's office (0 
= very low fee pressure, 10 = very high fee 
pressure) 

Legend 

94.6 
(28.0) 

7.20* 
(5.11) 

3.88** 
(3.80) 

6.39a 

(1. 64) 

6.36b 

(1. 33) 

oc The following descriptive statistics do not vary across 
treatment conditions, unless otherwise noted. 

* 

** 

a 

b 

See Table 2 - Panel B for client industries in which these 
evaluations were made. 

See Table 2 - Panel C for reasons given for relying on work of 
clients' internal audit departments. 

Means differ between treatment levels of client fee pressure. 
The mean for participants in the low (high) level fee pressure 
treatment is 6.90 (6.03). 

Means differ between treatment levels of client fee pressure. 
The mean for participants in the low (high) level fee pressure 
treatment is 6.96 (5.93). 



Table 2 - Panel B 
Industries in Which Participants had Evaluated Internal Audit 

Departments 

Number (%) of 

161 

.................... _ ..................... !.~!!':!.~.~.;.¥. ... !?~:? .. ~.E!P..~.!!?~ .............................. _ ....... _ ................. ~~E~!.7..!.p..~~~!?.~ .............. . 

Banking, Savings and Loans, Other Financial 
Services 

Manufacturing 

Retail 

Real Estate 

other 
(e.g., education, health-care, utilities, 
government, energy) 

Legend 

42 
(37.8) 

49 
(44.1) 

10 
(9.01) 

4 
(3.60 ) 

49 
(44.1) 

* Percentages total more than 100 percent since each participant 
could indicate more than one industry. 
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Table 2 - Panel C 
Reasons for Reliance on Work Performed by a Client's Internal Audit 

Department 

Reason Nwnber (%) of 
" ............ _ .. ___ .............. _._ .. _ ... _ .. _ .. _ ... ___ ... __ ..... _ ..... _ ......... _ ....... __ .. ~~E~:J:..~.!P. .. ~~.~.~: ................... . 

Client management requests reliance on work 39 
of internal audit department (35.1) 

Reliance increases realization rate 

Reliance results in a more competitive audit 
fee 

Reliance results in a more effective audit 
approach 

other 
(e.g., provides additional comfort, expected 
by management, enhances knowledge of client) 

Legend 

49 
(44.1) 

41 
(36.9) 

67 
(60.4) 

15 
(13.5) 

* Percentages total more than 100 percent since each participant 
could indicate more than one reason. 
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Table 3 
Acceptance of Internal Audit Department's Work by Client Fee Pressure 

and Partner Preference 

Client Fee 

Pressure 

Cell Contents 

Low Fee 
Pressure 

High Fee 
Pressure 

OVeral.l. 

a 
r 

P 

a 
r 

P 

a 
r 

P 

Partner Preference 
S k t' Eff' t ep' ~c ~c~en 

= 6 a = 9 
= 13 r = 20 

= .316 P = .310 

= 15 a = 14 
= 17 r = 17 

= .469 p = .452 

= 21 a = 23 -30 r -37 

-.412 P = .383 

a = 15 
r = 33 

P = .313 

a = 29 
r = 34 

P = .460 

a = 44 
r = 67 

P = .396 

a - number of participants ac~ting the internal audit department's work 

r = number of participants rejecting the internal audit department's work 

p = proportion of participants accepting the internal audit department's 
work 

(e.g., Cellll: Client Low Fee Pressure-Partner Skeptic 
(6 / (6+13» - .316» 

Legend 

CLDm'J! FEB PBESSURB 
Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

PARTNER PBEFElUmCB 
Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary preference; 
professional skepticism as primary preference 
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Table 4 
Decrease in Audit Hours due to Effect of Internal Audit Department's 

Work by Client Fee Pressure and Partner Preference 

Client Fee 
Pressure 

Cell Contents 

Low Fee 
Pressure 

High Fee 
Pressure 

OVeral.1 

Partner Preference 
Skeptic Efficient 
d = 13 d = 19 

nd = 6 nd = 10 

P = .684 P = .655 

d = 21 d = 21 
nd = 11 nd = 10 

p = .656 P = .677 

d = 34 r = 40 
nd -17 nd -20 

P = .667 P = .667 

d 
nd 

P 

d 
nd 

P 

d 
nd 

P 

d = number of participants decreasing budgeted audit hours 

:= 

= 
= 
:= 

:= 

:= 

= 
-= 

== 

nd = number of participants not decreasing budgeted audit hours 

p = proportion of participants decreasing budgeted audit hours 
(e.g., Cellll: Client Low Fee Pressure-Partner Skeptic 

(13 I (6+13» '" • 684» 

Legend 

CLlENT FEB PBBSSlJRB 

32 
16 

.667 

42 
21 

.667 

74 
37 

.667 

Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

PARmER P.REli'ERENCB 
Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary preference; 
professional skepticism as primary preference 
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Table 5 
Analysis of Covariance For Assessment Of Effect Of Internal Audit 

Department's Work On Planned Audit Procedures~ 

SOURCE SS DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P 

CLIENT 25.7013 1 25.7013 5.758 0.018 

PARTNER 0.459 1 0.459 0.103 0.750 

ORDER 9.198 1 9.198 2.057 0.155 

CLIENTxPARTNER 0.966 1 0.966 0.216 0.643 

CLIENTxORDER 5.141 1 5.141 1.150 0.286 

P~RDER 50.292 1 50.292 11.249 0.001 

CLIENTxPARTNERxORDER 1.493 1 1.493 0.334 0.565 

EXPECT 2.727 1 2.727 0.610 0.437 

ERROR 424.719 95 4.471 

Legend 

PARTNER 

ORDER 

EXPEC!I! 

ex: 

Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary concern; 
professional skepticism as primary concern 

Two orders of information presented - positive information 
followed by negative information; negative information followed 
by positive information 

Used as a covariate; represents a participant's expectation to 
rely on the work of a client's internal audit department. 

The dependent variable is the participant's assessment of the 
effect that the internal audit department's work will have on 
planned audit procedures. The assessments were made on an 
eleven point scale (0 - no effect; 10 - significant effect). 
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Table 6 
Covariate Adjusted Cell Means (standard deviations) for Assessment of 

the Effect of Internal Audit Department's Work on Audit 
Procedures" 

XnfoJ:Dlation Order 
Positive Neqative Heans 

Client Fee Pressure: Low 
Partner: Skeptic 0.88 3.25 2.06 

(2.14) (2.13) (2.28) 

Partner: Efficient 2.05 1.95 2.00 
(2.16) (2.13) (2.17) 

Mean 1.t7 2.60 2.03 
(2.U) (2.13) (2.35) 

Client Fee Pressure: High 
Partner: Skeptic 1.99 3.91 2.95 

(2.12) (2.13) (2.12) 

Partner: Efficient t.OS 2.51 3.30 
(2.11) (2.15) (2.14) 

Hean 3.03 3.21 3.12 
(2.12) (2.16) (2.15) 

Means 
Partner: Skeptic 1.U 3.58 2.51 

(2.51) (2.17) (2.35) 

Partner: Efficient 3.07 2.23 2.65 
(2.13) (2.12) (2.12) 

Heans 2.25 2.91 
(2.U) (2.15) 

Legend 

CL:IBN!I! FEB PRBSStmB 
Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

PARTNER PREli'ElUmCB 
Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary preference; 
professional skepticism as primary preference 

XNFOmm.!rl:ON OlmER 
Two orders of information presented - positive information 
followed by negative information; negative information followed 
by positive information 

~ The cell means are assessments made of the effect that the internal 
audit department's work will have on planned audit procedures. The 
assessments were made on an eleven point scale (0 = no effect; 10 = 
significant effect). 
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Table 7 
Analysis Of Covariance For Total Hours BudgetedOC 

SOURCE SS DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P 

CLl:ENT 397.689 1 397.689 '.298 0.0'2 

PARTNER 7.201 1 7.201 0.078 0.782 

ORDER 17.869 1 17.869 0.193 0.661 

CLIENTxPARTNER 3.630 1 3.630 0.039 0.843 

CLIENTxORDER 57.065 1 57.065 0.617 0.434 

P~RDER 795.263 1 795.263 8.59' 0.00' 

CLIENTxPARTNERxORDER 6.172 1 6.172 0.067 0.797 

EXPECT 106.638 1 106.638 1.152 0.286 

ERROR 8883.702 96 92.539 

Legend 

PAM!NER 

ORDER 

oc 

Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary concern; 
professional skepticism as primary concern 

Two orders of information presented - positive information 
followed by negative information; negative information followed 
by positive information 

Used as a covariate; represents a participant's expectation to 
rely on the work of a client's internal audit department. 

The dependent variable is the total number of audit hours 
budgeted by the participants. The participants were provided 
with a time budget which indicated that 62 hours would be 
necessary to complete the audit. The participants then 
modified the budgeted hours to reflect the extent of the effect 
of the internal audit department's work on planned audit 
procedures. 
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Table 8 
Covariate Adjusted Cell Means (standard deviations) for Total Hours 

Budgeted"" 

Xnfo:caation Order 
Positive Heqative Heans 

Client Fee Pressure: Low 
Partner: Skeptio 60.33 52.45 56.39 

(9.74) (9.70) (10.39) 

Partner: Bfficient 54.78 57.68 56.23 
(9.82) (9.68) (9.86) 

Hean 57.56 55.06 56.31 
(11.24) (10.67) (10.67) 

Client Fee Presaure: High 
Partner: Skeptio 55.40 49.63 52.52 

(9.62) (9.68) (9.64) 

Partner: Bfficient 48.01 55.11 51.56 
(9.62) (9.80) (9.76) 

Hean 51.70 52.37 52.04 
(9.62) (9.85) (9.75) 

Heana 
Partner: Skeptio 57.86 51.04 54.45 

(11.42) (9.88) (10.69) 

Partner: Bfficient 51.39 56.39 53.89 
(9.73) (9.64) (9.65) 

Heana 54.63 53.72 
(11.03) (9.82) 

Legend 

CI.:I:Blr.r liD PBBSSlmB 
Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

PARTNER PBEli'ERENCB 
Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary preference; 
professional skepticism as primary preference 

DDi'ORHATJ:OH ORDER 
Two orders of information presented - positive information 
followed by negative information; negative information followed 
by positive information 

~ The cell means reflect the total number of audit hours budgeted. The 
participants were provided with a time budget which indicated that 62 
hours would be necessary to complete the audit. The participants then 
modified the budgeted hours to reflect the extent of the effect of the 
Internal Audit Department's work on the audit. 
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Table 9 
Number (%) of Participants Coding Ambiguous Objectivity Information 

Cues as Negative or Positive~ 

Atb::.ihuta Described by J:Dfozmat:i.OD CUe 
1. Organizational Status of Internal Audit 

2. Source of Internal Audit's Authority 

3. Management Support of Internal Audit 

4. Implementing Internal Audit's Recommendations 

5. Auditees' Attitudes toward Internal Audit 

6. Management's Ability to Deter Audits 

7. Internal Auditors Assigned to other Areas 

8. Hiring Decisions for Internal Audit Director 

9. Internal Audit Department Charter 

10. Concern with Appearance of Independence 

11. Bonus Compensation for Internal Auditors 

12. Auditing Areas where Relatives are Employed 

13. Auditing Areas where Previously Worked 

14.Meetings with Audit Committee 

15. Reporting on Internal Audit Activities 

Legend 

• (%) of Part:i.aipantsa 

Coding CUe a8: 
Heqat:i.ve Posit:i.ve 

40 (36.0%) 71 (64.0%) 

26 (30.9%) 

17 (29.3%) 

39 (68.4%) 

34 (85.0%) 

61 (92.4%) 

36 (87.8%) 

53 (86.9%) 

38 (90.5%) 

7 (11.9%) 

7 (14.6%) 

31 (55.4%) 

4 

6 

3 

6.8%) 

8.8%) 

4.4%) 

58 (69.1%) 

41 (71. 7%) 

18 (31.6%) 

6 (15.0%) 

5 ( 7.6%) 

5 (12.2%) 

8 (13.1%) 

4 ( 9.5%) 

52 (88.1%) 

41 (85.4%) 

25 (44.6%) 

55 (93.2%) 

62 (91.2%) 

66 (95.6%) 

~ An information cue is defined as ambiguous if there is less than 100% 
agreement as to whether the cue is coded as positive or negative. 

a The i and % include only participants coding the information cue as 
either positive or negative. As discussed in the text, participants 
coding the cue as irrelevant are excluded from the analysis of that 
cue. 
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Table 10 
Number (%) of Participants Coding Ambiguous Competence Information 

Cues as Negative or Positive« 

• (%) of Participant a-
CodiDq CUe aa: 

Attribute Described by :Information CUe Heqative Poaitive 

1. Education of Internal Auditors 23 (27.1%) 62 (72.9%) 

2. Computer Use by Internal Auditing 25 (86.2%) 4 (13.8%) 

3. Adherence to IIA Standards 56 (96.6%) 2 3.4%) 

4. Performance Evaluations of Internal 53 (96.4%) 2 3.6%) 
Auditors 

5. Company Training of Internal Auditors 47 (87.0%) 7 (13.0%) 

6. Policy on Audit Program Usage 34 (72.3%) 13 (27.7%) 

7. Audit Experience of Internal Auditors 32 (56.1%) 25 (43.9%) 

8. Industry Experience of Internal 29 (56.9%) 22 (43.1%) 
Auditors 

9. Internal Audit's Quality Assurance 32 (56.1%) 25 (43.9%) 
Program 

10. Continuing Education of Internal 24 (50.0%) 24 (50.0%) 
Auditors 

11. Policy on Supervisor Review of Audit 21 (37.5%) 35 (62.5%) 
Work 

12. Responsibility for Content of Audit 2 ( 5.3%) 36 (94.7%) 
Report 

13. Policies and Procedures of Internal 43 (84.3%) 8 (15.7%) 
Auditing 

14. Internal Auditors' General Business 2 ( 3.6%) 53 (96.4%) 
Knowledge 

15. Internal Auditors' Professional 36 (62.1%) 22 (37.9%) 
Certification 

Legend 

~ An information cue is defined as ambiguous if there is less than 100% 
agreement as to whether the cue is coded as positive or negative. 

a The , and % include only participants coding the information cue as 
either positive or negative. As discussed in the text, participants 
coding the cue as irrelevant are excluded from the analysis of that 
cue. 
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Table 11 
Nwnber (%) of Participants Coding Ambiguous Work Performance 

Information Cues as Negative or Positive« 

, C%' of Participants-
Coding CUe aa: 

Attribute Descr,iJ)ed by :IDfol:Jllation CUe Negative Positive 

1. Actual Review of Workpapers 44 (95.7%) 2 ( 4.3%) 

2. Promptness of Issuing Audit Reports 28 (80.0%) 7 (20.0%) 

3. Adequacy of Work Paper Documentation 19 (61.3%) 12 (38.7%) 

4. Audit Work - Valuation Assertion 22 (42.3%) 30 (57.7%) 

5. Appropriateness of Work Paper 34 (65.4%) 18 (34.6%) 
Conclusions 

6. Completeness of and Support for Audit 33 (71.7%) 13 (28.3%) 
Reports 

7. Actual Usage of Audit Programs 4 ( 9.8%) 37 (90.2%) 

8. Selection of Audit Activities 8 (25.0%) 24 (75.0%) 

9. Audit Work - Existence Assertion 30 (56.6%) 23 (43.4%) 

10. Audit Work - Tests of Controls 25 (50.0%) 25 (50.0%) 

11. Audi t Work - Allowance Account 31. (67.4%) 15 (32.6%) 

12. Audit Work - OWnership Assertion 16 (32.0%) 34 (68.0%) 

Legend 

~ An information cue is defined as ambiguous if there is less than 100% 
agreement as to whether the cue is coded as positive or negative. 

a The • and % include only participants coding the information cue as 
either positive or negative. As discussed in the text, participants 
coding the cue as irrelevant are excluded from the analysis of that 
cue. 
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Table 12 
Analysis of Variance for Average Importance of Negative Information 

SOURCE 

CLIENT 

PARTNER 

CLIENTxPARTNER 

ERROR 

SS 

0.364 

0.103 

1.400 

DF 

1 

1 

1 

60.570 107 

CuesGC 

MEAN-SQUARE 

0.364 

0.103 

1.400 

0.566 

F-RATIO 

0.643 

0.181 

2.474 

P 

0.424 

0.672 

0.119 

Legend 

ex: 

Client influence on audit judgments as operationa1ized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 
Partner influence on audit judgment as operationa1ized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary concern; 
professional skepticism as primary concern 

The dependent variable is the average importance a participant 
assigned to all information items the participant coded as 
negative. The importance scale ranged from 1 to 5, with higher 
numbers indicating greater importance. 
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Table 13 
Cell Means (standard deviations) for Average Importance of Negative 

Low Fee 
Pressure 

Information Cues« 

Partner Preference 
Skeptic Efficient 

2.40 2.69 
(.75 ) ( .75) 

2.54 
(.77) 

Client Fee 
Pressure 2.51 2.34 2.43 

Leqend 

High Fee 
Pressure 

( .75) 

2.45 
(.78) 

( .75) (.75) 

2.52 
(.75) 

CLIENT Ji'.EB PRESStmB 
Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

p~ PREFERENCE 
Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary preference; 
professional skepticism as primary preference 

~ The cell means reflect the average importance a participant assigned 
to all information items the participant coded as negative. The 
importance scale ranged from 1 to 5, with higher numbers indicating 
greater importance. 
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Table 14 
Analysis of Variance for Average Importance of Positive Information 

Cues'" 

SOURCE 

CLIENT 

PARTNER 

CLIENTxPARTNER 

ERROR 

SS 

0.739 

1.372 

1.208 

49.903 

DF 

1 

1 

1 

98 

MEAN-SQUARE 

0.739 

1.372 

1.208 

0.509 

F-RATIO 

1.451 

2.695 

2.372 

P 

0.232** 

0.104** 

0.127 

Legend 

ex: 

** 

Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary concernt 
professional skepticism as primary concern 

The dependent variable is the average importance a participant 
assigned to all information items the participant coded as 
positive. The importance scale ranged from 1 to 5, with higher 
numbers indicating greater importance. 

One tail t-test is marginally significant; p-value for client 
main effect - .062 and for partner main effect - .055. 
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Table 15 
Cell Means (standard deviations) for Average Importance of Positive 

Information Cues~ 

Low Fee 
Pressure 

Partner Preference 
Sk t' Eff' t ep' ~c ~c~en 

2.30 2.75 
( .71) ( .71) 

2.52 
(.73) 

Client Fee 
Pressure 2.34 2.36 2.35 

Legend 

High Fee 
Pressure 

( .71) 

2.32 
(.73) 

( .71) (.71) 

2.55 
(.71) 

CLJ:ENT FEB PRESStmB 
Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

PARmER PREFERENCE 
Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary preference; 
professional skepticism as primary preference 

« The cell means reflect the average importance a participant assigned 
to all information items the participant coded as positive. The 
importance scale ranged from 1 to 5, with higher numbers indicating 
greater importance. 
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TabJ.e 16 
Analysis of Variance for Objectivity Rejection Threshold~ 

SOURCE SS DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P 

CLD:N!r 230.563 1 230.563 4.618 O.OU 

PARTNER 32.670 1 32.670 0.654 0.428 

CLIENTxPARTNER 0.270 1 0.270 0.005 0.942 

ERROR 998.450 20 49.923 

Legend 

ex: 

Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary concern; 
professional skepticism as primary concern 

The dependent variable is the objectivity rejection threshold 
which was computed for each participant judging the internal 
audit department's objectivity as unacceptable. 
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Table 17 
Cell Means (standard deviations) for Objectivity Rejection Threshold~ 

Low Fee 
Pressure 

Partner Preference 
Skeptic Efficient 

18.25 16.00 
(7.07 ) (7.07) 

17.13 
(7.11) 

Client Fee 
Pressure 11.90 9.20 10.55 

Legend 

High Fee 
Pressure 

(7.06) 

15.08 
(7.82) 

(7.07 ) (7.49) 

12.60 
(7.06) 

CLJ:mr.r FEB PRESSURB 
Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

PAM!NER PREFE.RENCB 
Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary preference; 
professional skepticism as primary preference 

~ The cell means reflect the mean objectivity rejection threshold. The 
objectivity rejection threshold, computed from Equation (la), is the 
weighted sum of all objectivity information cues coded as negative by 
the participant. 
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Table 18 
Analysis of Variance for Objectivity Acceptance Threshold"" 

SOURCE SS DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P 

CLlENT 197.5001 1 197.5001 2.903 0.0901 

PARTNER 24.113 1 24.113 0.354 0.554 

ORDER 5001.998 1 5001.998 7.422 0.008 

CLIENTxPARTNER 33.953 1 33.953 0.499 0.482 

CLIENTxORDER 0.000 1 0.000 0.000 0.999 

PAM.'NERz()RDER 218.523 1 218.523 3.212 0.077 

CLIENTxPARTNERxORDER 40.500 1 40.500 0.595 0.443 

ERROR 5102.905 75 68.039 

Legend 

P.AM!NER 

ORDER 

cc 

Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary concern; 
professional skepticism as primary concern 

Two orders of information presented - positive information 
followed by negative information; negative information followed 
by positive information 

The dependent variable is the objectivity acceptance threshold 
which was computed for each participant judging the internal 
audit department's objectivity as acceptable. 
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Table 19 
Cell Means (standard deviations) for Objectivity Acceptance Threshold~ 

:InfOz:matiOD Order 
Positive Neqative Heans 

Client Fee Pressure: Low 
Partner: Skeptic 21.00 (8.25) 10.67 (8.25) 15.83 (8.93) 

Partner: Bfficient 18.53 (8.25) 18.22 (8.25) 18.38 (8.52) 

Mean 19.77 (10.12) 14.44 (8.25) 17.11 (9.21) 

Client Fee Pressure: High 
Partner: Skeptic 17.55 (2.49) 10.22 (8.25) 13.88 (8.29) 

Partner: Bfficient 15.33 (8.25) 12.00 (8.25) 13.67 (8.35) 

Mean 16.44 (8.35) 11.11 (8.29) 13.78 (8.39) 

Mean. 
Partner: Skeptic 19.27 (9.33) 10.44 (8.25) 14.86 (8.89) 

Partner: Bfficient 16.93 (8.25) 15.11 (8.29) 16.02 (8.U) 

Mean. 18.10 (9.53) 12.78 (8.28) 

Legend 

CLDmT FEB PRBSStmB 
Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

PAMImR PREFERENCE 
Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary preference; 
professional skepticism as primary preference 

J:NFO~ON O:RDBR 
Two orders of information presented - positive information 
followed by negative information; negative information followed 
by positive information 

~ The cell means reflect the mean objectivity acceptance threshold. The 
objectivity acceptance threshold, computed from Equation (lb), is the 
weighted sum of all objectivity information cues coded as positive by 
the participant. 
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Table 20 
Analy:si:s of Variance for Competence Acceptance Thre:sholdc 

SOURCE SS DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P 

CLIENT 54.936 1 54.936 1.078 0.304 

PARTNER 25.269 1 25.269 0.496 0.484 

ORDER 272.741 1 272.741 5.352 0.025 

CLIENTxPARTNER 21.011 1 21.011 0.412 0.524 

CLIENTxORDER 21.011 1 21.011 0.412 0.524 

P~RDER 178.920 1 178.920 3.511 0.067 

CLIENTxPARTNERxORDER 40.810 1 40.810 0.801 0.375 

ERROR 

Legend 

ORDER 

2649.982 52 50.961 

Client influence on audit judgment:s a:s operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
type:s of partner preference - efficiency as primary concern; 
profes:sional skepticism as primary concern 

Two orders of information pre:sented - po:sitive information 
followed by negative information; negative information followed 
by positive information 

The dependent variable is the competence acceptance threshold 
which was computed for each participant judging the internal 
audit department':s competence a:s acceptable. 
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Table 21 
Cell Means (standard deviations) for Competence Acceptance Threshold~ 

l:nfoxmatiOD. Order 
Positive Heqativa Keans 

Client Fee Pressure: Low 
Partner: Skeptio 21.00 (7.U,) 11.5B (7.U,) 16.30 (7.57) 

Partner: Bfficient 12.27 (7.U,) U,.60 (7.U,) 13.44 (7.70) 

Kean 16.6. (B.70) 13.09 (7.17) U,.B6 (7.9.) 

Client Faa Pressure: High 
Partner: Skeptio 16.90 (7.U,) B.56 (7.14) 12.73 (7.15) 

Partner: Bfficient U,.69 (7.U,) 10.50 (7.U,) 12.60 (9.U,) 

Hean 15.80 (7.20) 9.53 (B. 2") 12.66 (B.32) 

Heana 
Partner: Skeptic IB.95 (B •• 7) 10.07 (7.29) U,.51 (7.96) 

Partner: Bfficient 13. "B (7.16) 12.55 (7.37) 13.02 (8."5) 

Heans 16.22 (8 •• 2) 11.31 (7.71) 

Legend 

CLl:ENT FEB PRBSStmB 
Client influence on audit judgments as operationalized with two 
levels of client fee pressure - high; low 

PARTNER PRBFEBENCB 
Partner influence on audit judgment as operationalized with two 
types of partner preference - efficiency as primary preference; 
professional skepticism as primary preference 

l:NFORYM!l:ON OlmBR 
TWo orders of information presented - positive information 
followed by negative information; negative information followed 
by positive information 

~ The cell means reflect the mean competence acceptance threshold. The 
competence acceptance threshold, computed from Equation (lb), is the 
weighted sum of all competence information cues coded as positive by 
the participant. 
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APPENDIX B - FIGURE 1 



Figure 1 
A Model of the Influence of Client and Partner Preferences on Audit Judgments 

Client Preferencel I c) I:':'::";;;,. :??'::; .. ';/::':.;:;::':;:.:::::,::::' :::::::::::,:;0hl;Y!:~~;~:;i-~~~1:'~;';~f~::::::'.;?(:::}::/:; :':;::';:,,·:t::::::::::,:::,:.:;,,:::;::::,:j:::::::::::::::::::::::1 

filtered ..(J. through 

Partner Preference2 I c) [l1I _____ II ____ 18B8I1I111 __ IIIIIII11 

(1) In the current study, client preference is operationalized as a level of client-imposed fee pressure. 
(2) In the current study, partner preference is operationalized as a partner's explicitly stated preference for a particular 

approach to completing the audit. 
(3) As operationalized in this study, the focus is on the judgments of an audit manager. The audit manager is assumed to 

have relevant task specific experience and is assumed to be cognizant of a need to justifY judgments to clients and 
partners. 

(a) The primary focus of this study is whether judgments are influenced by client and/or partner influence. This link is 
specifically tested with hypotheses 1 through 5. 

(b) A secondary focus of this study is whether the editing phase of the judgment process is the mechanism through which 
client and partner preferences influence judgments. This link is specifically tested with hypotheses 6 through 11. 

.... 
<XI 
W 



APPENDIX C - CASE MATERIALS 

NOTE: The following case materials have been 
reformatted to conform to dissertation 
formatting requirements at The University of 
Arizona. 

CASE VERSION: The treatment levels contained in the 
following case materials are: 

Level of client-imposed fee pressure - High 

Partner preference condition - Efficient 

Information order - Negative information 
precedes positive information 
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Department of Accounting 
College of BUllne .. and Public Administration 
602·621·2530 

November 1, 1994 

Dear Audit Professional: 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF 

ARIZONA 
TUCSON ARIZONA McClelland Hall 301 

Kart Eller Graduste School of Management 
Tuclon. AZ 85721 

I am currently conducting research on the evaluation of internal audit departments. This research 
has been partially funded by FIRM NAME. As a critical part of this research I need to obtain 
professional evaluations of the internal audit department of a hypothetical company, ABC Sports. 
As you are aware, SAS No. 65 indicates that you may be able to rely on work already performed by 
a client's internal audit department and I or you may be able to use a client's internal auditors as 
assistants during the financial statement audit. The evaluations which you are asked to provide in 
this case relate only to possible reliance on work already performed by ABC's internal audit 
department. Your task in this case is to evaluate the quality of ABC's internal audit department to 
determine if your audit team will be able to consider the work of the internal audit department in 
planning the audit procedures for accounts receivable. If you have !!.2 experience evaluating a 
client's internal audit department, please do not proceed further. Rather, return this case, 
uncompleted, to the FIRM NAME individual that requested that you complete this case. 

I am interested in your professional judgments. Please do not consult any firm manuals or other 
guidance while completing this case. Please complete these case materials on your own and do not 
discuss them with other audit professionals. If you would like to obtain a copy of the aggregated 
results of this research please notify me of your request at the above address. 

You should complete the case in sequence. Specific instructions on how to proceed are provided to 
you throughout the case. It is very important for the interpretation of the research results that you 
proceed through these case materials in the order given. Please do not look ahead and do not 
change responses you have already provided. If you have any questions as you complete this case 
please contact me at the above phone number. 

Please do not let the rather hefty weight of this document discourage you from completing this 
case. I am aware that this case appears to be rather time consuming. However, pilot results 
indicate that the time required to complete this case can range from as little as 25 minutes to, at 
most, 75 minutes. After completing the case, please return it to the FIRM NAME individual that 
requested that you complete this case. The cases will then be forwarded directly to me. If 
possible, please complete the case by November 23. 

Please begin now by reading the introduction which is on the next page of this packet. Thank you 
very much for your assistance and cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Audrey A. Gramling, CPA, CIA 
Researcher 
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INTRODUCTION 

Your overall task in this case is to determine the extent, if any, to which the audit procedures 
already performed by ABC's internal audit department will affect your audit procedures for accounts 
receivable. Because of scheduling conflicts, the internal audit staff will not be available to act as 
your assistants during the financial statement audit. This packet contains the case materials for 
you to use in completing your task. The materials comprise 10 sections, each of which is indicated 
by a separate tab. 

TAB 1 comprises planning information including a general description of ABC Sports and a 
preliminary audit time budget for Accounts Receivable. 

TAB 2 provides more detailed instructions regarding the tasks you are asked to complete. 

TAB 3A provides descriptions of the internal audit department's objectivity. 

TAB 3B requires you to provide assessments of the internal audit department's objectivity. 

TAB 4A provides descriptions of the internal audit department's competence. You will only proceed 
to Tab 4A if you assessed the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department as acceptable. 

TAB 4B requires you to provide assessments of the internal audit department's competence. You 
will only complete this section if you first completed Tab 4A. 

TAB 5A provides descriptions of the internal audit department's work performance. You will only 
proceed to Tab 5A if you assessed .!m1!:l the objectivity and competence of ABC's internal audit 
department as acceptable. 

TAB 5B requires you to provide assessments of the internal audit department's work performance. 
You will only complete this section if you first completed Tab 5A. 

TAB 6 duplicates the time budget for accounts receivable which is presented at Tab 1. You are 
asked to modify the time budget to reflect the effect of work already performed by the internal audit 
department on your audit procedures. You are asked to complete this section regardless of the 
responses provided in earlier sections of the case materials. 

In this section you are also asked to justify your judgments. Specifically, you will be asked to 
indicate what you believe were the three most important factors in your determination of the 
extent, if any, to which the audit procedures already performed by ABC's internal audit department 
will affect your audit procedures for accounts receivable. 

TAB 7 comprises several questions about your perceptions of this case and your background which 
will be very useful in the analysis of your responses. 

Q NEXT STEP Please turn the page. 
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I andlor partner members of your firm may be interested in following up with you on the responses 
and justifications that you provide. So that appropriate follow-up can be performed please provide 
the following information: 

NAME (Printed,: 

OFFICE LOCATION: 

OFFICE PHONE: 

Before beginning the case I would like you to read the following scenario. After reading the scenario 
please use the provided scale to indicate your perception of your firm's reliance on work already 
performed by a client's internal audit department. 

Assume that an audit manager in ~ firm works on a middle market (sales of approximately $100 
million) manufacturing client with an internal audit department. Also, assume that the internal audit 
department performs financial statement audits (including tests of controls and tests of financial 
statement account balances' which are relevant to your external audit. The internal auditors also 
perform operational audits and compliance audits. 

What is the probability that the audit manager, in conducting the financial statement aUdit, will be 
able to rely on work already performed by this client's internal audit department1 Indicate your 
perception of the probability by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

"_", ___ "_" ___ ._e_. ___ , ___ "_" __ _ 
o 10 
I 
I 

Definitely 
NO 

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
I 
I 

Definitely 
YES 

Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 1 and carefully read the information presented. 
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SECTION 1 
GENERAL PLANNING INFORMATION 

Client Background - ABC Sports 

As an audit manager, you are assigned to the 1994 audit of ABC Sports Company. For this case, you will be 
focusing on the assertions related to the accounts receivable account in the sales, billing, and collection 
activities of ABC Sports Company for the year ended September 30, 1994. 

ABC Sports Company is a publicly held manufacbJring client for whom your finn has provided audit services for 
the last seven years. In each of these years the client has received an unqualified opinion. This is an audit 
client that your finn would like to retain. Over the years, ABC Sports has always been concerned with the audit 
fee. The concern seems especially high for the current audit. ABC's concern about the audit fee has been 
explicitly communicated to the audit engagement partner since client management realizes that the growth of 
ABC could result in increased audit fees. alent management has suggested that work perfonned by the 
internal audit department might be used by your audit team In an effort to reduce fees. Further, ABC Sports 
has indicated that if the current year fee Is too high, ABC will seek bids from other large accounting finns in the 
region for the subsequent audit. The market for audit services is very competitive In your region. In fact:, for 
the current audit, ABC Sports has asked for a fixed billing ammgement In which the audit fee Is slightly less 
than the fee from the previous year's audit. 

The audit engagement partner is a partner for whom you have previously worked. The partner Is new to this 
engagement and has not had an opportunity to become familiar with the client's Intarnal audit department. In 
keeping with the profit motives of your finn, you know that the partner Is very concerned about perfonning 
audit engagements as efficiently as possible. The engagement partner has pointed out to you the client's 
interest in keeping audit fees to a minimum and has emphasized your finn's concern with perfonning audits as 
efficiently as possible. The partner further Indicated that the client's suggestion of utilizing the work perfonned 
by ABC's Internal audit department might be a very viable method for perfonnlng this audit as efficiently as 
possible. 

The primary activities of ABC Sports Company include the design and manufacbJre of sporting and athletic 
goods. The major product lines Include bicycle helmets for infants, youths, and adults and other bicycle 
accessories including child bicycle seats, car bicycle carTiers, and water boWe cages. In the United States a 
number of jurisdictions have passed mandatory helmet regulations and ABC Sports is currently a market 
leader In this growing market. Sales are made primarily on credit to Independent bicycle dealers and sporting 
goods stores. The sales tenns require that balances be paid within 60 days. this prectice is consistent with 
tha industry. 

Internal Controls 

The company has Implemented a good system of intarnal controls In the sales and accounts receivable area. 
The company's accounting system In this area Is completely computerized and Is considered to be moderately 
complex. Controls over credit sales and accounts receivabla have been evaluated by your finn as very effective 
in previous audits. Tests of controls In prior yaars have provided evidence that controls are opereting as 
planned. Accordingly, internal control risk has been evaluated as low In prior years. 

Description of the Internal Audit Department and its Activities 

The only current year change to the client's Internal control structure Is related to tha client's intarnal audit 
department. The Internal audit department at ABC Sports Is comprised of four staff auditors, one manager 
and a director. In previous audit years, the work of the Internal audit department had been primarily 
operetional and your audit team had detennlned that the work of the Internal audit department was not 
particularly relevant to the financial statement audit. Accordingly, It had been considered Inefficient to consider 
their work In planning the audit. For the last eighteen months, however, the Internal audit department's focus 
has bacome much more financial In nallJre. Audits currently perfonned by the internal audit department 
Include operetional audits (I.e. employee benefits plan review), compliance audits (I.e. compliance with laws and 
regulstions) and audits of financial controls and financial statement accounts. 

The work of the internal audit department for the period covered by the 1994 audit was such that their 
activities are relevant to the eccounts receivabla account. The internal auditors have obtained two types of 
evidence for accounts receivable: (1) evidence about the adequacy of and adherence to Internal control 
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policies; and (2) evidenca related to the accounts recaivable balanca. Accordingly, for the current audit year it 
is efficient to consider the work of the internal audit department for accounts receivable. As part of planning 
the audit for accounts receivable, you are to consider whether work performed by ABC's internal audit 
department will affect your audit plan. Because of scheduling conflicts, the internal audit steff will not be 
available to act as your assistants during your financial statement audit. 

Your audit senior, a competent auditor with whom you have worked on five audit engagements, has gathered 
together information related to the objectivity, competence and work perfonnance of the internal audit 
department. The infonnation obteined is considered reliable and has come from a variety of sources including 
client management, internal audit personnel, reading of internal audit reports, and review of work performed by 
the internal audit department. This information is provided in sections 3, 4 and 5 of the case materials. 

Specific Identified Risk and Planned Audit Approach 

For this client, there is a specific identified risk associated with potential errors in the valuation of receivables, 
the validity of receivables and the cutoff of sales. This specific identified risk, which was also present in the prior 
year audit. results from ABC Sports' interest in expanding to a global market. Helmet sales in Europe are 
expected to increasa significently in the near future and ABC would like to be in a position to obtain a significant 
market share in Europe. ABC Sports would like to finance this growth through an additional stock offering 
during the next year. To ensure that the stock offering is successful, for the past two audit years some 
pressure has been exerted on management to meet slightly optimistic growth levels. Bonuses for top 
management have been partially based on the achievement of these growth goals. 

Tests of controls that mitigate the specific identified risk will be performed and a basic level of substantive tests 
will be performed. The audit team has not Identified specific risks assl.ciated with other potential errors In 
receivables. For potential errors not affected by specific Identified riske, controls are tested under a rotetion 
plan and a basic level of substantive testing Is to be performed. [Under the rotation plan, controls were not 
tested In the previous yesr and are not to be tested in the current yesr.) 

Selected Rnanciallnformation 

sales of ABC Sports continue to grow. CNer the last five years, sales heve climbed at an average annual rate of 
27 percent. When compared to other firms in this industry, the growth in earnings per share [EPS) over the 
past two years has been at the same level as the growth for the industry· 39 percent. In comparing this firm 
to the SSP 500, the firm's EPS has increased at 39 percent while the EPS of the SSP 500 has increased at 
14 percent [about 2.8 times more). 

The growth in accounts receivable has been primarily due to the incraased sales demand. The accounts 
receivable balance for the current year consists of approximately 350 accounts primarily from retail and 
sporting goods stores. The individual accounts range from approximately $300.00 to $65,000.00 

Selected financial statement Information Is presentad on the following page. 



ABC Sports - Selecled Finanicalinlorrrallon 

Net S~es 

Net Accounts Receivable 
(edlowances of 796 end 601) 

Accounts Receivable Aging 
Oto30d¥ 
31 to60d¥ 
61 to 90 d!JYS 
over 90 d¥ 

Net Receivables I Toted Assets 
Net Receivables I Sedes 
Allowance I Gross Receivables 

Receivable TU'nover 

~ 

99,133 

19,249 

39% 
31% 
21% 
10% 

1994 
ABC SPORTS 

19.71% 
18.41% 

4.19% 

~ 

77,~1 

12,479 

39% 
30% 
22% 

9% 

(Nel aa1asJAvg.gr068 receivables) 6.17 6.20 
Days Sales in Receivables 

(G'068 recalvable&,Avg. dally sales) 70.12 

ABC SPORTS 
PLANNING MATERIALITY 

Overedl planning materiality has been estimated to be $400,000. The materiedity amount 
is based on recorded sales of $99,133 000. 

A. Prellmlnsy Auditllme Budget for A.ccounts Receivable Is presented on tho following page. 
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PRELIMINARY AUDIT TIME BUDGET FOR ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

The following audit program contains budgeted hours which represent a preliminary estimate made 
by your audit senior for the current audit of ABC Sports. The hours were budgeted without 
consideration of work already performed by ABC's internal audit department. The budget 
represents a 10% increase in total hours from the previous year. The increase in hours is primarily 
due to the growth of ABC's sales and accounts receivable over the prior audit year. After reviewing 
information about ABC's internal audit department you will have an opportunity to modify this 
budget to reflect the effect, if any, of work already performed by ABC's internal audit department 
on the nature and extent of your audit team's audit procedures. 

TESTS OF CONTROLS AND PRELIMINARY 
SUBSTANTIVE BUDGETED 

AUDIT PROCEDURES HOURS-

1. Document Internal control structure and perform tests of controls 12 
related to the specific Identified risks. 

2. Determine that the accounting policies and procedures for revenue 
recognition are appropriate and consistently applied. 

2 

3. Determine the mathematical accuracy of supporting accounts 
receivable schedules (I.e., receivables trial balance) and reconcile 

2 totals to the general ledger. 

4. Send positive confirmations to a sample of accounts receivable. 
Perform follow-up procedures and analysis (including review of 

18 subsequent collections), as appropriate. 

5. Test the allowance for doubtful accounts and bad debt expense 
(Includes reviewing write-offs. Inquiry of management, and testing 
of the schedule of the allowance for doubtful accounts). 

18 

6. Inquire of management regarding other Issues Including 
classification of credit balances In receivables, related party 

2 receivables and factoring or pledging of receivables. 

7. Test late cutoff sales by selecting sales Invoices recorded just 
prior to year end and by selecting shipping documents for 

8 shipments that occurred just subsequent to year end. 

TOTAL HOURS 62 

-The hours are based on prior year actual hours and represent a 10% Increase In total hours from 
the prior year. 

Q NEXT STEP Please turn the page. 



Before reading any additional information about ABC Sports I would like you to respond to the 
following question. 
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Having read the above planning information, what is the probability that you will be able to rely on 
work already performed by ABC's internal audit department in planning the current financial 
statement audit for accounts receivable? Indicate the probability by circling the appropriate number 
on the following scale. 

------"-"-"---"-"._-----"-"---o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
I I 
I I 

Definroe~ Definroe~ 
NO YES 

~ NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 2 now. 
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CASE OVERVIEW 
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Information about ABC's internal audit department is presented in sections 3, 4 and 5 of the case 
materials. Each of those sections contains a Part A and a Part B. Depending on your professional 
judgments you may complete one, two or all three of these sections. 

Sections 3A, 4A and 5A 

Sections 3A, 4A and 5A contain information items about the objectivity, competence and work 
performance, respectively, of ABC's internal audit department. Each of those sections contains 
multiple pages, all of which are sealed. A seal is only to be opened if you determine that you need 
additional information to make your assessment. Specific directions are provided on each of the 
pages in Sections 3A, 4A and 5A. 

Each page contains one description of an attribute of the internal audit department. This description 
is printed on the top of the page and enclosed in a box. You are to assume that the description 
completely portrays the attribute; the descriptions are not designed to exclude important 
information. After reading a description you are asked to rate the strength of the description. Your 
rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the description 
conveys a strength of the client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more 
critical strengths. A negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the 
client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to 
more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

You will be asked to indicate your assessment by circling the appropriate number on the 
following scale (as illustrated below). 

"-"._--"-"--_._._._._----_._--
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Critical Critical 
Weakness Strength 

Q NEXT STEP Please turn the page for additional overview information. 
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SECTION 2 
CASE OVERVIEW (continued) 

Sections 38, 48 and 58 

Part B of sections 3,4 and 5 contains the response scales on which you are asked to provide your 
assessments of the internal audit department. In section 3B you have an opportunity to provide 
your assessment of the objectivity of the internal audit department. In section 4B you have an 
opportunity to provide your assessment of the competence of the internal audit department. In 
section 5B you have an opportunity to provide your assessment of the work performance of the 
internal audit department. 

After obtaining as much information as you feel is necessary to make an assessment of ABC's 
internal audit department you will be asked to respond to the following question: 

What is the level of objectivity (or competence or quality of work performance) that you 
feel ABC's internal audit department possesses1 Please indicate your response by circling 
the appropriate number on the following scale (as illustrated below). 

'_' ___ e_e_e_._e_e_e. _____ _ 

o 
I 
I 

very low 
level 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I I 
I I 

moderate very high 
level level 

Recall from earlier instructions that completion of sections 4A, 4B, 5A and 5B is conditional on your 
earlier judgments. 

Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3A to begin your evaluation of the objectivity of the 
internal audit department. 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

In terms of organizational status, the director of Internal audit has a solid line (reports directly I 
to the CEO with a dotted line (direct communications) to the audit committee. 

In effect, the organizational chart shows a dual reporting relationship to the CEO and the audit 
committee. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of organizational status. Your rating is to 
be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the description 
conveys a strength of the objectivity of the client's internal audit department. Higher 
numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating would indicate that the 
description conveys a weakness of the objectivity of the client's internal audit department. 
Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to more critical weaknesses. A 
rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

____ ' ______ 0_0' ______ ' ___ _ 

·5 -4 .s -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Objectivity Objectivity 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

Dm YES ('0> NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

D(21 NO ('0> NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The authority of the Intemal audit department has been granted to It by the CEO and the audit 
committee. This authority was communicated In an intemal memo. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of the source which grants authority to 
the internal audit department. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A 
positive rating would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the objectivity of 
the client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical 
strengths. A negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the 
objectivity of the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative 
numbers) correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

'-"---'-'--_._._._._._._. 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I 

Critical 
Objectivity 
Weakness 

I 
i Critical 

Objectivity 
Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department7 Please mark one. 

DClI YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

DC21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Top management Is somewhat supportive of the Internal audit d~partment. The audit 
committee has been very Instrumental In encouraging the development of the Internal audit 
department. ABC's management Is taking a "walt and see" attitude. Management recognizes 
that as ABC Sports strives for continued growth, the Internal audit department could be 
somewhat beneficial. . 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of top management support for the 
internal audit department. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive 
rating would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the objectivity of the 
client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A 
negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the objectivity of 
the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) 
correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

___ ,e ___ • ___ ,e_e_e_. ___ • ___ "_. 

·5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Objectivity Objectivity 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

Om YES ('0> NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0(21 NO ('0> NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Department managers are somewhat receptive to the Implementation of Internal audit 
recommendations. Once the audit report Is Issued, the Internal audit director Is responsible for 
following-up on reported deficiencies. The director has Indicated that several minor audit 
findings had not yet been addressed by audltee management. Management In these audited 
areas Indicated that they considered audit recommendations to be advisory and had chosen not 
to act on the recommendations. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of implementation of internal audit 
recommendations. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the objectivity of the client's 
internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A 
negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the objectivity of 
the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) 
correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

, ___ 0_0_0 ___ '0_0 ___ 0_0 __ - _____ _ 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Objectivity Objectivity 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department7 Please mark one. 

0111 YES ('0'> NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0 121 NO ('0'> NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The Internal audit director has Indicated to your senior that, In general, audltees are not very 
happy about cooperating with periodic audits and special Investigations planned by the Internal 
audit department. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of auditees' attitudes towards internal 
aUditing. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the objectivity of the client's internal 
audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the objectivity of the client's 
internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to 
more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

--_._._._-_._._._._--'-'---
-5 -4 ..a -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Objectivity Objectivity 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

DI1I YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

DI21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Department heads can postpone or deter Internal audits of their areas by making a request to 
the CEO and stating that personnel In the audltee's department do not currently have time to 
work with the Internal auditor department. 

Some scheduled audit work In the area of accounts receivable was postponed several times 
during a six month period because of requests made by the manager responsible for accounts 
receivable. The postponement was requested because of an assertion that employees In the 
department didn't have the time to Interact with the Internal auditors. The Internal audit 
director did follow-up on the manager's assertion and noted that the department had been 
understaffed for about 3 months. The Internal audit director documented that the accounts 
receivable manager's concern was valid. However, the director felt that a 6 month delay was 
a little too excessive. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of department heads' abilitv to deter 
internal audits. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the objectivity of the client's internal 
audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the objectivity of the client's 
internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to 
more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

___ 0_0 __ - ______ 0_0 ___ , ________ _ 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Objectivity Objectivity 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0 121 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Temporary assignment of Internal auditors to line or accounting functions Is avoided by the 
director of Internal audit. However, due to a shortage of personnel for two months, Internal 
auditors were assigned to reconciling bank statements to the books of accounts. These 
reconciliations were reviewed by the appropriate accounting manaaer. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of temporary assignment of internal 
auditors to non-internal auditing positions. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to 
+ 5. A positive rating would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the 
objectivity of the client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more 
critical strengths. A negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a 
weakness of the objectivity of the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. 
higher negative numbers) correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would 
indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

'------'-'---'-'-'---'---'------' 
-5 4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Objectivity Objectivity 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(1) YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0(2) NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Appointment and termination of the Internal audit director are the responsibilities of the CEO. 
The audit committee Is advised of such actions after they occur. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of responsibility for appointing and 
terminating the internal audit director. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A 
positive rating would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the objectivity of 
the client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical 
strengths. A negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the 
objectivity of the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative 
numbers) correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

___ 1_1_1 ___ 1_1_'_1_1 _____ _ 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Objectivity Objectivity 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0 111 YES (.., NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 38 now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (.., NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The director of Internal audit has not yet developed a charter or formal document stating the 
purpose, authority and responsibility of the internal audit department. The director has 
Indicated that he Is currently In process of developing a charter. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of having an internal audit department 
charter. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to +5. A positive rating would indicate 
that the description conveys a strength of the objectivity of the client's internal audit 
department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the objectivity of the client's 
internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to 
more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

___ ._._., ___ 0_0 ___ 0_0 ______ 0_0 

-5 -4 
I 

Critical 
Objectivity 
Weakness 

-3 -2 -1 o 1 2 345 
I 

Critical 
Objectivity 
Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

DI1I YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

D(21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The Internal audit director Is cautIous about the type of assignments he accepts. His policy Is 
not to undertake projects that may compromise the appearance of the department's 
Independence. For example, If a departmental manager requests that Internal audit become 
Involved In the design of 8 new system that Internal audit will review after the system Is 
operational, the director's policy Is to refuse Internal audit's up-front Involvement In order to 
maintain Its Independence. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of internal audit's concern with the 
appearance of independence. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive 
rating would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the objectivity of the 
client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A 
negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the objectivity of 
the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) 
correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale . 

• _._._e ___ e_e_e ___ ,e ___ e ___ , 

·5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Dbjectivity Objectivity 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Members of the Internal audit department, Including the director, do not participate in any type 
of bonus plan. Rather, all Internal auditors are able to participate In a general profit sharing plan 
In which all employees of ABC Sports are able to participate. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of internal auditors' bonus compensation. 
Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the 
description conveys a strength of the objectivity of the client's internal audit department. 
Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating would indicate 
that the description conveys a weakness of the objectivity of the client's internal audit 
department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to more critical 
weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

'---'-'-'-'-'-'-"---~--'~---5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Objectivity Objectivity 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department7 Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The Internal audit director will not assign an auditor to an area where an Immediate family 
member Is employed If the Internal audit director Is aware of the situation. No formal records 
are kept by the director as to which auditors have Immediate family members employed by 
ABC Sports. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of assignment of internal auditors to non
independent (due to employment of relativesl areas. Your rating is to be made on a scale 
of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the 
objectivity of the client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more 
critical strengths. A negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a 
weakness of the objectivity of the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. 
higher negative numbers) correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would 
indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

'---"-"-"------"-"._-- --_._-----
-5 4 .s -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Objectivity Objectivity 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(1) YES (,;0) NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (,;0) NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Internal auditors are prohibited from auditing areas where they were recently assigned or 
are scheduled to be assigned on completion of responsibilities In the Internal audit 
department. No violations of this policy were noted by your audit senior. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of assignment of internal auditors to non
independent (due to previous or anticipated positions of the internal auditors) areas. Your 
rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the 
description conveys a strength of the objectivity of the client's internal audit department. 
Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating would indicate 
that the description conveys a weakness of the objectivity of the client's internal audit 
department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to more critical 
weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

• •. ___ e_e_e_._e_e_e_e __ _ 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I 

Critical 
Objectivity 
Weakness 

I 
Critical 
Objectivity 
Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (~ NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (~ NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The Internal audit director meets face·to·face with the audit committee on an annual basis. 
Top management and the external auditors attend this meeting but the director of Internal 
auditing may make arrangements to meet separately with the audit committee. Additional 
quarterly meetings are via conference calls. 

In general, the director has a great deal of freedom to meet with the audit committee. The 
CEO, however, has requested to be notified by the Internal audit director of any meetings that 
the Internal audit director schedules with the audit committee. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of frequency of internal audit meetings 
with the audit committee. Your rating is to be made on a scale of ·5 to + 5. A positive 
rating would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the objectivity of the 
client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A 
negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the objectivity of 
the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) 
correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

, ___ 0_0, ___ ,_-_._._.,--_._._._. 

·5 4 -3 -2 ·1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Objectivity Objectivity 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0111 YES (~ NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (~ NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The director of Internal audit submits quarterly activity reports to the CEO and the audit 
committee. These reports Include a summary of the audit department's work schedule, 
staffing plan, and budget. 

An annual summary report submitted to the CEO and the audit committee describes the extent 
to which the audit department has completed Its planned program. This annual report Is also 
presented at an audit committee meeting. 

Additionally, the audit committee Is advlsad Immediately, In writing, of any significant findings 
noted during the course of an audit. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of reporting on audit activities by the 
internal audit department. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive 
rating would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the objectivity of the 
client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A 
negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the objectivity of 
the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) 
correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale . 

. ___ ._e_e. ___ e_e_e_e_. _____ _ 
·5 -4 -3 -2 ·1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Objectivity Objectivity 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
objectivity of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of 
the objectivity of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0 121 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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Please list any additional information about the objectivity of the internal audit department that you 
would like to have had: 

Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 3B now to make your assessment of the objectivity of 
ABC's internal audit department. 
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Please provide your assessment of the objectivity of the internal audit department at ABC Sports by 
responding to the following two questions: 

1. What is the level of objectivity that you feel ABC's internal audit department possesses? 
Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale . 

. . -0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I I I 
I I I 

very low moderate very high 
objectivity objectivity objectivity 
level level level 

2. Check which of the following descriptions best describes your assessment of the 
objectivity of the internal audit department at ABC Sports: 

Dm The internal audit department possesses an acceptable level of objectivity. Therefore, I am 
willing to continue to consider whether the audit work they have performed will affect the 
extent of audit procedures performed by my audit team. 
(Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the next tab, which is marked 4A, to begin your assessment 
of the competence of ABC's internal audit department. 1 

DI21 The internal audit department does not possess an acceptable level of objectivity. 
Therefore, I am not willing to continue to consider whether the audit work they have 
performed will affect the extent of audit procedures performed by my audit team. 
(Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 6 to complete the Audit Time Budget for 
Accounts Receivable. Note that you are skipping the tabs marked 4A, 4B, 5A and 5B.1 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

All Internal auditors have 4 year college degrees. The director has a general business degree; 
the manager and one staff auditor have accounting degrees; the other staff auditors have 
degrees In associated fields (economics, finance and management'. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of educational background of the internal 
audit staff. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal 
audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's 
internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to 
more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

--_._._._-_._._._. ___ 0_0 __ -

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Competence Competence 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Your senior has Indicated that the Internal auditors rarely use computer assisted auditing 
techniques. All auditors do have 8 personal computer at their desks. The computers. however. 
are primarily used for spreadsheet programs and word processing packages. The department 
currently does not use any type of generalized audit software. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of computer use by the internal audit 
department. Your rating is to be made on a scale of ·5 to + 5. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal 
audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's 
internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to 
more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

' ___ 1_1_1, ___ 1_1_1_1. ______ ._. 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Competence Competence 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0 111 YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0 121 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

As of the current audit yeer, the internal audit director has made no attempt to adhere to the 
professional Internal auditing standards promulgatad by the Institute of Internal Auditors. The 
director has Indicated that, In the future, efforts will be made to Implement procedures to 
encourage adherence to these standards. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of adherence to professional internal 
auditing standards. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's 
internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A 
negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the competence 
of the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (j.e. higher negative numbers) 
correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

"_" ___ ._e_._._8_._._. __ _ 
·5 -4 
I 

Critical 
Competence 
Weakness 

-2 -1 o 1 2 3 4 5 
I 

Critical 
Competence 

Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

Dm YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

D(21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Individual auditors are evaluated by their supervisor once every two years. These evaluations 
are given orally and are briefly documented In the employees' personnel files. The evaluation 
focuses on the quality of work performed as demonstrated on audits performed during that two 
year period. 

The director has Indicated that all department members have been evaluated according to these 
guidelines. Your senior noted that documentation of these evaluations was not found in the 
personnel files for two of the staff auditors. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of use of performance evaluations. Your 
rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the 
description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal audit department. 
Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating would indicate 
that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's internal audit 
department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to more critical 
weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

'-"--_._._._._._._.,------
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 a 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Competence Competence 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (~ NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (~ NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The company provides limited training programs on the company's operations, policies, and 
procedures for the Internal auditors. The auditors are advised of updates to the company's 
operations, policies, and procedures through annual update memos. Much of the audit training 
Is obtained through on-the-Job training. 

Orientation for new employees consists of 8 one hour meeting with the director. The 
orientation primarily consists of a discussion of duties and responsibilities. The new employee 
Is Instructed as to any readings (recent audit reports and workpapers: company policies) which 
should be reviewed during the first two weeks of employment. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of training related to company policy and 
operations. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal 
audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's 
internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to 
more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

__ ' ____ , ____ 0_'_' ____ ' ___ ' 

-5 4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Competence Competence 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (G) NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (G) NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Standardized audit programs are not typically used. Rather, the staff auditor that is responsible 
for an audit is to develop the audit program during the planning of the audit. Each audit 
program, therefore, Is tailored to the specific objectives of the audit engagement. Modifications 
to the program are made 8S necessary during the course of the audit. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of policy on audit program usage. Your 
rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the 
description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal audit department. 
Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating would indicate 
that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's internal audit 
department. Lower numbers (j.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to more critical 
weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

'-'---'-'-'---'-'-,---------·5 -4 -3 -2 ·1 a 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Competence Competence 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

Dill YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0 121 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

In terms of audit experience, the audit manager has three years experience In public 
accounting. None of the other Internal auditors have experience In public accounting. Prior to 
employment at ABC Sports, two of the staff auditors had no previous work experience In 
auditing. The other two staff auditors and the manager each had less than three years Internal 
auditing experience prior to joining ABC Sports. The employment of the manager and the four 
staff auditors at ABC Sports has been In the Internal auditing department. 

The director of the department has been at ABC Sports for 30 years In a variety of accounting 
positions. The last seven years have been spent as director of the Internal audit department. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of audit experience of the internal audit 
~. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate 
that the description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal audit 
department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's 
internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to 
more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

___ a_a _____ ._a_a ___ , ______ ,0_0 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Competence Competence 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES ('0> NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO ('0> NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

In terms of Industry experience, Including experience at ABC Sports, the manager and staff 
auditors have limited experience. The director's manufacturing experience Is comprised of 30 
years of experience with ABC Sports. The manager's manufacturing experience includes three 
years at ABC sports and 3 years at another employer In the sporting goods Industry. The two 
staff auditors wIth manufacturing experience prevIous to ABC Sports were employed In 
Industries other than the sporting goods Industry (I.e., paper products, medical supplies). The 
other two staff auditors worked In not-for-proflt organizations. All four staff auditors have been 
at ABC Sports for less than 3 years. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of industry experience of the internal audit 
staff. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate 
that the description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal audit 
department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's 
internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to 
more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

-----_._._-_._._._._._--'---
·5 -4 -3 -2 ·1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Competence Competence 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (&;) NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0 12) NO (&;) NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The director has established a quality assurance program which requires that periodic Internal 
quality reviews of the Internal audit department be performed. The purpose of the quality 
assurance review Is to provide senior management and the audit committee with an 
assessment of the Internal audit department. These reviews are performed by members of the 
Internal auditing staff. The auditors performing the review are not to review work they hove 
performed. The results of the current year's review Indicated a number of areas where minor 
Improvements could be mede. The director Is currently determining how to respond to the need 
for these Improvements. No written action plan has yet been developed. 

The quality assurance program does not require that external reviews of the department be 
performed. Accordingly, no external reviews of the dapartment have been performed and none 
are currently planned. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of the internal audit department's quality 
assurance program. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's 
internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A 
negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the competence 
of the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) 
correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-' 
-5 -4 
I 

Critical 
Competence 
Weakness 

-2 -1 o 1 2 3 4 5 
I 

Critical 
Competence 

Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

Dill YES (I;) NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

DI21 NO (I;) NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The company has a policy of allowing Individuals with professional certification time off to take 
required continuing education classes. Self study courses. however. are highly encouraged. In 
fact. the department maintains a library of self study tapes on a variety of topics, Employees 
are not reimbursed for the costs of continuing education, 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of professional continuing education. 
Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the 
description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal audit department. 
Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating would indicate 
that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's internal audit 
department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to more critical 
weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

---------'---"-"-'------'-------5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Competence Competence 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(1) YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Workpaper review Is the responsibility of the Intemal audit menager. Staff work Is reviewed by 
the Intemal audit manager periodically throughout each audit. Review notes are prepared and 
must be cleared before en audit report Is Issued. Supervisor review of workpapers Is performed 
to determine that the workpapers adequately support findings, conclusions and reports. The 
director of Internal audit has decided not to be responsible for any workpaper review. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of policy on supervisor review of work. 
Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the 
description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal audit department. 
Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating would indicate 
that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's internal audit 
department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to more critical 
weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale . 

. _._._a. ___ a_a_a ___ '_' _____ _ 
-5 -4 -3 -1 o 1 2 345 
I 

Critical 
Competence 
Weakness 

I 
Critical 

COmpetence 
Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (I;) NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

°(2) NO (I;) NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The audit manager, In consultation with the staff auditor performing the engagement, will 
determine what Items to Include in the first draft of the audit report. The audit manager and 
director meet prior to preparing the final form of the audit report. The director has final 
responsibility for determining which Items should be Included In or excluded from the final 
report. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of responsibility for the content of the 
audit reoort. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal 
audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's 
internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to 
more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale . 

. _e_._e ___ e_e_e ___ ,_, ___ ,_, 
·5 -4 
I 

Critical 
Competence 
Weakness 

-3 -2 ·1 o 1 2 3 4 5 
I 

Critical 
Competence 

Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (I;) NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 48 now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (I;) NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Workpaper documentation requirements are speclfled In various policy and procedure memos. 
The format of the audit workpapers within the department Is standardized to the extent 
possible across audits. The workpapers are to document the obJectives, procedures, facts, 
conclusions and recommendations. The workpapers are also to be appropriately Indexed, 
dated, and signed off by the preparer. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of policy on workpaper documentation 
requirements. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal 
audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's 
internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to 
more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

- __ ' ___ 0 0 ___ 0_0_0 ___ 0_0_0 __ _ 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Competence Competence 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department7 Please mark one. 

Dm YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

D(21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The Intemalaudlt department does not have formal policies and procedures manuals. Rather, 
the department Is managed less formallv through supervision and written memoranda. These 
memoranda are perlodlcallv filed and constitute the departmental policies and procedures. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of formalization of internal audit policies 
and procedures. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal 
audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's 
internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to 
more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

'---'-'-'._--'-'-'-'-'--_.'-' 
-5 -4 
I 

Critical 
Competence 
Weakness 

-1 o 1 2 3 4 5 
I 

Critical 
Competence 

Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

Om YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Your audit senior has observad that all members of the Internal audit department appear to 
have a general awareness of economic and relatad Industry Issues. The department maintains 
a library of current business and Industry periodicals. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of internal auditor's knowledge of 
economic and industry issues. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A 
positive rating would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the competence of 
the client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical 
strengths. A negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the 
competence of the client's internal audit department. lower numbers (i.e. higher negative 
numbers) correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale . 

. ______ e_e_e_e_._e_e ___ "_" 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Competence Competence 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (~ NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (~ NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

In hiring professionals for the Internal audit department, limited emphasis Is placed on hiring 
Individuals with professional certifications. The only Internal auditor with a certification Is the 
audit manager who has a CPA. 

If Individual auditors exhibit an Interest In obtaining professional certification (CPA or CIA only), 
their goals will be supported within the department. Department policy Indicates that 
Individuals are to be given the exam days off with pay. The auditors will be reimbursed for the 
cost of the exam but not for any review materials. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of professional certification of the internal 
audit staff. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal 
audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's 
internal audit department. Lower numbers (Le. higher negative numbers) correspond to 
more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

0_0 ___ 0 ___ 0_0 ___ 0_0 ___ 0 ___ 0_0 __ -

-5 -4 
I 

Critical 
Competence 
Weakness 

·2 -1 o 1 2 3 4 5 
I 

Critical 
Competence 

Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

Om YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 48 now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The director of Internal audit has established educational and experience criteria for filling 
Internal auditing positions. These requirements are formally documented In position 
descriptions. The position descriptions are reviewed and, If necessary, updated on an annual 
basis. 

These position descriptions delineate the specific duties and responsibilities of a position and 
relate them to the required levels of education, experience and professional certification. The 
job descriptions provide clear delineation and are well specified in terms of authority and 
responsibility. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of internal audit position descriptions. 
Your rating is to be made on a scale of ·5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the 
description conveys a strength of the competence of the client's internal audit department. 
Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating would indicate 
that the description conveys a weakness of the competence of the client's internal audit 
department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to more critical 
weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale . 

. _-_._-_._-_._._ .. _--'-'--- ---
·5 -4 -3 -2 ·1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Competence Competence 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
competence of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

DCII YES (G? NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of 
the competence of ABC's internal audit department.) 

DC21 NO (G? NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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You have obtained all of the available Information related to the competence of ABC's Internal 
audit de artment. 

Please list any additional information about the competence of the internal audit department that 
you would like to have had: 

Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 4B now to make your assessment of the competence 
of ABC's internal audit department. 
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Please provide your assessment of the competence of the internal audit department at ABC Sports 
by responding to the following two questions: 

1. What is the level of competence that you feel ABC's internal audit department possesses? 
Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale . 

. _. ___ e. ___ e_e_e_e ___ e_._. 
o 1 
I 
I 

very low 
competence 
level 

2 3 456 
I 
I 

moderate 
competence 
level 

7 8 9 10 
I 
I 

very high 
competence 
level 

2. Check which of the following descriptions best describes your assessment of the 
competence of the internal audit department at ABC Sports: 

Dm The internal audit department possesses an acceptable level of competence. Therefore, I 
am willing to continue to consider whether the audit work they have performed will affect 
the extent of audit procedures performed by my audit team. 
(Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the next tab, which is marked 5A, to begin your assessment 
of the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

DI21 The internal audit department does not possess an acceptable level of competence. 
Therefore, I am not willing to continue to consider whether the audit work they have 
performed will affect the extent of audit procedures performed by my audit team. 
(Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 6 to complete the Audit Time Budget for 
Accounts Receivable. Note that you are skipping the tabs marked 5A and 5B.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two 
questions below. 

Of the 10 files reviewed by your audit senior, It was noted that for 2 audits the workpapers 
were not reviewed until after the audit report was Issued. Upon Inquiry, the audit manager 
indicated that the primary purpose of workpaper review was to ensure that the papers support 
the Information Included In the audit report. Given that this responslblllty primarily rested with 
the auditor performing the engagement, the Internal audit manager Indicated that a review of 
workpapers after the Issuance of the audit report was acceptable. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of actual review of workpapers. 
Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the work performance quality 
of the client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more 
critical strengths. A negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a 
weakness of the work performance quality of the client's internal audit 
department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to more 
critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the description is 
irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following 
scale. 

' ___ e_._._._. ___ ' ___ '_' _____ _ 
-5 -4 
I 

Critical 
Work Quality 
Weakness 

-3 -2 -1 a 1 2 3 4 5 
I 

Critical 
Work Quality 

Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0111 YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0(21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Your audit senior noted that a written report Is always prepared after the completion of each 
audit. The Issuance of one report In the accounts receivable area was delayed until about three 
months after completion of the audit due to the unplanned scheduling of a subsequent 
unrelated audit. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of promptness of issuing audit reports. 
Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the 
description conveys a strength of the work performance quality of the client's internal audit 
department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the work performance quality of 
the client's internal audit department. Lower num~lers (i.e. higher negative numbers) 
correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by cirCling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

"-"--------- ---'" "--- ---' --- ---' -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I 

Critical 
Work Quality 
Weakness 

I 
Critical 

Work Quality 
Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

Om YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0 121 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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SECTION5A 
WORK PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 

NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Of the 10 files reviewed by your audit senior, 1 flle did not adequately document the audit 
objectives. Although the workpapers were all Indexed, the differences across workpapers 
made It difficult to follow the Indexing In some case. In general, workpaper documentation, 
while acceptable, could be Improvad. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of actual adequacy of work paoer 
documentation. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the work performance quality of the 
client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A 
negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the work 
performance quality of the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher 
negative numbers) correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate 
that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

___ e_._e ___ ,_, ___ , ___ ,_, ______ ' 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Wort< Quality Wort< Quality 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

Dm YES ('0> NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

DI21 NO ('0> NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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SECTION5A 
WORK PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 

NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

In testing the valuation of accounts receivable during the year, once each quarter, the Internal 
audit department selected a sample of sales Invoices to test the pricing by comparing the 
Invoices with price lists and contracts. Sample sizes were more than adequate. Several pricing 
errors were noted In the workpapers. These differences were explained as resulting from the 
use of an out-dated price list at the time of the sale. This explanation was documented in the 
workpapers. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of scope of audit work in testing the 
valuation assertion. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the work performance quality of 
the client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical 
strengths. A negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the 
work performance quality of the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. 
higher negative numbers) correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would 
indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

"-",---"-"---"-"-"-"----------5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Work Quality Work Quality 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(1) YES ('I> NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0(21 NO ('I> NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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SECTION5A 
WORK PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 

NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Your audit senior has Indicated that conclusions are reasonably well documented In the 
corresponding workpapers. The conclusions presented, In most cases, are well supported in 
the workpapers. In fact, the documented conclusions appeared appropriate except for one set 
of workpapers related to the valuation assertion In which the conclusions did not appear to 
reflect the degree of negative evidence obtained during the audit. Specifically, the number of 
pricing errors documented seemed rather excessive to your audit senior. The conclusions in the 
workpapers, however, Indicated that pricing errors did not represent a significant problem. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of appropriateness of workpaper 
conclusions. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -6 to + 6. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the work performance quality of the 
client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A 
negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the work 
performance quality of the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher 
negative numbers) correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate 
that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

0 ___ ._._._-_._._._._. ___ 0_0 

-5 -4 
I 

Critical 
Work Quality 
Weakness 

-2 -1 o 1 2 3 4 5 
I 

Critical 
Work Quality 

Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

Dm YES I~ NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 6B now to make your assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

D(21 NO I~ NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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SECTION5A 
WORK PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 

NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Audit reports reviewed by your audit senior contained Information related to the purpose, 
scope, and results of the audit. The reports also contained recommendations when applicable. 

For the audit reports reviewed by your audit senior, the reports provided a reasonable summary 
of the evidence noted and documented during the audit. The only exceptlou'noted by your 
senior related to the valuation audit In which the audit workpaper conclusions did not appear to 
reflect the degree of negative evidence obtained during the audit. Similarly, the audit report did 
not appear to reflect the degree of negative evidence obtained during the audit. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of whether audit reports are complete and 
well supported. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the work performance quality of the 
client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A 
negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the work 
performance quality of the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher 
negative numbers) correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate 
that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

___ 'a_._e_._e_a_._-______ ' 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Work Quality Work Quality 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(1) YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0'21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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SECTION5A 
WORK PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 

NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Your audit senior has reviewed a sample of 10 of the Intemalaudlt department's workpaper 
flies for audits of accounts receivable for the current audit year. An audit program was 
Included In 9 of these files. 

For the other file, the staff auditor had prepared a memo at the end of the audit Indicating the 
various steps that were_performed. ThIs memo served as the audit Droaram. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of actual usage of audit programs. Your 
rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the 
description conveys a strength of the work performance quality of the client's internal audit 
department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the work performance quality of 
the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (j.e. higher negative numbers) 

-{:orrespond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

e_e_e_e ___ , ___ ,_, ___ , ___ ._e __ 

-5 -4 .a -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Work Quality Work Quality 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

D(1) YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

D(21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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SECTION5A 
WORK PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 

NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Your audit senior noted that for all audit reports Issued, the distribution list for the report 
Included management of the audited activity, your audit firm, the CEO, the chief financial 
officer and the audit committee. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of distribution of audit reports. Your 
rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the 
description conveys a strength of the work performance quality of the clit;nt's internal audit 
department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the work performance quality of 
the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) 
correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

___ ' ___ 0_0 ___ '_'_'_'_' _____ _ 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Work Quality Work Quality 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0111 YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your .assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0 12/ NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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SECTION5A 
WORK PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 

NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

Currently, In developing a work schedule, the director primarily considers requests made by 
management audltees, the CEO and the audit committee. In effect, an overall strategy to 
sslect audltees has not been developed. The audit director does try to develop audit schedules 
six months In advance. 

The director Is currently developing an overall comprehensive strategy to use In selecting 
audltees. The emphasis of the plan would be to select audltees on the basis of financial 
exposure. Major changes In operations or controls would Increase the priority of auditing the 
affected area. The goal of this comprehensive strategy will be to Identify audits to be 
performed for a 2 to 3 year time period. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of selection of audit activities. Your rating 
is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the description 
conveys a strength of the work performance quality of the client's internal audit 
department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the work performance quality of 
the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) 
correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

"-"---"-"------" "---"-"-------5 -4 -3 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I 

Critical 
Work Quality 
Weakness 

I 
Critical 

Work Quality 
Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0111 YES (I:;) NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

DC21 NO (I:;) NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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SECTION5A 
WORK PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 

NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

The Internal audit department had not performed any tests of cutoff for sales or accounts 
receivable for either the current or previous audit year. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of scope of work testing cutoff. Your 
rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the 
description conveys a strength of the work performance quality of the client's internal audit 
department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the work performance quality of 
the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) 
correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale • 

. _._._-_._._._._ .. _-_._._. 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Work Quality Work QualiLy 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0,2; NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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SECTION5A 
WORK PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 

c> NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

In testing the existence assertion of accounts receivable during the course of the audit year, the 
Internal auditors had sent out an adequate number of confirmations to accounts receivable and 
accounts written off to justify their conclusions in the area. The number of confirmations sent 
was about the same as the number that your audit firm would have sent out. The accounts 
receivables for confirmation were selectad and evaluated using appropriate statistical methods. 

The response rate was lower than that experienced by your auditors on previous audits of ABC 
Sports. Follow-up work for these no-replies (25% of the confirmations sent' was appropriately 
performed. Follow-up work on two of the five exceptions appeared to be inadequate. While 
these two exceptions were explained as timing differences in the work papers, the workpapers 
contained no documentation to support that explanation. 

Additional work related to the existence assertion included checking the mechanical accuracy 
of the second quarter reconciliation of the aged list of receivables to the accounts receivable 
control account. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of scope of audit work testing the 
existence assertion. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the work performance quality of 
the client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical 
strengths. A negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the 
work performance quality of the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. 
higher negative numbers' correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would 
indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale • 

. _._._._._._._._._--"---
·5 -4 
I 

Critical 
Work Quality 
Weakness 

-2 -1 o 1 2 3 4 5 
I 

Critical 
Work Quality 

Strangth 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

Dm YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department., 

DI21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.' 
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SECTION5A 
WORK PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 

NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

In tostlng the controls In the sales, billing, and collection cycle during the year, the Internal audit 
department documented the system of Internal controls and performed Inquiries and 
observations of appropriate personnel once during the year. Tests of controls were also 
performed although your audit senior Indicated that the sample sizes for these detailed tests 
were much smaller than sample sizes your firm would have used. Similar to results noted In 
your prior audits, the controls were found to be functioning 8S planned. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of scope of audit work in testing controls. 
Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would indicate that the 
description conveys a strength of the work performance quality of the client's internal audit 
department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A negative rating 
would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the work performance quality of 
the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) 
correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate that the 
description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale. 

---'-'---'---'-'-'------'-------5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Work Quality Work Quality 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

011/ YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0 121 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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SECTION5A 
WORK PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 

NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

At year end, the Internal audit department revIewed the analysIs of the doubtful accounts and 
related documents. The Internal auditors concluded that the allowance account was 
mathematIcally correct and that the method used to compute the allowance was the same as 
In the prior year. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of scope of work in testing the adequacy 
of the allowance account. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive 
rating would indicate that the description conveys a strength of the work performance 
quality of the client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more 
critical strengths. A negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a 
weakness of the work performance quality of the client's internal audit department. Lower 
numbers (i.e. higher negative numbers) correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of 
zero would indicate that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale • 

. _._._.'--_._._._._._--'---
-5 4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Wori< Quality Wori< Quality 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

0(11 YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

0 12) NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 
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SECTION5A 
WORK PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 

NEXT STEP Please read the following description and respond to the two questions below. 

In determining whether the accounts receivable balances are owned by the company, the 
Internal audit department reviews company minutes to determine If the board of directors has 
approved factoring of any receivables. Inquiry of the credit manager Is also made. These 
activities were performed on a quarterly basis. Based on these procedures, the Internal audit 
department concluded that all of the recorded receivables are owned by ABC Sports. 

(1) Please rate the strength of the above description of scope of work testing the ownership 
assertion. Your rating is to be made on a scale of -5 to + 5. A positive rating would 
indicate that the description conveys a strength of the work performance quality of the 
client's internal audit department. Higher numbers correspond to more critical strengths. A 
negative rating would indicate that the description conveys a weakness of the work 
performance quality of the client's internal audit department. Lower numbers (i.e. higher 
negative numbers) correspond to more critical weaknesses. A rating of zero would indicate 
that the description is irrelevant. 

Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the following scale • 

. ____ '0_0' __ 0_0_0 ____ ' ___ _ 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 a 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 

Critical Critical 
Work Quality Work Quality 
Weakness Strength 

(2) Do you currently have enough information on which to make an assessment of the 
work performance of ABC's internal audit department? Please mark one. 

D(1I YES (Q NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your assessment of 
the work performance of ABC's internal audit department.) 

DI21 NO (Q NEXT STEP Turn the page to obtain the next description.) 



SECTION5A 
WORK PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 

You have obtained all of the available Information related to the work performance of ABC's 
Internal audit de artment. 

245 

Please list any additional information about the work performance of the internal audit department 
that you would like to have had: 

~ NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 5B now to make your assessment of the work 
performance of ABC's internal audit department. 
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SECTION 58 
WORK PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 

WORK PERFORMANCE 

Please provide your assessment of the work performance of the internal audit department at ABC 
Sports by responding to the following two questions: 

1. What is the level of the quality of work performance that you feel ABC's internal audit 
department possesses? Please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number 
on the following scale. 

a 1 
I 
I 

very law 
wane quality 
level 

2 3 456 
I 
I 

moderate 
wane quality 
level 

7 

2. Check which of the following descriptions best describes your assessment of the work 
performance of the internal audit department at ABC Sports: 

0'11 The quality of the work performance of the internal audit department is of an acceptable 
level. Therefore, I am willing to consider the extent that their audit work will affect the 
audit procedures performed by my audit team. 
('" NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 6 to complete the Audit Time Budget for 
Accounts Receivable.) 

0'21 The quality of the work performance of the internal audit department is not of an 
acceptable level. Therefore, the audit work they have performed will not affect the extent 
of audit procedures performed by my audit team. 
('" NEXT STEP Please turn to the tab marked 6 to complete the Audit Time Budget for 
Accounts Receivable.) 
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SECTION 6 
AUDIT TIME BUDGET FOR ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

Now that you have had an opportunity to consider the extent that the work already performad by 
ABC's Internal audit department will have on the external audit, please respond to the following 
question: 

(1) On the following scale, please circle the appropriate number to indicate the extent to which 
work already performed by ABC's internal audit department will affect the nature and 
extent of your audit procedures: 

a 
I 
I 

no 
effect 

1 2 3 456 
I 
I 

moderate 
effect 

7 8 

Q NEXT STEP Please turn the page to complete the audit time budget for accounts receivable. 
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SECTION 6 (continued) 
AUDIT TIME BUDGET FOR ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

The following audit program is duplicated from Section 1 of your case materials. As you 
recall, these hours were budgeted without consideration of work already performed by 
ABC's internal audit department and represent a 10% increase in total hours from the 
previous year due to ABC's growth in sales and accounts receivable. Please modify this 
budget to reflect the effect of the work already performed by the internal audit department 
on the nature and extent of your audit team's audit procedures. If appropriate, be sure that 
your budgeted hours include time to review and test work performed by the internal audit 
department. 

AUDrr PROCEDURES 

1. Document Intemal control structure and perform tests of 
controls related to the specific Identified risks. 

2. Determine that the accounting policies and procedures for 
revenue recognition are appropriate and consistently applied. 

3. Determine the mathematical accuracy of supporting accounts 
receivable schedules (I.e., receivables trial balance' and 
reconcile totals to the generslledger. 

4. Send poeltlve confirmation. to a sample of accounts 
receivable. Perform follow-up procedures end anslysls 
(Including review of subsequent collections', as appropriate. 

6. Test the allowance for doubtful accounts and bad debt 
expense (Includes reviewing write-offs, Inquiry of management, 
and testing of the schedule of the allowance for doubtful 
accounts'. 

6. Inquire of management regarding other Issues Including 
classification of credit balances In receivables, related party 
receivables and factoring or pladglng of receivables. 

7. Test late cutoff sales by eelectlng sales Involcss recorded Just 
prior to year end and by selecting shipping documents for 
shipments that occurred Just subsequent to year end. 

TOTAL HOURS 

PRELIMINARY YOUR 
HOURS HOURS 

12 
hours 

2 
hours 

2 
hours 

18 
hours 

18 
hours 

2 
h2!!!! 

8 
hours 

Please indicate how many of the above TOTAL HOURS will be used to review and test work 
performed by ABC's internal audit department: Hours 

~ NEXT STEP Please turn the page to provide justification for your decision as to how the work 
already performed by ABC's Internal audit department will affect the nature and extent of audit 
procedures performed by your audit team. 
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SECTION 6 (continued) 
AUDIT TIME BUDGET FOR ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

Briefly justify your decision about the effect that ABC's internal audit department will have on the 
nature and extent of audit procedures performed by your audit team. Your justification should be a 
listing of the three most important factors in your decision. 

Feel free to look back at the General Planning Information in Section 1. Also, feel free to look at 
any of the information items which you previously opened. Please do not open anv additional 
information Items at this time. 

Please write (print) your justifications clearly to facilitate the review of your responses. 

~ NEXT STEP Please turn to the next tab marked 7. 



SECTION 7 
CASE QUESTIONS 
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Please provide responses to the questions on this and the following page. For questions 1 - 5 below, 
please indicate your response by circling the appropriate number on the provided scale. 

1. What Is the level of fee pressure exerted by ABC sports? 

______ ' ______ 0_0_0 __ - ___ ' _____ _ 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I I I 

very low moderate very high 
fee pressure fee pressure fee pressure 

2. What is the level of client-imposed fee pressure that you experience on most of your audits? 

'-__ , ___ 0_0 ___ -_._. ___ 0 ___ 0 __ - __ _ 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I I I 

very low moderate very high 
fee pressure fee pressure fee pressure 

3. For most audits performed in your office, what is the level of client-imposed fee pressure that 
is typically experienced? 

______ 0_0, __ - ___ 0_0 ___ 0_0 _____ _ 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 
I I I 

very low moderate very high 
fee pressure fee pressure fee pressure 

4. How much effort did you exert on the evaluation of ABC's internal audit department? 

° ° ° ° ° ° - - -0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I I I 

minimum moderete maximum 
effort effort effort 

5. What is the probability that you will be contacted regarding the responses and justification you 
provided in this case? 

______ 0_0 ___ ._._._-_._._._--

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
I I 

Definitely Definitely 
NO ~S 

6. How long did you spend completing this case? _____ mlnutes 

Q NEXT STEP Please turn the page and answer the remaining questions. 



SECT/ON 7 
DEMOGRAPH~QUEST/ONS 
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Plesse provide responses to the following questions. These questions will provide information about 
your professional background and experiences which w/71 be useful in the analysis of your responses. 

1. For how many different audits have you made an evaluation of the client's internal audit 
department for possible reliance on work already performed by the Internal audit 
department OR for use of the Internal auditors as assistants? 
(NOTE: if you have worked on the audit of the same company for, say, three years, then 
count this as three audits, not just one.) Audits (if the answer is 0 please go to 
question 6.) 

2. For what percentage of the clients Indicated In question 1, did you decide to rely on work 
already performed by the internal audit department? Please provide a response between 
0% and 100%: % 

3. For what percentage of the clients Indicated In question 1, did you decide to use the Internal 
auditors as assistants? Please provide a response between 0% and 100%: % 

4. For those clients Indicated in question (1), what were the primary Industries of those clients? 
Please mark all that apply. 

0(1) Banking, Savings and Loans, other Financial Services 
0(2) Manufacturing 0(4) Real Estate 
0(3) Retail 0(5) other (Please describe: _________ _ 

5. For those clients In which you relied on work already performed by the Internal audit 
department, what were the primary reasons for relying on their work? Please mark all that 
apply. 

0(1) Client management (or board of directors) requested that we rely on Internal audit 
work 

0(2) Reliance would Increase the realization rate on the engagement 
0(3) Reliance would result in a more competitive audit fee 
0(4) Reliance would result In a more effective audit approach 
0(5) other (Please describe: ___________________ _ 

6. What is your current position In the firm? Please mark one. 

Audit Senior 
Audit Partner 

Audit Manager 0(3) Audit Senior Manager 
Other (Please describe: ________ ) 

7. How long have you been employed as an auditor in public accounting? __ months 

8. Have you ever been employed as an Internal auditor? Please mark one. 

No Yes; How long: _____ months 

9. What Is your educational level? Please mark one. 

Bachelor Degree 0(2) Master Degree 0(3) Other ( ______ ---' 

Thank you very much lor ~ompletlng thl. caHI 
pleaH I'tfItum the caH to the nrm I'tfIpl'tflHntatlve, a.lnJlcateJ In your ~over leHer. 
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